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Abstract
Political parties tend to compete over a wide range of issues in their electoral
campaigns. Although the choice of issues that parties make can, to a great extent, be
explained by several well-established theories (e.g. ownership, median voter), in recent
decades the patterns of party issue competition in European democracies have become
more complex. Current theories fall short of explaining fully why parties choose to
compete over certain issues but not others, and what motivates them to follow issue
strategies that either converge or diverge from that of their competitors.
Approaching this question from the perspective of polity vs. policy issue competition,
this thesis aims to identify the factors that increase the salience of polity issues and
shape the patterns of convergence and divergence on polity/policy issue competition.
I argue that institutional factors, such as party system competitiveness and left/right
polarisation, along with dominant cultural values, the state of the economy, and a
party’s position within the given party system all influence political parties' behavior
in polity/policy issue competition. In order to test this hypothesis, I have conducted
quantitative panel-data analysis (with the random effects and fixed effects models for
the sample of 18 Western European countries between 1979 and 2013) and produced
five case studies (pre-election campaigns in the United Kingdom in 1979, 1997 and
2010, and in Italy in 1979 and 2008).
The results of this study suggest that, as predicted, in more competitive and polarised
(along the left/right axis) party systems, political parties tend to emphasise polity-type
issues, as well as to diverge more sharply on polity/policy issue competition. Equally
strong results also appeared for the factor of the party’s position within the relevant
party system – minor and non-governing parties compete over polity issues more
fiercely than their counterparts in power. Finally, while economic factors proved likely
to be the key driving force for the salience of polity issues in party competition, the
results did not indicate that dominant cultural values produced any effect on
polity/policy issue competition.
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1.

Introduction
Polity/Policy Issue Competition in Europe: Questions and
Hypothesis

In order to study the question of why political parties discuss some issues and remain
silent about others during their electoral campaigns, one could look at either single
issues (e.g. to what extent do all key political parties compete on welfare, fiscal policy,
environment etc.) or issue dimensions (e.g. to what extent do all key parties compete
on ‘typical’ left-wing or right-wing issues such as, for example, education and welfare
or taxes and fiscal policy, respectively). In my research, however, I have chosen to
approach the study of party issue competition at the electoral level by applying a
specific typology of issue dimensions – polity (i.e. issues relating to the functioning of
the political system per se such as the quality of democracy, government efficiency,
constitutional rules etc.) vs. policy (i.e. issues relating to public policy such as
education, health, welfare etc.). As a concept, the polity/policy conflict originated in
studies by Kirchheimer (1957), Dahl (1966) and Mair (2007, 2009) that analyse
structurally different modes of opposition in democratic political systems.
Conceptually, it might well be capturing an increasingly important dimension of party
competition in contemporary European democracies.
As Mair (2007, 2009) has argued at length, mainstream political parties have almost
totally lost their representative function and in lieu of it, have considerably
strengthened their governing function, which has further alienated them from the civil
society. The resulting vacuum, Mair argued, has been filled by a number of other
emerging parties, which claim to represent the citizenry. Of key importance in the
context of this study is that these non-mainstream parties, many of which can be
labelled as anti-system, populist, or far right extremists, tend to be "polity-sceptic"
(Mair, 2009), i.e. they challenge their competitors specifically on the polity dimension.
Moreover, much of this polity-scepticism takes the form of Euroscepticism. The United
Kingdom Independence Party, Five Star Movement in Italy, Alternative for Germany,
and National Front in France are just a few of the most recent examples of this
phenomenon. Although competing on the polity dimension is not a new phenomenon
in European politics and as such has dominated the party competition in other periods
21

(e.g. right after the World War II) one can argue that it again has regained the
momentum during the last decades.
Meanwhile, the left/right socio-economic competition – the key battleground for
mainstream political parties in the twentieth century - has been declining in
importance. As Mair (2009) put it, the ever-increasing scope of constraints under
which political parties in contemporary European democracies operate (i.e. those
related to the European Union, the Council of Europe and to a number of international
organisations), has left these parties facing restricted policy choices. Consequently,
most parties have shifted towards the centre, at least in terms of their economic
policies. In the opinions of Dahl (1966) and Kirchheimer (1957), the 'surplus of
consensus' has squeezed out the classical opposition directed at public policies (read:
policy competition) and given way to opposition in principle (read: polity competition),
which is directed at the political system itself (see also Mair, 2007). For example, the
Labour and Conservative parties in the United Kingdom and the Christian Democrats
in Germany are among the largest national parties in Europe, and all have ideologically
moved towards the centre over the last decades. The growth of complex issues with
many loosely related strands (e.g. the environment) has also decreased the capacity of
the left/right dimension to accommodate the changing nature of party issue
competition.
By no means do I intend to suggest that the left/right dimension has lost all its
importance: to some extent, it still serves as an analytical framework for studying party
competition in contemporary Europe. However, I wish to emphasise that, for the
above-mentioned reasons, we should not privilege the left/right dimension over other
modes of analysis. Studying party competition by examining single issues or, as
suggested in this study, by focusing on the policy/polity dimension is at least equally
as legitimate as an analytical model.
An examination of data from the Manifesto Project Database will allow us to construct
a more nuanced picture about the policy-polity issue competition in European
countries (see the Table 1.1.). It reveals three noteworthy characteristics. Firstly, the
dynamics of policy/polity issue competition1 across 18 Western European countries
In this study, I have introduced the Polity Index for measuring polity/policy issue salience in party
competition during the electoral campaign. It is calculated as the mean share of parties' references to
1
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between 1979 and 2013 varies. In most countries the pattern is irregular, but one can
observe a few trends. In countries such as the United Kingdom and Belgium, political
parties tend to compete less and less over policy issues and increasingly more over
polity issues (see the Table 1.1.). In countries such as Germany, Portugal, Greece and
Iceland, the trend is opposite – political parties have gradually shifted their focus from
polity to policy issues. Overall, in most countries the salience of polity issues increased
during the 1980 and 1990s, but dropped in the 2000s. When analysed over a longer
time period, i.e. from 1945 onwards,2 the salience of polity issues in most countries was
lower in the 1950s and 1960s than in the 1980s and 1990s. Thus, while the long-term
data confirms the idea that polity issue competition has been of increasing importance,
one cannot see a strong pattern towards this direction during the last decades. While
this data offers a quick and useful overview of polity/policy issue competition in
European countries, a more substantive discussion is needed to assess Mair’s
argument, which I will present later in this thesis.

polity-type issues in their election manifestos (per election year, per country). It can range between 0
and 100 with higher values indicating bigger share of polity issues, and vice versa. As all the issues are
classified as either polity- or policy-type, the Index also informs about the share of policy issues.
Example: Polity Index 45 in Greece in 1986 means that, on average, 45% of all the issues to which
political parties were referring in their manifestos were polity-type, whereas 55% were policy-type. For
the detailed description of the Polity Index, please refer to the Chapter on Research Design.
2 See the Appendix for a detailed table on Polity Salience Index since 1945.
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Table 1.1. Mean Polity Salience Index per Country, per Election Year (scale 1–100, where 1 is all policy and 100 is all polity)
Source of Generic Data: Manifesto Project Database
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Secondly, the level of polity issue competition also varies. It is relatively high (30% or
above) in many old and new democracies such as the Greece, Portugal, Italy, France,
Iceland, Switzerland, Spain, the United Kingdom and Germany, whereas in Sweden,
Luxembourg, Norway and Denmark the level of polity issue competition is, on average,
lower (22% or below) (see the Table 1.2.).
Mean Polity Salience Index per Country per
Entire Period (1979-2013)
Country

Mean

Greece
Portugal
Italy
France
Iceland
Switzerland
Spain
United Kingdom
Germany
Netherlands
Belgium
Austria
Ireland
Finland
Denmark
Norway
Luxembourg
Sweden

36
36
36
35
32
32
31
30
30
28
28
27
26
26
22
22
20
20

Table 1.2. Mean Polity Salience Index per Country, per Entire Period (1979-2013) (scale 1
– 100, where 1 is all policy and 100 - all polity)
Source of Generic Data: Manifesto Project Database

Thirdly, and most importantly, the data regarding inter-party competition within each
country also reveals considerable variation (see the Table 1.3.). In some countries, such
as Norway, Netherlands and Luxembourg, political parties tend to compete evenly
regarding the polity dimension – which might suggest that they have opted for a
trespassing strategy (that is, adopting the salient issues of their competitors). In other
countries, such as Italy, Greece, Denmark and Finland, the polity dimension is more
salient for some parties than for others, which, in turn, might suggest that this
dimension is ‘owned’ by certain political parties.
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Internal Country Variation of Polity Salience Index per Entire
Period (1979–2013)
Country
Finland
Italy
Greece
Denmark
Iceland
Portugal
Switzerland
Austria
Spain
Belgium
United
Kingdom
Sweden
Germany
France
Ireland
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway

Mean
Polity/Policy
Index
26
36
36
22
32
36
32
27
31
28

Variation
(std.)
12
16
13
12
12
11
11
9
9
9

Index of Dispersion
or Variance-to-Mean
Ratio
9
9
8
8
6
5
5
4
3
3

30

8

3

20
30
35
26
20
28
22

6
6
6
6
5
6
3

2
2
2
2
1
1
0

Table 1.3. Internal Country Variation of Polity Salience Index per Entire Period (1979–
2013) (scale 1 – 100, where 1 is all policy and 100 is all polity; mean standard variation
and index of dispersion calculated per country per period 1979–2005)
Source of Generic Data: Manifesto Project Database

This brief review of polity/policy competition data across European countries raises an
intriguing research question. Theorists of issue salience argue that political parties
shape their electoral agenda and message in the way that they believe will bring in the
most votes in an upcoming election (as will be discussed at more detail in the next
section). These theorists also argue that issue salience among voters – considered to
be one of the key factors determining parties’ electoral agendas – is subject to
manipulation: much depends on whether (and to what extent) political parties want to
address issues of high public salience. Existing theories about issue salience suggest
two key possible strategies available to parties: trespassing or ownership. However,
these theories fall short of explaining why political parties opt for one instead of the
other, and what factors might force political parties to adopt a certain strategy.
Analysing the data presented above about patterns of polity/policy competition across
European countries, one observes two phenomena. Firstly, the cross-country and overtime variations of polity/policy competition both exhibit a high degree of irregularity.
Both variations display patterns (although not across the whole of Europe or across the
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entire time period) that suggest that there are country-specific and cross-country
factors that dictate whether or not political parties compete in the polity dimension.
Secondly, the inter-party variation of polity/policy issue competition within each
country clearly shows that in some cases, political parties choose the trespassing
strategy, whereas in others they adopt the ownership strategy. This, too, suggests a
wide range of factors exist that constrain political parties to opt for one or the other
strategy. Current research into party electoral competition does not provide us with
more knowledge about these factors and conditions. The contribution made by present
study is to highlight and test empirically some of these factors.
I propose two research questions: 1) what are the conditions under which political
parties compete in the polity issue dimension; and 2) what are the conditions under
which political parties opt for divergent (i.e. ownership) or convergent (i.e.
trespassing) strategies regarding the polity/policy issue dimension? Accordingly, I
aim to test two sets of hypotheses in my study. Regarding the first question, I argue
that marginal and non-governing opposition parties, as well as those political parties
that function in competitive institutional environments and in societies characterised
by postmodern values and adverse economic conditions, are more likely to compete
in polity issue dimension. Regarding the second question, I argue that political parties
that function in competitive institutional environments are more likely to opt for
divergent electoral strategies (i.e. strong issue ownership), whereas those that
function in a less competitive institutional setting opt for trespassing strategies.

State of Current Research
The question of why political parties discuss some issues and keep silent about others
during their electoral campaigns has been extensively discussed by the theories of
spatial competition (Downs, 1957), dominance-dispersion principle (Riker, 1993 and
1996), issue ownership (Petrocik, 1996; Petrocik, Benoit and Hansen, 2003), issue
salience (Budge and Farlie, 1983, Budge, 1993, Carmines, 1991), selective emphasis
(Robertson, 1976) and issue trespassing or overlap (Sides, 2006 and 2007; Sigelmann
& Buell, 2004; Kaplan et al., 2006; Damore, 2004; Green-Pedersen, 2007). Although
differing in a number of aspects, as discussed further below, all the above-mentioned
authors assume that political parties are rational actors, who, during the pre-election
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period, are predominantly vote-seeking, and therefore choose to compete over those
political issues that they consider will generate maximal electoral support.
According to the issue ownership theorists, political parties develop a reputation of
competence and voters’ trust for some issues and are considered to ‘own’ the
corresponding political domain. For example, in the United Kingdom, the
Conservatives are currently considered to be more competent regarding the economy,
while Labour is considered to be more competent about welfare. In the United States,
the Democrats ‘own’ the domain of social welfare and intergroup relations, but the
Republicans have an advantage when the issues of taxes, public spending and the size
of the government are part of the public agenda (Petrocik, Benoit and Hansen, 2003).
Although voters’ perceptions are not fixed and may change according to several longterm and short-term factors, political parties nevertheless have a strong incentive to
compete over the issues about which they have earned voters’ trust at the time of the
election. Riker (1993) calls this the dominance/dispersion principle: ‘when one side
successfully wins the argument on an issue, the other side ceases to discuss it’ (Riker
1993: 81), and vice versa – if there are unaddressed (or ‘non-owned’) issues, political
parties have an incentive to address them. To paraphrase Riker (1993), pre-election
campaigns for political parties are not about engaging in dialogue with each other, but
rather about parallel communication with the electorate about their ‘winning issues’.
As scholars of both issue ownership and issue salience argue, political parties do not
solely respond to the perceptions of the electorate. As Petrocik et al (2003) have noted,
although the electorate’s core attitudes and policy preferences change very slowly,
when they do change, it is often in response to what the voters believe is happening in
the world (Petrocik et al, 2003: 603). In this respect, political parties have leverage to
shape or influence people's beliefs. For example, the British Labour Party may try to
downplay the issue of the economy when it runs for elections in the midst of economic
crisis, and instead draw attention to educational reforms. The regained standing of the
Conservatives regarding economic problems means they can emphasise the issue of
the economy, especially in the elections that took place after a long-serving Labour
government found itself in the middle of the economic downturn. Hence, each party
will try to tell a different story to the voters about what is really important. The
advantage this offers to political parties is not entirely theoretical. As a number of
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empirical studies have indicated, voters assign a higher importance to those issues
about which they have been informed better and have read or heard about in the mass
media more often (see, among others, Iyengar, 1991; Ansolabehere and Iyengar, 1994;
Schoenbach and Semetko, 1990; Weaver, Graber, McCombs and Eyal, 1981).
Does this mean that in the end, political parties compete in different domains for the
same elections (as theorists of the dominance/dispersion principle, issue ownership
and issue salience all argue)? According to Downs (1957), Sides (2006 and 2007),
Damore (2005), Green-Pedersen (2007), Rovny (2012), and Sigelman and Buell
(2004), this is not the case, or is only partly the case. As the Downsian spatial model
predicts, political parties compete over those issue positions that are closest to the
median voter, as well as altering these positions in line with any changes in the policy
positions of the median voter (Downs, 1957). Hence, in a uni-dimensional space,
political parties would converge around the median voter and eventually their
ideological distance would decrease. Consequently, parties’ issue positions during the
electoral campaign would also converge and they would try to persuade voters about
the proximity of their positions to the voters' own preferences.
Sides (2006), however, does not support Downs' median voter theorem. He argues that
it has ‘proven to be theoretically fragile and empirically lacking’ (Sides, 2006: 410).
Instead, he presents a perspective according to which neither convergence nor
persuasion is necessary (Sides, 2006:410). After conducting an empirical study of the
1998 Senate elections in the United States, Sides found that electoral campaign
agendas do not systematically depend on party issue ownership, party candidate record
or the degree of competitiveness – to mention only a few of the indicators investigated
– and that political parties tend to compete over the same issues by trespassing into
the realm of their competitors’ electoral agenda. Similar conclusions supporting the
issue overlap hypothesis are drawn by Sigelman and Buell (2004), Damore (2007) and
Green-Pedersen (2007). Sides (2006 and 2007) and Rovny (2012) elaborate about
exactly how political parties converge during issue competition. Sides (2006 and 2007)
argues that political parties trespass by framing the other party’s issues (i.e.
emphasising some aspects of an issue while downplaying others) in a way that is more
favourable to them – i.e. they talk very vaguely about the issue or some of its aspects,
or take a position compatible with the party’s ideology. Similarly, Rovny (2012) calls it
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the blurring strategy (vague and imprecise issue positions), which a political party
adopts in order to talk about ‘unfavourable’ issues that would not be addressed unless
they arise in the agenda of the mass media or that of their political opponents. This
evidence, as Sides (2006 and 2007) argues, supports the ‘riding a wave’ hypothesis –
i.e. that all parties tend to focus on the same set of salient issues rather than only on
their

individually

‘owned’

ones,

contrary

to

what

the

theories

of

the

dominance/dispersion principle and issue ownership would suggest (Sides, 2006:
426). Hence, if factors such as party issue ownership, party candidate or party ideology
are not dependent on issue emphasis, then political parties tend to follow similar
agendas despite their different characteristics. In this way, the findings of these
scholars differ significantly from those of Petrocik, Benoit and Hansen, Budge and
Farlie, and Riker.
With the exception of Downs' theory, which has been widely discussed and empirically
tested, these theories of issue ownership and trespassing require more empirical
research in order to identify the conditions under which political actors act (or are
forced to act) in one or the other way – i.e. either trespass or overlap with the agenda
of competitors, or focus (solely) on their preferred issues. This does not mean that one
cannot integrate the logic of both schools of thought, as Sides (2006) has already
attempted to do. Further thinking and research is necessary to continue and extend
this reconciliation of the differing theoretical interpretations.

Research Method and Structure of Thesis
My chosen research method combines a quantitative cross-country analysis applying
both the random and fixed effects models for the sample of 18 Western European
countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland,
Sweden and the United Kingdom) between 1979 and 2013 with five case studies of
electoral campaigns in two countries – Italy (the national parliamentary elections in
1979 and 2008) and the United Kingdom (the national parliamentary elections in 1979,
1997 and 2010). In the United Kingdom case studies, I have included the three key
political parties: the Conservative Party, the Labour Party and the Liberal Democrats.
For the Italian studies, I have included the Communist Party, the Christian Democrats,
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the Socialist Party and the Italian Social Movement in 1979, and the People of Freedom,
National Alliance, Lega Nord and the Democratic Party in 2008.
This mixed-method research strategy has been chosen in order to compensate for the
most commonly attributed flaws of both large-n quantitative analysis and small-n
qualitative studies. The quantitative analysis enables the testing of the statistical
significance of the defined explanatory factors (competitiveness, economic
development and dominant cultural values) across a number of countries, while the
case studies contribute by creating an illustrative story and giving contextual
understanding about the role of the explanatory factors in party issue competition at
the electoral level, as well as revealing other factors of influence.
For the quantitative study, I have used generic data from the Comparative Manifesto
Project, as well as the World Values Survey and the World Bank (including the
Database of Political Institutions). For the case studies, the majority of data came from
party documents, as well as from the mass and social media.
The thesis is structured in six chapters (this being the first). In Chapter 2, I present the
conceptual and theoretical framework for the study, in which I further describe the
concept of polity/policy issue competition and present the causal mechanism for each
hypothesis. I demonstrate how factors including the state of the economy, dominant
cultural values, party system competitiveness and polarisation and a party’s position
within a party system can influence party behaviour by creating incentives for them to
compete over either polity or policy issues. In Chapter 3, I introduce the research
design, while the subsequent Chapters (4, 5 and 6) are dedicated to discussion of the
results of both the quantitative cross-country study and the case studies. The
discussion of the quantitative results is organised according to each set of explanatory
factors (i.e. party system competitiveness and polarisation, cultural values, socioeconomic factors, and a party’s place within the party system). The results of the case
studies are presented for each election separately, accompanied by a broader
discussion of relevant aspects of the country’s electoral and party system and by a
comparison of the country's internal elections. The thesis concludes with a short
comparison between the elections of both countries.
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2. Party Issue Competition at the Electoral
Level: Key Concepts and Theories
Issues, Issue Salience and Issue Competition
Understanding party issue competition at electoral level requires, to begin with, a
precise definition of the concept of an issue. In scholarly literature, there is a lack of
conceptual clarity regarding the use of the term '(policy) issue'. Guinaudeau and
Persico (2014) draw attention to three broad problem areas. Firstly, the meaning of
'issue' can range from specific policy problems such as the fight against crime or the
invasion of Iraq (e.g., Green and Hobolt, 2008) to policy sectors such as education,
health or immigration (e.g. Bale, 2003), and even to cross-sector policy fields such as
state welfare or European integration (e.g. Marks & Steenbergen, 2004). Secondly,
issues can represent both policy objectives (i.e. lower inflation, increasingly unequal
income levels) and instruments (i.e. legislation, spending). Thirdly, issues can also be
considered as dimensions of conflict (Veen, 2011) or as cleavages (Karvonen et al,
2001) in themselves (Guinaudeau and Persico, 2014).
Clarification of the conceptual boundaries is crucial as one can derive substantially
different or even diametrically opposed conclusions about issue competition
depending on the chosen definition. For example, if we look at two political parties
discussing European integration and apply the broad cross-sectional definition of an
issue, it is valid to argue that both political parties are competing over the same issue.
However, if we applied the narrowest possible definition – 'European integration' can
be broken down into issues such as the extension of powers of European institutions
or enlargement – one could argue that the two political parties are competing over
different issues. Accordingly, applying a broad definition makes the identification of
issue ownership less likely (Green-Pedersen and Blomqvist, 2004; Guinaudeau and
Persico, 2014), while choosing a narrower definition invalidates conclusions about the
considerable overlap between issues (Baumgartner et al. 2009).
Contrary to Guinaudeau and Persico (2014), who claim that an issue – “a question of
public policy, as delimitated and defined by political actors, possibly giving rise to one
or several positions” (Guinaudeau, 2014) – should be defined as narrowly as possible,
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I argue that the most ‘appropriate’ level of conceptual precision is not necessarily the
narrowest one, but rather is identified according to the nature of the research question.
For example, if we want to test the hypothesis of the ‘policy hollow-out’ by arguing that
political parties compete less and less often over substantial policy matters (e.g.
environmental protection) and increasingly compete over a range of technocratic
solutions (e.g. should the goal of better environmental protection be reached by
increasing awareness within society and/or imposing more regulations?), then the
distinction between issues as instruments and issues as objectives is of crucial
importance. If, however, we aim to study whether political parties have become more
Eurosceptic over the course of time, then it is best to conceptualise the issue
competition along the pro/anti-European cleavage. In such a case, it might not matter
whether the pro/anti-European stance has been defined broadly as a policy field (e.g.
deeper European integration) or narrowly as an instrument (e.g. lower spending at the
European level), since one can test attitudes towards Europe at any level.
One might object that allowing for flexible conceptual borders endangers the
possibility of studying issue competition from a comparative perspective, and creates
confusion around important questions such as whether political parties converge or
diverge during periods of electoral issue competition. However, narrowing the
definition of 'an issue' might be a technical rather than a practical solution for this
problem. For example, as some of the scholars mentioned above (e.g. Rovny, 2012,
Sides, 2006 and 2007) have observed, political parties selecting their electoral issue
agenda are often constrained by their political opponents. In order to avoid direct
confrontation, a political party may attend to the issue by talking about it in very
general terms or, on the contrary, by focusing on a very narrow aspect. Would that be
divergence or convergence? Having applied a very narrow definition of an issue, we
would conclude that the political parties are moving away from each other, whereas
using a broader definition would lead us to think of it as overlapping issue competition.
This example suggests that before agreeing on a definition, one should consider
whether the given political parties’ intentions are to differ from or to harmonise with
their political opponents. In this context, it is also worth referring to Sartori's (1976)
definition of the key characteristic of an issue. He argues that it is distinctiveness that
separates issues from each other, i.e. “[an issue] can be isolated and is indeed perceived
in isolation – not only in its distinctiveness, but because of its distinctiveness” (Sartori,
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1976/ed.2005: 292). Although it does not solve the conundrum discussed above, from
this perspective the conceptual problems about the level of precision become less
important.
A more sophisticated discussion of conceptualisation is beyond the scope of this study.
It is sufficient to conclude that when the conceptual boundaries are kept flexible, the
challenge lies in selecting the methodological tools and data that best serve the given
research question. When interpreting the results of different studies, one should keep
in mind that conclusions about policy convergence or divergence were reached using
differing levels of conceptual precision about the given issues. For example, the fact
that the authors of the Comparative Manifesto Project, whose work serves as a valuable
data source for numerous comparative studies in party competition, have applied a
particular definition of the issue should not prevent the research community from
drawing definite conclusions about the presence (or absence) of policy overlap.
Since this study aims to explore party issue competition on a polity/policy axis, the
conceptual boundaries run parallel with the line of the relevant cleavage, as I explain
at more detail in the next subchapter. Whether an issue is perceived as a narrow or
broad problem or theme is not important, as long as one can classify it as either polity
or policy in its nature. For example, both the issue of broadening presidential powers
and that of increasing budgetary transfers to local/regional authorities are polity-type
issues, although the former can clearly be labelled as a goal-type issue, while the latter,
depending on the context, might be treated solely as an instrument-type issue.
Regarding issue salience, which in the literature of political behaviour has been defined
as the importance of a given issue for political actors – usually voters, but increasingly
also political parties – it is worth mentioning the conceptual (and methodological)
problem raised by Wlezien (2005). He argues it is necessary to be aware of two
different characteristics of issue salience – the importance of the issue and the degree
to which an issue is a problem for the electorate, and/or for a political party. Not only
can this awareness lead to a different choice of methodological tools, it can also mean
that these characteristics embody two different concepts. As the theories of issue
salience imply, the bigger the strategic importance (i.e. it has a high likelihood of
getting strong electoral support) of a given issue for a political party, the more the party
will choose to articulate it during the electoral campaign. The political actor may
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(explicitly or implicitly) be aware that the articulated issue is not necessarily a problem
for the electorate to the same degree. The theories of issue salience, issue ownership
and issue trespassing are built by integrating the dimension of the issue importance
and omitting that of how big a problem the issue is for the electorate.
As mentioned above, issue salience theories are based on the assumption that political
parties are rational actors seeking to maximise achievement of their goals. Although at
times there may be conflict between a party’s different goals (e.g. ideological vs.
electoral during an electoral campaign), issue salience scholars argue that during an
election campaign political parties prioritise the goal of getting (re)elected. Hence, the
idea that political parties pay more attention to (i.e. articulate more frequently) those
issues that are most important to them may be understood to mean that they articulate
those issues, which according to the best of their knowledge, will bring the best
electoral outcome.
As briefly mentioned in the Introduction, the core characteristic of issue competition
is best understood in relation to Down’s concept of positional competition. Down's
theory states that political parties compete via taking positions along the
multidimensional (although predominantly socio-economic) issue axis, placing
themselves as close as possible to the median voter. In contrast, the concept of issue
competition suggests that political actors compete over issues rather than issue
positions. Budge and Farlie (1983) call these two types of competition ‘direct
confrontation’ and ‘selective emphasis’, respectively, while Carmines and Stimson
(1993) define issue competition as a competition in which issues dominate the political
agenda. In this scenario, instead of trying to allocate their policy stances on a given
multidimensional issue axis, parties are preoccupied with selecting and emphasising
the issues that they would like to dominate the electoral competition. In this way,
parties attempt to influence the political agenda. As Budge (1982) has described it, the
finding that political parties opt for different policy agendas has undermined “[...] the
conventional interpretation of competition as direct policy confrontation on the same
issues. Instead, politicians seem anxious to emphasise certain favourable issue areas
and to play down others which are unfavourable.” (Budge, 1982: 149). Nevertheless, as
scholars of issue trespassing and issue overlap have noted, this state of affairs does not
create an “ever fragmentised” issue competition, in which political parties competing
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solely on their own chosen issues. Although political parties would relish this kind
fragmented situation, they are forced to attend to the issues brought up by their
political competitors. As Green-Pedersen (2007) argues, “[i]ssue competition is the
sum of all issues to which political parties pay attention. Each party can influence the
agenda, but is also constrained by it as a party is forced to pay attention to issues
attended to by other parties and cannot focus on an issue ignored by all other parties.
Consequently, the party political agenda is both shaped by and shapes the issues
emphasis of political parties” (Green-Pedersen, 2007).
One of the crucial theoretical differences between positional competition and issue
competition is embedded in assumptions about the mode of interaction between the
political parties and the electorate. According to the theory of positional competition,
political parties are only reflecting the electorate’s views, while the concept of issue
competition suggests they are also shaping it by making the electorate believe in the
importance of the issue(s).
Another important difference lies in assumptions made by parties about the views of
the electorate or, more precisely, political parties' perception of the electorate’s
preferences. As Dolezal et al. (2014) have observed, in Budge and Farlie’s salience
theory ‘[…] party strategists see electors as overwhelmingly favouring one course of
action on most issues (Dolezal et.al., 2014: 56)’. Moreover, they argue that in this way,
the theory follows Stokes' (1963) concept of valence issues, which was developed as a
critique to Downs' (1957) spatial theory of party competition. According to Stokes'
concept, political parties strive to become associated with one particular policy stance
(i.e. the one valued as most positive by the electorate) rather than confronting each
other and developing different policy stances on the same issue. Hence, the salience
theorists regard the valence of political issues as their dominant feature, arguing that
‘[...] varying emphases on issues are by and large the only way that parties express their
policy differences’ (Budge, 2001: 82, quoted in Dolezal et al, 2014: 57).
However, this does not mean that the two types of competition are mutually exclusive.
Theoretically, a political party may compete by forming a (new) position on the issue
brought up by its political rival – the mechanism of the positional competition thus
may still be preserved. Parties may also, as Sides (2006 and 2007) argues, frame the
other party’s issues by emphasising some aspects of the given issues and downplaying
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others. Green-Pedersen (2007) has linked this mechanism to Riker’s (1996)
dominance principle of competition, according to which a political party is interested
in highlighting an issue over which there is a conflict with other parties and regarding
which it enjoys electoral support. Thus, political parties might be less willing to
compete over valence issues and more willing regarding highly divisive issues.
Empirically, the patterns of party competition have become more complex and are
characterised by “a combination of positional and issue competition”, according to
Green-Pedersen’s (2007) findings. Moreover, the party issue agenda can also be
characterised by an increasing capacity, meaning that an increasingly high number of
issues might be involved (Green-Pedersen, 2007).
Finally, it is also important to clarify the very concept of competition. One can refer to
two sophisticated approaches of conceptualizing political competition – Strom’s (1989)
and Bartolini’s (1999 and 2000). Strom (1989) identifies three diverse dimensions –
contestability (potential for competition, i.e. electoral rules), conflict of interest
(propensity of parties to compete or cooperate, which largely depends on ideological
polarization and electoral rules), and performance sensitivity (ability of voters to oust
the government and the ‘uncertainty of the future electoral contests’) (Strom, 1989).
Bartolini (1999, 2000), who later elaborated a four dimensional framework of political
competition, has added the dimension of availability (the willingness of voters to
switch parties if dissatisfied), as well as amended and further fine-tuned the other three
dimensions.
In my work, I have built on Bartolini’s (2000) defined contestability dimension of
political competition. Understood as the potential for contestation, the dimension of
contestability relates to institutional aspects of the electoral system (i.e. threshold,
which parties need to pass to obtain representation in the parliament), as well as entry
hurdles for political parties (i.e. rules for registering a new party, chances for equal
campaigning). Within this dimension, I follow the first aspect of the contestability
dimension and, by arguing that party competition is ‘more or less severe’, I mean how
difficult it is for parties to win representation in the parliament and to what extent it is
a zero-sum game. By further arguing that greater ideological left-right polarisation
implies a more intense party competition, I mean Bartolini’s decidability or Strom’s
conflict of interest dimension of political competition – the propensity of parties to
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compete or cooperate, which largely depends of the ideological polarization. The last
dimension – availability - is also taken into account since the uncertainty about
electoral outcome is considered as one of the key characteristics of political
competition within the context of this study.
Hence, as a complex and multi-faced phenomenon, it is difficult to formulate political
competition in a single definition. While being very elaborate and complex, it remains
a challenge to apply the above discussed conceptualization and largely it is because of
a lack of simple yet comprehensive measures. Therefore, when reading the discussion
and results of this study, one should keep in mind the above mentioned aspects of how
the concept is applied in this study.
To sum up this discussion of issue conceptualisation, one may conclude that there are
several hurdles to clear in order to reach clarity about this concept and its borders.
Although the questions raised here are not entirely resolved within the field, they are
sufficiently clarified for the purposes of this study.

The Polity/Policy Dimension
The concept of a polity vs. policy issue dimension is derived from Mair’s (2007),

Kircheimer’s (1957) and Dahl’s (1966) typologies of party opposition. To paraphrase
these authors’ main arguments, political parties tend to compete on structurally
different types of issues and the key distinction lies between policy and polity issues
(or describe it, oppositions).
As Enyedi and Deegan-Krause (2010), among others, remind, “[t]here are reasons to
consider that the left-right ideological dimension has partially lost its capacity to
structure the behavior of parties and voters” (Zslot Enyedi and Kevin Deegan-Krause,
2010:175). As they argue further, it might be because of two key developments –
mainstream parties converging around the center (at least on the economic policy) and
the emergence of new issues not being structured by the left-right dimension. For
example, Pennings and Keman (2002) have demonstrated that the main political
parties have converged around the center on the left-right dimension, whereas van der
Brug and Spanje (2009) have proved that voters’ attitudes towards immigration (as
one of the key ‘new’ issues issues) is uncorrelated to the left-right dimension (hence,
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pointing to the problem that the growth of complex issues with many loosely related
strands (e.g. the environment, immigration) has decreased the capacity of the left/right
dimension to accommodate the changing nature of party issue competition).
However, the scholarly discussion about the decline of the left-right cleavage and the
emergence of new ones is not conclusive. While, indeed, there is an agreement that in
terms of the socio-economic policies the main political parties have converged, it
remains unclear whether the new issues can be integrated along the left-right
dimension and whether (and, if so, what kind of) new cleavages are emerging (e.g. see
Kriesi (2010) about value-based cleavages, Bornschier (2010) about libertarianuniversalistic/ traditionalist-communitarian cleavage). It is beyond the scope of this
study to cover the literature on this topic fully. It is sufficient to note that, in the context
of my research, it is important to be aware that the relevance of the left-right dimension
in studying party completion is declining, and, therefore, we are in search of new
dimensions, one of which, following Mair’s argument, might be policy/polity
dimension.
According to Mair (2007), there is decreasing competition and conflict between the
mainstream parties, especially along the left/right ideological spectrum, but
increasingly more between the mainstream parties and the mass movement or populist
parties, especially regarding the polity dimension and personalisation (see also Webb,
Poguntke and Kolodny, 2011, about the 'presidentialisation' of politics). In other words,
the polity/policy dimension might appear to be more divisive than the traditional
left/right dimension and serve as a meaningful conceptual framework, based on which
I have constructed the entire study.
Before I turn to the theories of the causal narratives, I will provide a categorisation of
policy and polity issues. This complex categorisation may require some clarification.
Polity Issue Dimension
As Mair (2007) has described it, the term 'polity issues' refers to the basic institutional
framework of how a political system is organised. In this study, I have slightly extended
it and defined it as the issue dimension that covers the main institutions of a given
political system, in order to include not only the institutional framework but also the
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main cultural norms embodied in legislation. I have done so in order to include issues
relating human rights, since these issues are an element equally important as the
institutional setting; together, these elements form the basis of a democratic political
system. Indeed, one may argue that human rights are only one dimension of a more
encompassing realm of cultural and social norms. Nevertheless, they form the core of
social and political ideals in the society and, therefore, in the context of this study, I
treat them as ‘sufficient representatives’ of the key cultural norms and as
corresponding to the polity dimension.
Dahl’s (1966) and Kircheimer’s (1957) understanding of a polity issue (or, as they
originally described it, polity opposition) was the issue that is per se “against the
structure of political system”. In the context of my research, however, a polity issue
does not necessarily have to be anti-system, as these authors argue: a polity issue may
or may not entail anti-system or anti-democratic elements, as the only decisive
criterion of the polity issue is the mere fact that it entails the discussion of the main
institutional aspects of a political system.
In general, one can distinguish five clusters of polity issues (see the Table 2.1.). Firstly,
a polity issue may entail, as I have just noted, expression against the existing political
regime. While this aspect of political competition was widespread in some European
countries just a few decades ago, it is no longer present among the current mainstream
political parties. Analytically, one still needs to provide space for such a sub-dimension
of a polity issue even though empirically, at least in the context of my study, this is the
least important aspect; when I refer to polity opposition, I generally mean the other
four sub-dimensions. Secondly, a polity issue may embody a position regarding
external (political and economic) sovereignty of the political system. This issue-cluster
is common in contemporary Europe due to the deepening of European integration and
increasing global economic interdependence. Of high analytical importance is the third
cluster within the polity issue dimension, which targets the functioning of the existing
democratic system and revolves around discussion of government efficiency, political
corruption and the rule of law. Here, the discussion is not about how to change the
present democratic institutions, but rather how to make the existing democratic
institutions function more efficiently and better. The particularity of this subdimension of polity issues rests on the fact that it is difficult to have a conflict or
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disagreement about such issues. As Lijphart (1984) argues, these are the policies of
good governance, and as Stokes (1963) has put it, it is not possible to take a position
on valence-type political issues or those issues about which a general agreement exists
in the society. The fourth cluster within the polity issue dimension is the opposite of
the third as it is directed towards the changes in the existing democratic system. Within
this sub-dimension, political parties compete about electoral rules, as well as those
rules regulating the powers of central governing institutions (such as the executive,
parliament and the courts) and those between central and regional/local authorities.
Fifthly and lastly, polity opposition also occurs around issues of human rights, since it
is another aspect of the institutional rules that embody the most fundamental and basic
cultural norms of a given society.
Polity Issue Dimension
The main institutions of a political system such as (a) the type of political regime in principle;
(b) external sovereignty of the political system (international cooperation and European
integration); (c) the functioning of the existing democratic system (e.g. government efficiency
and political corruption); (d) changes in the existing democratic system (e.g. electoral rules,
the powers of central governing institutions such as the president, parliament, government
and the courts, centralisation/ decentralisation;); (e) human rights.
Table 2.1. Polity Sub-dimensions

Policy Issue Dimension
The dimension of policy issues is more straightforward and, to a large extent, overlaps
with Kirchheimer’s (1957) “classical opposition” and Dahl’s (1966) “opposition against
the specific policies of government”, although the very definition of policy issue (or,
originally, opposition) is borrowed from Mair (2007). Hence, in this study, by 'policy
issue dimension' I mean the issues relating to public policies in various sectors of
public governance (see the Table 2.2.).
Policy Issue Dimension

Opposition about: public policies such as economics, environment, culture, social justice,
welfare, education, nationalism, foreign affairs, military, morality and law and order.
2.2. Policy Sub-dimensions
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A more detailed discussion of polity and policy issues can be found in Chapter 3's
section about Operationalisation, in which I list and classify all the issues as coded in
the Project Manifesto Dataset.

Explaining Polity Issue Divergence and Salience from the
Institutional Perspective
The perspective of political institutions provides a set of arguments as to why political
parties may compete within the polity dimension. Looking at the properties of a party
system as the key explanatory factors reveals us how various institutional settings
shape parties’ behaviour and enhance competition on polity dimension. Following
Mair’s (2005) argument that the patterns of competition in the party system influence
parties’ behaviour, I will highlight two arguments.
Firstly, a party's position in the party system determines how much attention it gives
to polity issues, with marginal parties competing more in the polity dimension than the
governing mainstream parties. As discussed in the Introduction, the rise of polity
opposition (read: competition on polity dimension) may be a reaction to the
cartelisation of mainstream political parties. As Katz and Mair (1995) argue, this
cartelisation has generated opposition parties that claim to represent popular interests
and aim to alter the status quo of the political system (see also Mair, 2011).
One can modify this line of argumentation and extend it further by noting that it is not
only marginal extremist parties that must compete over polity issues, but also those
mainstream parties that are in opposition on the eve of elections. Mair's argument
about the lack of responsibility among the marginal political parties can also be applied
– although to a lesser extent – to non-governing mainstream parties. While governing
parties might have to be cautious in their rhetoric, inhabiting the role of temporary
opposition might empower some political parties to make stronger populist appeals.
In the context of hollowed-out policy competition and increasing popular
dissatisfaction about the functioning of democracy in Western democracies, opposition
parties are more prone to make populist claims and challenge the 'rules of the game'.
Hence, the first hypothesis tested in the paper is as follows:
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Hypothesis No.1 (H1) Marginal and non-governing mainstream political parties tend
to compete on polity issue dimension more than mainstream parties in power and
vice versa.
Secondly, as discussed in more detail in the rest of this chapter, the extent of
competitiveness and the polarisation of the party system both have a direct impact on
political parties' incentives to compete in the polity dimension, whereas such
institutional factors as the type of government, state design and electoral system shape
the level of polity competition via their effect on the party system. Moreover, party
system competitiveness creates incentives for other parties to trespass or converge on
the polity issue agenda.
As is the case with the sociological factors discussed below, one can argue that there is
a strong reverse causality involved in the structure of the party system and the
behaviour of parties. Given the methodology I am applying in my study, it is difficult
to take into consideration this two-way causality and thus it remains beyond the scope
of this study. I have covered here only those arguments that discuss the impact of the
party system on political parties’ behaviour.
(i) Competitiveness and Polarisation of the Party System
I argue here that the higher the competitiveness of the party system, the more likely it
is that political parties will compete in the polity dimension. This argument is
supported by Dahl’s (1966) causal narrative about how competitive party systems
increase the salience of polity issues and how various institutional factors account for
the competitiveness of the party system. By distinguishing between more competitive
and less competitive opposition systems (which directly overlap with the degrees of
party system competition), Dahl (1966) argues that in more competitive opposition
systems (i.e. more competitive party systems), political parties tend to emphasise the
importance of achieving goals, even if this leads to instability in the government, as
well as to opt for making major structural changes (by revolutionary means if
necessary). In less competitive opposition systems (i.e. less competitive party systems),
on the contrary, political parties tend to emphasise the importance of maintaining a
stable government, adhering to the political and constitutional rules of the game and
making evolutionary changes by marginal adjustments (Dahl, 1966: 356). Thus, as
Dahl (1966) concluded, competitive opposition [or party] systems “[...] would
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encourage political elites and activists to consider major structural changes [...]” (Dahl,
1966: 356), that is (in the context of this study), to compete within the polity
dimension. Moreover, this line of reasoning also implies that engagement in polity
competition has a systemic character, i.e. both mainstream and non-mainstream
political parties compete on polity issues and that if issues of polity are picked up by
one political party, the other(s) will respond to or trespass on it.
A critical observer might argue that ‘structural changes’ in a contemporary European
political system do not necessarily involve only narrowly defined constitutional
changes, but can also be defined as important shifts in public policies. Increase in the
retirement age could be considered as a 'structurally’ more important change than
minor amendments in electoral rules. Therefore, one could question whether it is valid
to argue that competitive party systems increase parties’ incentives to compete over
polity issues. Although this criticism may be accurate in certain circumstances, I would
argue that in general, Dahl’s (1966) the concept of ‘structural change’ is still relevant in
modern Europe and holds ongoing political importance.
Polarisation of the party system is another institutional factor that can directly affect
the levels of polity opposition and divergence. As Dalton (2008) has captured it, “[…]
the degree of polarization in a party system […] has important consequences. A highly
polarized system presumably produces clearer party choices, stimulates participation,
affects representation, and […]”, what is of greatest importance for this study, “[…] has
more intense partisan competition. Thus, the ideological gap between winners and
losers is greater and the policy implications of government control are more
substantial. Conversely, a centrist party system should reflect greater consensus within
the electoral process—at least in Left–Right terms—and less interparty conflict and less
political responsiveness.” (Dalton, 2008: 909)
Hence, as the party systems characterised by polarised pluralism tend to be more
competitive, one can also suggest (following the previous argument) that polarisation
of the party system will increase the salience of the polity dimension – i.e. parties will
have more incentives to compete on polity issues.
Competitiveness can also affect the choice of party electoral strategies by giving
political parties incentives to compete over similar or diverse issue agendas during the
electoral campaign. The key mechanism behind this, as Adams, Merrill and Grofman
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(2005) have noted, is the way in which political parties respond to uncertainty. Political
parties that compete in times of higher uncertainty – and uncertainty is one of the key
characteristics of competitiveness – may be inclined to opt for a different policy
platform than that of their competitors. Groseclose (2001), for example, has further
elaborated this argument by theorising about party behaviour on valence-type issue
competition. He claims that in a two-party system in which one party has advantage
over valence issues, the other party must distinguish itself somewhere else (in a noncentrist position) in order to have any chance of winning the election. Therefore, it is
‘forced’ to compete via a different issue agenda.
Polarisation is, as argued above, linked to competitiveness (and competitiveness in
turn is linked to issue divergence). Therefore, one can expect that there is also a causal
relation between polarisation and issue divergence. The next two hypotheses of this
study are as follows:
Hypothesis No.2 (H2) The more competitive and polarised the party system is, the
more political parties will diverge in the polity issue dimension, and vice versa – the
less competitive and polarised the party system is, the more political parties will
converge in the polity issue dimension.
Hypothesis No.3 (H3) The more competitive and polarised the party system is, the
higher the competition within the polity dimension, and vice versa – the less
competitive and polarised the party system is, the lower the competition within the
polity dimension.
(ii) Type of the Government: Presidential vs. Parliamentary
Other institutional factors, as discussed above, also play a role in polity/policy issue
competition via their impact on the party system. Regarding the impact of type of
government, Dahl (1966) and Linz (1990) both claim that presidentialism produces a
more competitive and polarised competition among political parties, whereas
parliamentarism is more likely to generate a moderate competition.
“Although parliamentary elections can produce an absolute majority for a
single party, they more often give representation to a number of parties.
These parties in turn retain expectations of sharing in power and, therefore,
having a stake in the system as a whole. By contrast, the conviction that he
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possesses independent authority and a popular mandate is likely to imbue a
president with a sense of power and mission [...]. Given such assumptions
about his standing and role, he will find the inevitable opposition to his
policies far more irksome and demoralising than would a prime minister,
who knows himself to be but spokesman for a temporary governing coalition
rather than the voice of the nation or the tribute of the people.” (Linz, 1990:
56).
In addition, Linz (1990) also suggests that unless there is strong candidate in the centre
addressing a broad electorate, two-candidate races in multiparty systems have the
potential to fragment and polarise the electorate (Linz, 1990: 56-57).
Similarly, Lijphart (2008) argues that presidentialism is more prone to producing a
strong conflict both among voters and political parties. First of all, he claims,
presidentialism tends to be 'majoritarian', and, secondly, “[….] majoritarianism is not
replaced by consensus but by conflict, frustration, and statement” (Lijphart, 2008:
153). In general, he warns against the dangers of overly strong presidents and the
problem of what Linz (1990) calls ‘dual legitimacy’ – i.e. the fact that both a president
and a legislating body can claim democratic endorsement – which are factors in
intensifying conflict and polarisation.
If, as argued, a high level of polarisation and competitiveness within the party system
is related to higher levels of polity opposition, one can accordingly conclude that
presidentialism, which is more prone to fragmentise and polarise electorates and
political party systems, will also indirectly produce higher levels of polity opposition.
(iii) State Design: Federal vs. Unitary
State design, like the system of government, can have an impact on the competitiveness
of a party system. According to Dahl (1966), unitary states are more likely to experience
high levels of party competitiveness than federal states. This is because, as Stepan
(1999) argues, federalism per se is more "demos-constraining" than unitarism. Firstly,
while unitary democracies have an open policy agenda, policy agendas in federations
are restricted because they have been constitutionally connected to the competence of
the state (Przeworski, 1985). Secondly, in federations, there are two legislative
chambers in the centre. Thirdly, “[...] because jurisdictional disputes are a more
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difficult and persistent issue in federal than in unitary systems, the judiciary, which is
not responsible to the demos, is necessarily more salient and powerful” (Stepan, 1999:
23). Furthermore, Stepan also refers to Rikker's argument that the demos-constraining
aspect of federalism is associated with weak national political parties and is, in general,
good because it decreases incentives for the rise of populist parties. Viewed from this
perspective, one may argue that federalism decreases competition between parties and
thus also decreases the incentives for competition in the polity dimension.
On the other hand, critics of this view argue that federalism may increase the
exogenous salience of polity issues because federations involve more unresolved or
potential conflicts (i.e. ethnic conflicts), which may require constitutional amendments
(such as, for example, changing the electoral rules or the division of the competencies
between the national and sub-national level). Although this may be true, studies can
account for such exogenous factors elsewhere (e.g. under socio-economic factors, by
controlling for the existence of significant minority/ethnic cleavage in the country),
and need not include these exogenous factors within the framework of institutional
factors.
(iv) Electoral System: Majoritarian vs. Proportional
As a number of scholars, among them most notably Duverger (1972), have argued that
the type of electoral system directly impacts the patterns of the party system. In this
way, it is argued that majoritarianism will tend to produce two-party systems, whereas
proportional representation will produce multiparty systems. Furthermore, Dahl
(1966) argues that majoritarianism increases the incentives for strong party
competition (as two-party systems, in general, tend to be more competitive), whereas
proportional representation tends to create less competitive party systems. Moreover,
proportional systems, according to Adams, Merrill and Grofman (2005), tend to
produce mean voter representation among political parties (i.e. political parties
converge on the policy issue agenda in order to locate themselves closer to the median
voter), whereas disproportional systems have the opposite effect (i.e. political parties
that consider themselves relatively disadvantaged on certain issues will diverge away
from the median voter position in order to find a distinct position, hence appealing to
a particular group (its supporters) rather than the median voter.
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However, while most scholars can agree about the effects of majoritarianism, it is
necessary to be nuanced in reading the effects of proportional representation, as it can
create various outcomes depending on the degree of fragmentation and polarisation in
the society (as discussed above). Polarised pluralism tends to be most competitive of
all the forms of pluralism.
In summing up the effects of all the additional institutional factors that affect the
competitiveness of the party system, one can define a fourth hypothesis:
Hypothesis No.4 (H4) The more competitive party system is enhanced by a
presidential type of government, a unitary administrative system and a majoritarian
electoral system. The less competitive party system is supported by a proportional
electoral system, a parliamentary type of government and by federalism.

Explaining Polity Issue Salience from the Socio-economic
and Cultural Perspectives
Since the polity dimension embodies a perception of democracy as a system of
governance, one must establish the key socio-economic and cultural factors that are
associated with either support of or protest against democracy. The literature suggests
two key sociological factors that shape political actors’ support of democracy and that
therefore, in the context of this study, concern the polity dimension: the level of
economic development (e.g. Przeworski and Limongi, 1993) and the nature of a
political culture (Inglehart and Welzel, 2005). The literature is inconclusive regarding
the direction of the causal link and one should certainly take into consideration that
strong theoretical and empirical arguments support both directions. However, as noted
above, my study is limited to solving the endogeneity problem and, therefore, I present
only those arguments which support the impact of economic performance and the type
of political culture on democracy.
Citizen evaluations of system outputs can be one of the most important factors shaping
the stability and reputation of political institutions and of the political system as a
whole (Weatherford, 1987). In particular, several studies suggest that economic
performance, as well as public perceptions of both personal and national economic
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conditions, are related to system support, in that higher economic prosperity ensures
stronger support to the existing political system (Clarke, Dutt, and Kornberg, 1993;
Kornberg and Clarke, 1992; Listhaung and Wiberg, 1995; Weatherford, 1984, 1987).
The relationship between economic growth and democracy is a hotly debated topic.
Since Lipset claimed that economic development enhances democracy (Lipset, 1959),
a number of scholars have tried to elaborate on and advance this argument further by
opening up new ground for what later came to be known as the modernisation theory
(Diamond, 1992). The most convincing recent findings regarding the causal link
between economic development and democracy refers to the so-called bell-shaped
pattern of the trend discussed by Przeworski and Limongi (1993). According to this
argument, the chances for the survival of democracy are, in general, greater when the
country is richer.
The growth of the economy is of decisive importance, as it enhances the prospects of
the democracy's survival even when the overall level of economic development is low,
i.e. “...democracy is more likely to survive in a growing economy with less than $1000
per capita income than in a country with an income between $1000 and $2000 that
declines economically...” (Przeworski and Limongi, 1993: 57). Hence, if they succeed
in generating development, democracies can survive even in the poorest nations.
(Przeworski and Limongi, 1993). In this respect, one can argue that economic crisis
represents one of the most common threats to democratic stability no matter what the
relative economic development of the countries in question (Diamond, 1992;
Przeworski and Limongi, 1993).
From the above-mentioned arguments, one can conclude that during periods when
economic development and prosperity is in crisis or is challenged, the appropriateness
of democracy as a system of governance will also be more frequently questioned by
citizens and, therefore, political parties will be more inclined to include polity issues in
their electoral agenda in order to respond to citizens’ concerns. Hence, one can derive
the following condition and accordingly hypothesise its impact on polity competition:
Hypothesis No.5 (H5) The lower the economic development and growth, the more
parties compete within the polity dimension, and vice versa – the higher the economic
development and growth, the less parties compete within the polity dimension.
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The political culture approach represents another school of social science, according to
which human motivations – independent of institutional incentives or socio-economic
characteristics of the society – differ while shaping the outcomes of a political system.
While socio-economic conditions and political institutions structure societies, they
cannot themselves generate specific actions (Inglehart and Welzel, 2005: 307).
Following this assumption, one can argue that certain type(s) of political cultures are
more prone to induce competition within the polity issue dimension than others.
As Inglehart and Welzel (2005) argue, mass tendencies in individual-level beliefs have
aggregate effects on democracy, and, in particular, on the emergence and survival of
democracy (Inglehart and Welzel, 2005: 298). They have elaborated on this idea by
drawing on Triandis’ (1995) argument that individualistic cultures have a stronger
affinity to democracy than collectivist ones, and on Rokeach’s (1973) argument that
open beliefs are more compatible with democracy, while closed beliefs are more
compatible with authoritarian rule. Furthermore, they have suggested defining mass
beliefs along two axes – traditional/rational and self-actualising/survival (see the
Table 2.3.).
As clarified already, polity opposition involves political parties’ positions regarding the
issues of democracy and democratic governance. Therefore, one may also interpret
arguments about democracy and political culture as being within the context of polity
opposition. In this respect, the self-actualising values system is more prone towards
polity opposition because emancipative orientations give people a firmer motivation to
stand up for democratic freedoms and values, if they are not in place (Inglehart and
Welzel, 2005), as well as to defend and improve them within a functioning democracy.
Thus, the salience of polity issues should be higher in societies with a self-actualising
values system than with a survival values system, which is dominated by a lack of civic
participation and cooperation. Regarding the rational/secular-traditional value axis,
one may argue that rational/secular cultures are more eager to challenge the existing
order than traditional cultures and, therefore, the salience of polity issues should be
higher among the former.
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Types of Political Culture

Traditional

Respect for authority, traditional family values and social order,
importance of religion.

Traditional/ Secular

Low importance of religion, less respect for traditional family
values and social order, more tolerance for diversity.

Self-actualising

Aspiration for personal liberty, tolerance of nonconformity, affinity
to civic actions, trust in people, a sense of self-esteem, high value of
individual freedom and self-expression, rising demands for
participation in political and economic life.

Survival

Seeking protection under the shield of group cohesion, absolute
authority, concerns about physical and economic security.

Table 2.3. Types of Political Culture
Source: Inglehart and Welzel (2005)

Moreover, Inglehart and Welzel (2005) have established a causal link between the first
explanatory factor – the level of economic development – and the type of political
culture by claiming that the level of economic development has a strong impact on
shaping people’s beliefs. By arguing that existential pressures tend to close people’s
minds, whereas more secure existential conditions nourish open belief systems and
give people more room for emphasising autonomy, liberty, tolerance, and trust, the
authors argue that “[...] processes such as economic modernisation that bring more
affordable existential conditions tend to shift a society’s belief system from a more
closed to a more open outlook “(Inglehart, 1997: 301). Hence, economic break-downs
or social crises tend to close people’s minds in ways that make them more receptive to
authoritarian solutions and more resistant of democracy. Hence, one can formulate the
last hypothesis of this study, which is as follows:
Hypothesis No.6 (H6) In general, the stronger the self-actualising and/or the
secular/rational political culture in the society, the more political parties will
compete in the polity dimension, and vice versa – the higher the traditional and/or
survival political culture, the less the parties compete in the polity dimension.
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3. Research Design
Key Method
To test the hypothesis H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, I follow a two-fold research plan, both parts
of which are almost identical in their design, i.e. each contains quantitative and
qualitative research methods, the same time period, the same sample and the same
sources of data, but which differ in the chosen indicators and the estimation
procedures (for the quantitative element).
For the hypotheses H3, H4, H5 and H6 – according to which I argue that political
parties that function in a more competitive institutional environment and in societies
characterised by postmodern values and adverse economic conditions are more likely
to compete in the polity rather than the policy issue dimension – I have chosen a
quantitative panel-data analysis, applying the random effects and fixed effects models
for the sample of 18 Western European countries between the time period of 1979 and
2013 and five case studies of campaigns in national parliamentary elections in two
countries, Italy (electoral campaigns in 1979 and 2008) and the United Kingdom
(electoral campaigns in 1979, 1997 and 2010).
Similarly, for the second hypothesis (H2), in which I argue that political parties that
function in more competitive institutional environments are more likely to opt for
divergent electoral strategies (i.e. strong issue ownership), while those that function in
less competitive institutional settings opt for trespassing strategies, I have also applied
a quantitative panel-data analysis. This analysis draws on the same sample and the
time period and on the case studies from the same countries and election years.
Finally, the first hypothesis (H1), according to which a party's place in the party system
determines to what extent it will compete on polity dimension, is mainly tested through
the case studies, as well as through some descriptive data in the quantitative section of
this study.
The mixed-method research strategy is chosen in order to compensate for the most
commonly noted weaknesses of both large-n quantitative analysis and small-n
qualitative studies and, hence, to provide a more in-depth and credible account about
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the nature of polity/policy competition in European countries. More specifically, while
the quantitative analysis gives opportunity to test the statistical significance of the
defined explanatory factors (competitiveness, economic development and dominant
cultural values) across the selected 18 countries, the case studies contribute in three
ways: by creating an illustrative story about how the party issue competition evolved
before the respective elections, by providing contextual understanding about what role
these factors play in shaping the party issue competition during particular election
campaigns in two selected countries, and, lastly, by revealing other factors of influence
(if found).

Operationalisation and Sources of Data
Explicandums
The two dependent variables of this study are polity/policy issue salience (or polity
issue salience) and polity/policy issue divergence (or polity issue divergence). As
explained in the previous chapter, polity issues are defined as all public policy issues,
and polity issues as the main factors involved in the functioning of a political system.
Since the scope of my work does not go beyond the electoral arena, I use election
manifestos as the main proxies for measuring issue salience and issue divergence in
party competition. In the quantitative section of this study, election manifestos as
coded in the Manifesto Project Database are the only sources of data (see the Table 3.1.
for a list of all the coded issues divided between polity and policy issues). In the
qualitative section, I also use selected speeches, interviews and debates involving the
key party officials.
All the issues coded in the Manifesto Project Database are included in this study.
Although most references clearly comply with the nature of either a polity or a policy
issue, some are debatable and require clarification. The most debatable issue is that of
European integration, as in principle it could embody both polity-type issues (such as
enlargement and expanding powers of European institutions) and policy-type issue
(such as common agriculture policy). However, since the authors of the Comparative
Manifesto Project have coded all these references under the umbrella of European
integration, which corresponds to the nature of a polity issue (e.g. expanding powers
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of the European Parliament, enlargement etc.), one is forced to classify European
integration as a polity-type issue.
Polity and Polity Issues
Foreign special relations (101, 102), anti-imperialism (103),
military (104,105), peace (106), free market economy (401),
incentives (402), market regulation (403), economic
planning

(404),

corporatism/mixed

economy

(405),

protectionism (406, 407), economic goals (408), Keynesian
demand
Policy Issues

management

(409),economic

growth

(410),

technology and infrastructure (411), controlled economy
(412), nationalisation (413), economic orthodoxy (414),
Marxist

analysis

(415),

anti-growth

economy

(416),

environmental protection (501), culture (502), equality
(503), welfare state (504,505),

education (506, 507),

national way of life (601, 602), traditional morality
(603,604), law and order (605), civic-mindedness (606),
multiculturalism (607, 608), agriculture (703), different
social groups (704, 705, 706).

Peace (107), Internationalism (109), European integration
(108, 110), freedom and human rights and democracy (201,
Polity Issues

202),

constitutionalism

(203,204),

federalism

and

centralisation (301, 302), government and administrative
efficiency, political corruption and political authority (303,
304, 305).

Table 3.1. Polity/Policy Issue Division
(Categories Listed as in the Comparative Manifesto Project with Codes in the Brackets)
Source of Data: Manifesto Project Database

Nevertheless, one may still argue that European integration issues (although politytype by nature as I have just clarified) deserve a separate dimension in the analysis of
party competition, as they might alter the results significantly once included in the
broader dimension of polity issues. Therefore, I have run all the quantitative tests for
two variants of the dependent variables: the baseline independent variables (as they
are presented in this chapter) and an altered version of the baseline explicandums,
which exclude the references to European integration.
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I have applied a relatively simple method for measuring the salience of polity/policy
issues by introducing the Polity/Policy Issue Salience Index (also Polity Salience Index
or Issue Salience Index or Salience Index), which I calculate in a straightforward way:
first divide all the coded references of political parties between policy and polity issues
and then calculate the share of polity issues. In this way, I obtain Salience Index for
each party:
𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝜏,𝑝 =

∑𝑖∈𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑝,𝑖,𝜏
∑𝑖 𝑟𝑝,𝑖,𝜏

where 𝑟𝑝,𝑖,𝜏 is the reference of party 𝑝 to issue 𝑖 during the elections 𝜏.
The Polity Salience Index for given elections is the weighted average of Polity Salience
Indexes across parties participating in these elections. The weight corresponds to the
percent of vote obtained by the party in the elections.
𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝜏 = ∑ 𝑠𝑝,𝜏 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑝,𝜏
𝑝

where 𝑠𝑝,𝜏 is the percent of vote scored by party 𝑝 in given elections 𝜏
The Salience Index can range between 0 and 100, where 0 means all the issues are
policy-type (with no polity-type), and 100 means all the issues are polity-type (with no
policy-type).
To measure divergence, I have computed the standard deviation of Salience Indexes
across parties for a given election year:
𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝜏 = 𝑆𝐷(𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑝,𝜏 )

The lower the Divergence Index, the more similar the issue agendas of each party, and
vice versa. In other words, a lower Divergence Index indicates that political parties’
patterns of competition on the polity-policy dimension are similar, i.e. no party is
predominantly emphasizing either polity or policy type issues. A higher Divergence
Index indicates the opposite, i.e. one or several parties are predominantly focusing on
either polity or policy type issues in party issue competition. Therefore, when I find
that party competition in a given pre-electoral campaign is characterized by a high
value of Divergence Index on the polity-policy dimension, I argue that some parties
‘own’ either polity or policy issues.
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Explicans
The key independent variable in this study, which, as I argue, explains the variation in
issue salience and electoral strategies, is electoral competitiveness. Electoral
competitiveness is central to studying various aspects of political governance and
behavior, but there is little consensus about how best to capture this phenomenon. The
most commonly applied institutional variable is electoral systems (proportional
representation vs. single member districts) together with Duverger's implications for
party systems (more vs. fewer party systems respectively). Some scholars have chosen
alternatives such as Sartori's (1976) party system typologies, ordinal categorisations
such as the Executive Index of Political Competitiveness (e.g. Beck et al., 2001),
Taagepera's and Laakso’s (1979) Effective Number of Parties, Kayser and Lindstadt’s
(2015) Index of Electoral Risk, or a calculation of the percentage of votes won by all but
the winning party (Vanhanen, 2000).
When compared with Strom's (1989) key elements of electoral competition
(contestability, conflict of interest and performance sensitivity), as well as Bartolini’s
(1999, 2000) key dimensions of competition (contestability, decidability, availability
and vulnerability) – each of these measures has some drawbacks: they either fail to
address all elements, or are not sufficiently precise. The nature of my research question
implies that I should focus on availability, contestability and decidability, as well as
try to capture it at both individual and systemic level. Therefore, I have selected three
measures of competitiveness. The first measure is the electoral risk, as defined by the
recent study of Kayser and Lindstadt (2015), the second measure is the type of electoral
system, the form of government and the degree of self-governance, whereas the third
measure is ideological polarization.
Kayser and Lindstadt (2015) define electoral risk as “the expected probability that the
plurality party in parliament loses its seats plurality in the next election” (Kayser and
Lindstadt, 2015: 243). A similar understanding of electoral competition has been
previously used by Boyne (1994), who related the probability of incumbent party being
reelected with politician’s behavior. The authors propose a measure of electoral risk,
which is constructed as follows. In the first step, they compute the seat swings for
elections at time T that would result from the vote swings at elections at time t:
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∗
∗
𝑠𝑡,𝑇 = Δ𝑣1,𝑡 𝜏1,𝑇−1
− Δ𝑣2,𝑡 𝜏2,𝑇−1

Where Δ𝑣1,𝑡 is the change in the share of votes between elections at time t and lections
at time t+1 for the largest party at time t, Δ𝑣2,𝑡 is the change in the share of votes for
∗
∗
the second largest party at time t and 𝜏1,𝑇−1
and 𝜏2,𝑇−1
are the seat-votes elasticities for

the largest and second largest parties respectively at the previous elections (T-1).
Having computed 𝑠𝑡,𝑇 for all t<T, the authors compute the probability of swing of size
𝑠 at time T. For this they use a function:
𝑇

1
1 −1(𝑠−𝑠𝑡,𝑇 )2
𝑔(𝑠) =
∑
𝑒 2
𝑇ℎ
√2𝜋
𝑖=1

For example, if in the past the swing has been always zero, then 𝑔(0) ≈ 1 (i.e. it is very
likely that at time T there will be no swing) and for 𝑠 > 0 or 𝑠 < 0, 𝑔(𝑠) ≈ 0 (i.e. large
swing at time T is very unlikely).
Finally, the loss probability is computed as

𝐿𝑃𝑅 = ∫

−𝑑𝑇

𝑔(𝑠)𝑑𝑠

−∞

where 𝑑 𝑇 = (𝑡𝑠1,𝑇 − 𝑡𝑠2,𝑇 )/ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑇 , which is the current (at time T) difference
between the largest party seats (𝑡𝑠1 ) and the second largest party seats (𝑡𝑠2 ) divided by
the total number of seats in the parliament (∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑡𝑠𝑖 ).
By construction, the index measures the competitiveness between the largest parties it captures the risk of losing the dominant position for the largest party and the chance
of becoming dominant for the second largest party. It does not capture the
competitiveness between the major and marginal parties, and between the marginal
parties themselves. As such, the index is not capable of reflecting the competitiveness
of the entire system. For this reason, in line with the hypothesis and causal narratives,
I have also included the type of electoral system, as well as the form of government
(classifying countries into parliamentary or semi-presidential systems) and the degree
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Description of Variables
Variable

Source of
Data

Indicator

Magnitude

Direction

Explicandums
Level of
polity/policy
issue salience

A reference to any
polity/policy issue in
the party’s election
manifesto
Polity/Policy
Salience Index

Comparative
Manifesto
Project
Dataset

0–100

Higher – higher
polity salience
and lower policy
salience; lower
– higher policy
and lower polity
salience

Level of
polity/policy
issue
divergence

Variance of Polity
Salience Index across
parties
Polity/Policy
Divergence Index

Comparative
Manifesto
Project
Dataset

0–100

Higher – lower
share of issue
overlap; and
vice versa

0–1

Higher – higher
electoral risk,
and vice versa

Explicans
Level of
electoral
competiveness

Estimation of
electoral volatility
and electoral rules
Electoral Risk
Index

Kayzer and
Linzer, 2014

Level of party
system
polarisation

Polarisation Index

Comparative
Manifesto
Project

Type of
electoral
system

Presence of either
majoritarian,
mixed or
proportional
electoral system

PARLINE
Database

Ordinary scale 1–
3

1: Majoritarian
2: Mixed
3: Proportional

Form of
government

Presence of either
presidential, semipresidential or

Dataset of
Comparative
Political
Institutions

Ordinary scale 1–
2

1:
Parliamentary;
2: Semipresidential
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Higher – higher
level of
polarisation,
and vice versa

parliamentary
system
Degree of selfgovernance

The presence of
either (i) federal
system; (ii) unitary
system with regional
governments (e.g.
UK), or unitary
system.

Dataset of
Comparative
Political
Institutions

Ordinary scale 1–
3

1: Unitary
2: Unitary with
decentralised
regional
governments
3: Federal

Level of
economic
development

GDP per capita

World Bank
Dataset

n/a

Higher – higher
level of
economic
development,
and vice versa

Level of
economic
growth

GDP growth

World Bank
Dataset

n/a

Higher – more
rapid economic
growth, and vice
versa

Level of socioeconomic
inequality

Income distribution

World Bank
Dataset

n/a

Higher – higher
inequality, and
vice versa

Level of
dominant
cultural values
(traditional vs.
rational)

The extent of
traditional and
rational/secular
cultural values

World Values
Survey Dataset

-2–2,5

Lower – more
dominant
traditional
values; higher –
more dominant
rational values

World Values
Survey Dataset

-2–2,5

Lower – more
dominant
survival values;
higher – more
dominant selfexpression
values

GINI Index

Inglehart and
Welzel's Index I
Level of
dominant
cultural values
(survival vs. selfexpression)

The extent of survival
and self-expression
cultural values
Inglehart and
Welzel's Index II

Table 3.2. Operationalisation
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of self-governance (classifying countries into unitary, unitary with regional
governments or federal systems) as side indicators for measuring party system
competitiveness.
The last variable connected to the hypothesis of competitiveness is party system
polarisation, which is constructed in the following way. The dataset of the Comparative
Manifesto Project contains the RILE Index, which captures each party's ideological
position on the left/right scale in each election. As the first step, I compute the weighted
average index for each election date. The weights are based on the percent of vote
received by a party during the elections. As the second step, I calculate the absolute
distance between the index of a party at given elections and the average for these
elections. The index of polarisation is the weighted average absolute distance across all
parties, where the weights again are based on the percent of vote received by a party
during the elections.
The RILE Index, which is the source of the measurement of polarisation in my study,
is both widely applied and criticised (Molder, 2013). However, most of the criticism is
related to its validity to measure parties' left/right positioning across a broad range of
countries that have different histories of democracy. While it has been argued that it is
not valid for post-communist countries, its validity for Western democracies (and this
research does not go beyond this set of countries) is generally not questioned and,
therefore, it can be considered a sufficiently appropriate measure for capturing party
ideological positioning.
The other two independent variables – the level of socio-economic development and
the dominant cultural values – are rather straightforward and do not require much
explanation. The economic development is measured by GDP per capita, GDP growth
and GINI Index (World Bank Database), whereas Inglehart-Welzel's Index (World
Values Survey) is used as the indicator for measuring the dominant cultural values.
Since the data for the Inglehart Index is not gathered annually, I use the closest data
point available in the past, but, if not possible, I took a value from the closest year in
the future. I dealt in a similar way with the missing values of the Gini Index.
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Methods of Analysis
Estimation Procedures
Hence, to test the hypotheses H2–H6, I have conducted a quantitative panel-data
analysis using two models: the Cross-Sectional Time-Series FGLS Model (with two
variants: with and without AR1) and the Fixed Effects Model. The two models address
specific characteristics related to the data of the dependent variables (Polity/Policy
Salience Index and Polity/Policy Divergence Index). The nature of the data implies that
the Pooled OLS Model might not be sufficient and could provide misleading results for
this study: for the data to be valid, all the residuals from the model should be
independent and identically distributed – i.e. a higher residual for one observation
should provide absolutely no information about the level of other residuals
(independent), and all residuals should be drawn from the same distribution
(identically distributed). In my case, this is not satisfied for two reasons.
First, let us suppose that in Italy in 1987 the Salience Index is very high due to some
random and sudden event not explained by the model (i.e. not associated with any of
the explanatory variables). One could then expect that the unexpectedly high
Polity/Policy Indexes in subsequent election years in Italy (between 1992 and 1996)
were due to the same factor that increased the Salience Index in 1987. Mathematically,
if the residual in vit in a given year is high, it is very likely that the residual in next period
vit+1 is also high. Thus, Corr(vit,vit+1) is different from zero and the assumption of
independence is violated.
Secondly, random shocks (unexplained by the model) might be more volatile in one
country than in other countries. This would imply that the residuals from a given
country are drawn from a different distribution than the residuals for other countries,
hence, violating the assumption of identical distribution. Mathematically, we can
explain it as Var(vit) is different than Var(vit).
Both problems can be fixed by using the FGLS model with a heteroskedastic structure
and AR1. The heteroskedastic structure implies that the model does not impose one
value of variance for all residuals, but instead computes its level for each country
separately. AR1 structure implies that the model takes into account that the residual in
one country in this period might depend on the residual from the same country in the
previous period: vit=ρ*vit-1 + eit where ρ is a parameter implicitly computed in the
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regression and eit is the random shock. If this structure of residuals is specified
correctly, FGLS is the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (by Gauss-Markov theorem) –
i.e. there is no more powerful test for testing the hypothesis.
Another potential problem that might invalidate the tests is that the results might be
driven by an unexplained (unobserved) country-specific factor. Let us suppose, for
instance, that the salience of polity issues in party pre-electoral competition depends
on some geographical factor and this factor is also associated with higher GDP growth.
Then GDP growth will appear to be significant even though it does not have a causal
effect on the levels of polity salience. In my study, the problem is unlikely since I have
already controlled for a number of cultural factors. Nevertheless, I also perform the
Fixed Effect Model as an exercise to diminish this potential source of inconsistency.
However, the big disadvantage of this model is that it ignores cross-country variation
thus decreasing dramatically the explanatory power of the test. As a result, it might
indicate that some explanatory variables appear insignificant even if their true impact
is large and significant. It is important to keep in mind that this estimation procedure
is not central to my analysis: I use it only to find those factors that give the most robust
evidence for causal impact on the levels of polity issue salience and issue divergence
even after all cross-country variation is removed. Hence, to summarise the discussion
of the chosen statistical models, I use a FGLS Model with heteroskedastic structure and
AR1 process:
ptsit = c + ∑bkxkit + vit
where ptsit is the explicandum (Issue Salience Index or Issue Divergence Index) for
country i in year t, c is a constant, xkit denotes the value of explanatory variable k for
country i in year t, bk is the parameter of the effect of variable k (to be estimated) and
vit is the residual, which is assumed to take a form of vit=ρ*vit-1 + eit. The model allows
Var(vit)≠Var(vjt)
The second model applied is the Fixed Effect Model in the form of:
ptsit = ci + ∑bkxkit + vit
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Discourse Analysis
To test the hypothesis H1, as well as to obtain a detailed view of party issue competition
in the polity/policy dimension in order to support the hypotheses H2–H6, I conduct a
discourse analysis of issue competition among the key political parties in the selected
elections.
The analysis is focused on studying written primary and secondary sources. As key
primary sources I have chosen party manifestos, randomly selected speeches
(presented during the pre-election period) of the leading party officials, some
randomly selected interviews with party leaders and the transcripts of televised
debates (for the UK elections in 2010), all of which I could access online at political
parties' websites or the mass media. The online sources for both 1979 elections are
limited and, therefore, the analysis of primary sources is based almost solely on party
manifestos. As secondary sources, I have consulted a number of written volumes
devoted to analysing and reflecting on the elections (see the Bibliography for more
details).
To gain an understanding of political parties' motives in referring to a given issue, I
paid particular attention to the manner in which the issue was addressed by the party
official (i.e. how much was said and how eager she/he was in talking about it, how
precise journalists' questions were, whether the official was raising the issue her/himself or only in response to an attack from another party (in case of the televised
debates) etc. I contextualised this information within the key political events (e.g. a
recent corruption scandal) and the state of the economy during the election period in
order to control for 'exogenous' factors, which contribute to increasing the issue
salience for the public and the mass media. I also tried to ascertain to what extent a
political party is trying to respond to its electorate and whether it is trying to converge
with its competitors or, on the contrary, to opt for divergent strategies. To examine
these questions, I also reviewed secondary sources and have referred to them in my
analysis.
I have presented my findings as a short narrative about each political party, which aims
to highlight the key issues and the rationale behind the party's decision to compete over
it. From these stories, I have drawn brief comparisons and conclusions.
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Sample and Time Period
Since the focus of the research is solely Western European countries (i.e. the study aims
to explain the phenomena only within these boundaries), the research sample is chosen
accordingly. For the quantitative section, these are all major Western European
countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland,
Sweden and the United Kingdom.
For the qualitative section, I have chosen Italy and the United Kingdom as the
countries for in-depth examination, selecting the following national parliamentary
elections as case studies: 1979 elections in the United Kingdom, 1979 elections in Italy,
2010 elections in the United Kingdom, 2008 election in Italy, and 1997 elections in the
United Kingdom. (As I explain further, studying these two countries and the respective
election campaigns enables me to apply both methods of comparison – the most
different system designs and most similar systems design.)
As the first step, I conduct a discourse analysis of party manifestos (supplemented by
a limited number of party leaders’ speeches and advertisement campaigns) by writing
a narrative for each case about how the party electoral competition evolved prior to the
election, which factors have contributed to the higher salience of polity issues, and
whether electoral competitiveness has separated parties from each other or, on the
contrary, has caused an overlap in their preferred issues.
As the second step, following the most similar systems model, I briefly compare the
cases within each country. Since the political systems of both countries possess specific
characteristics that are of great importance for this study (electoral and party systems),
each set of a country's cases must be analysed differently, keeping everything constant
except for the changes between the elections. As the figures of the Polity/Policy
Salience Index reveal (see the Table 3.3. below), there is variation in the levels of polity
issue competition among the elections in Italy ranging from low (18) in 1979 to
moderate (27) in 2008. In the United Kingdom, on the contrary, the levels of polity
salience across the three elections are similar, all being moderately high (30–34).
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Salience Index in Selected Case Studies

Country/Year

Salience Index

United Kingdom 1979

30

Italy 1979

18

United Kingdom 1997

34

Italy 2008

27

United Kingdom 2010

34

Table 3.3. Polity Salience Index in Selected Case Studies
Source of Generic Data: Manifesto Project Database

Therefore, I focus solely on comparing the Italian cases and seeking to understand
what other (time specific) factors might have played a role in shaping polity issue
competition.
Regarding the polity/policy issue divergence, there is even greater variation. In Italy,
the Divergence Indexes range from low (7) in 2008 to moderately high (23) in 1979,
and, in the United Kingdom, from low (7) in 1994 to moderate (11 and 14) in 1979 and
2010. In a similar way and for the same purpose as in analysing the issue salience, I
conduct a short comparison of the cases that have different values of issue divergence
for each country.
Divergence Index in Selected Case Studies
Country/Year

Divergence Index

United Kingdom 1979

14

Italy 1979

23

United Kingdom 1997

7

Italy 2008

7

United Kingdom 2010

11

Table 3.4. Divergence Index in Selected Case Studies
Source of Generic Data: Manifesto Project Database

Finally, as the third step, I follow the most different systems model and, for each set of
hypotheses, select for discussion one pair of cases with (nearly) the same values of issue
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salience and issue divergence, respectively (i.e. the same values of the dependent
variable). The issue divergence indexes (see the Table 3.4. above) at times are similar
between Italy and the United Kingdom – countries that stand almost at opposite
extremes of electoral and party competitiveness. According to the hypothesis, one
would expect the political parties to differ in their chosen strategies. Comparing similar
cases from both countries allows me to study why, despite a number of different
systemic factors shared by both countries, the levels of polity salience are similar in
some years, and to look for shared factors that might have contributed to shaping party
strategies. As the first pair for comparison, I chose Italy 2008 and the United Kingdom
1979, both of which have moderately high level of polity issue salience (27 and 30,
accordingly). As the second pair for comparison, I selected Italy 2008 and the United
Kingdom 1997 – cases with equally low levels of issue divergence.
Since this study aims to capture only the most recent trends in party competition in
Western European countries, the time period does not stretch further back than the
early 1980s and finishes with the most recent election years, for which the Party
Manifesto Data were available at the time of writing. The exception to this rule is those
countries in which the first election in the selected period took place in the mid-1980s.
In such cases, the first election included in the study is that which took place in 1979.
This decision was made in accordance with the argument presented earlier regarding
the changing nature of party competition in European countries that has been observed
since the 1980s (the increasing number of issues, decreasing dominance of left/right
issue axis, and increasing conflict regarding polity issues).
The case study election years were selected so that, firstly, both polity and divergence
indexes have different values (from moderate to high), and secondly, the cases are
evenly distributed across countries and time. The former is required to facilitate the
comparisons discussed above, while the latter is necessary to control for time-specific
factors. Moreover, the two countries chosen for the case studies – Italy and the United
Kingdom – serve as good basis for performing comparisons of both most similar and
most different systems designs (depending on how one chooses and groups the
outcome indicators, as explained above).
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4. Explaining Polity/Policy Issue Competition:
Quantitative Study
Introduction
In this chapter, I present the results of the quantitative study, which covers 18 Western
European countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Switzerland, Sweden and the United Kingdom) between 1979 and 2013.
I aim to test the hypothesis H2–H6, as well as provide supporting data for testing the
hypothesis H1, on which I focus in my discussion of the selected case studies. The
central argument examined in the quantitative section of this study (and indeed
throughout the entire study) is that those political parties that function in more
competitive environments are more likely to compete and diverge within the polity
issue dimension. In addition, the level of polity salience is influenced by the dominant
cultural values and socio-economic conditions of the given country, and by the party's
position in the party system.
I present the results of the tests organised according to the previously identified four
groups of explanatory variables: party system competitiveness and polarisation,
cultural factors, socio-economic factors and the party's position in the party system.
Therefore, I begin by testing the hypothesis H2, H3 and H4. I examine whether issue
salience (measured by Salience Index) and issue divergence (measured by Divergence
Index) can be explained by party system polarisation and electoral competitiveness
(the explanatory factors, which, as discussed in the previous chapters, might have
'direct' impact on the patterns of party competition). In this regard, I include the
Electoral Risk Index and the Polarisation Index as indicators. I then focus on the
remaining explanatory variables (those which, as argued before in the paper, have
'indirect' impact). In this part of the analysis, I include the type of government, the
degree of self-governance and the type of electoral system. I then examine hypothesis
H6 by exploring whether the presence of postmodern (and less survival) and secular
(less traditional) values is associated with higher levels of competition within the polity
dimension. In the regression analysis, I use two Inglehart Indexes. I next test the
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hypothesis H5, i.e. the relation between polity issue competition and socio-economic
factors (economic performance, inequality and the size of population). The indicators
used in this analysis are GDP per capita, rate of GDP growth, GINI coefficient and the
size of population. And, finally, I briefly present data on the levels of polity salience
between large and small parties, which makes it possible to test hypothesis H1.
As I have performed analysis for two variants of the Polity Salience Index – with and
without the references to European integration – I discuss the results separately for
each of the variants. At the end of each subsection, I include a brief discussion how the
results change when the Salience Index does not include European Integration. I
conclude with a short summary of the main findings.

Party System Competitiveness and Polity/Policy Issue
Salience and Divergence
Polity/Policy Issue Salience
Before undertaking the regression analysis, it is necessary to check the averages (per
country, across years) of Polity Issue Salience Indexes and the Electoral Risk Indexes
(see the Figure 4.1.) to see whether there is a relationship between the two variables.
Indeed, in line with the hypothesis H3, the pattern indicates a clear positive
relationship: the countries with higher party system competitiveness are also
characterised by more frequent references to polity issues during their electoral
campaigns.
The plot also points out a clear outlier from this rule – Italy – which is characterised
by one of the lowest levels of electoral risk and the highest level of polity issue
competition. However, when interpreting this position of Italy, one must take into
account that it has been determined by the average values of the indices across the
entire period (i.e. the first and second republic). When we consider the dynamics of
polity salience in each election (see the Table 1.1. in the Introduction), we can see that,
in Italy, by far the highest levels of polity issue competition were present in the 1990s
(especially in the first half), i.e. in the time of important rupture in Italian politics. The
turmoil of this period was reflected in the country’s overall level of polity salience (i.e.
Polity Index), but not in the level of the Electoral Risk Index. Firstly, the low mean
value of the Electoral Risk Index is due to the relatively low levels of electoral risk
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during the First Republic. Since the formula applied to calculate the Electoral Risk
Index assigns high importance to the level of uncertainty (from the perspective of the
dominant party), it is not so surprising that the mean value is low – the victory of the
Christian Democrats during the First Republic was almost certain. Secondly, one must
interpret the low level of the Electoral Risk Index for Italy in the light of the precise
definition and operationalisation of competitiveness. In the empirical analysis, I focus
on only those aspects of competitiveness that could be objectively quantified, i.e.
electoral risk and polarisation. Other aspects, such as the size of the conflict, have to
be set aside.
Polity Issue Salience and Electoral Risk

Figure 4.1. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes and Average Electoral Risk Indexes

The positive relation between the two variables is also supported by the regression
analysis. The results of the FGLS model estimation presented in the Table 4.1. show a
positive and statistically significant effect of electoral risk on the level of polity issue
salience. When additional explicans are included in the FGLS regression (Column (4)),
the effect of the electoral risk on the polity issue salience drops and is no longer
significant. However, if Italy is excluded from the sample (column (5)), the impact of
electoral risk remains highly significant (at 1% significance level) even if all other
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control variables are included in the regression. This clearly indicates that Italy is an
odd case (as discussed above) that skews the results, and that one should consider the
sample excluding Italy as the most reliable.
Competitiveness and Polity Issue Salience I (Measuring the Effect of Electoral Risk and
Polarisation)
FGLS

VARIABLES
Electoral Risk
Index
Polarisation
Index

(1)

(4)

Luxembourg
dropped
(6)

0.152***
[0.0351]

0.0572
[0.0482]

0.109**
[0.0506]

0.145***
[0.0503]

0.105
[0.0675]

0.108
[0.0700]

0.105
[0.0737]

0.110
[0.0727]

0.122
[0.0812]

0.358
[1.593]

0.568
[1.547]

-0.0377
[1.493]

12.53*
[6.377]

-2.276
[1.485]

-1.564
[1.422]

0.285
[1.468]

-1.048
[10.56]

-0.874
[0.895]
-29.95*
[15.87]

-0.922
[0.860]
-31.47*
[16.40]

-2.187**
[0.881]
-42.09**
[17.22]

0.493
[3.967]

22.29***
[1.511]

0.967
[0.674]
6.996
[9.682]

0.347
[0.712]
14.97
[10.02]

-1.729*
[0.922]
44.16***
[12.95]

-28.31*
[15.22]
467.8*
[253.6]

174

167

158

151

167
0.111

18

18

17

16

18

full sample
(2)
(3)

0.144***
[0.0346]
0.0831
[0.0680]

Inglehart
Index I
(survival vs.
selfexpression)
Inglehart
Index II
(traditional vs.
secular)
Log of GDP
per capita
GDP Growth
Log of
Population
Constant

23.99***
[1.052]

26.55***
[1.215]

174
Observations
174
R-squared
Number of
18
countries
18
Standard errors in
brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

FE
full
sample+
(7)

Italy
dropped
(5)

+ Since the Electoral Risk Index does not vary across time, it cannot be included in the FE model.
Table 4.1. Regression Results: Competitiveness and Polity Issue Salience I (Measuring
the Effect of Electoral Risk and Polarisation)
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When European integration is excluded from the Polity Salience Index, the effects of
electoral risk and polarisation on the values of the Salience Index are slightly smaller
for all FGLS regressions. For example, the coefficient for electoral risk drops from
0.144 to 0.118, while the coefficient for polarisation drops from 0.083 to 0.067 (see
Appendix I for detailed regression results from the alternative version of the Salience
Index). These results imply that the positive relation between European integration
issues and electoral risk or polarisation is stronger than in the case of other polity
issues. This finding is in line with the theoretical argument presented earlier, that
polity-scepticism often takes the form of Euroscepticism: the factors that increase the
level of polity issue salience also more likely to contribute to enhancing party
competition regarding the European integration issue. All other results about the
statistical significance and the direction of the coefficient remain unchanged (except
for the coefficient for electoral risk in regression (5), which loses significance).
Similarly, when plotting the average values (across years, per country) of the
Polarisation Indexes against the average values (across years, per country) of the
Salience Indexes, one may observe a clear negative correlation between the two (see
the Figure 4.2.). An odd case from this pattern is Luxembourg, which is characterised
by the lowest level of polity issue salience and relatively low polarisation. As in the case
of Italy, whose noncompliance with the general pattern could be explained by the
presence of strong country-specific factors in a certain time period, the exception of
Luxembourg is not surprising. Generally, the country is characterised by stability and
there are few 'exogenous' factors that would have the potential to increase the salience
of polity issues.
Judging from this cross-country comparison, one might either challenge the validity of
the chosen indicator (i.e. polarisation) or invalidate the entire hypothesis H3.
However, adding the cross-time dimension to the analysis changes the picture. The
results of the FGLS regression for the full panel shows a positive relation between party
system polarisation and polity issue competition (see the Table 4.1.). The coefficient,
however, is not statistically significant. Including additional explicans in the regression
(columns (3) and (4)) does not alter this result. If we focus on internal country variation
by applying the fixed effect model (column (7)), the effect becomes stronger than in the
FGLS regression, which confounds both cross-country and cross-years variation.
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The regression analysis, which explains the level of polity issue salience by looking to
institutional characteristics, produces mixed results. In accordance with hypothesis
H4, proportional systems are less likely to be characterised by polity competition.
However, this result is statistically significant (at 1% significance level) only for the
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Polity Issue Salience and Polarisation
Italy

Spain

Switzerland

Netherlands

Germany
Austria

25

France
Iceland
Norway
Ireland
Denmark
Luxembourg

20

(mean) polity

30

Portugal
Belgium
Greece
United Kingdom

Finland

0

5

10
(mean) polarization

15

Sweden

20

Figure 4.2. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes and Average Polarisation Indexes

FGLS model without any other variables included (column (1) in the Table 4.2.). When
other explicans are added (column (2)), the negative relation is no longer significant.
In the FE model (column (3)), the relation changes the direction – proportional
systems are more likely to be associated with higher levels of polity issue competition.
Since the standard errors in the FE models are very large, it may be that there is too
little variation within each country as captured by the Index of Electoral Systems,
making it difficult to detect the true impact of this variation on polity competition.
Indeed, the only variation is presented by Italy, where a modified proportional system
was replaced by a proportional system between 1994 and 2004.
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Competitiveness and Polity Issue Salience II (Measuring the Effect of Type of
Government, Electoral System and State Design)
FGLS
VARIABLES
Government
(presidential
vs.
parliamentary)
Electoral
System (PR vs.
FPTP)
State Design
(federal vs.
unitarian)

(1)

(2)

FE
(3)

(4)

FGLS
(5)

(6)

-1.205*
[0.620]

-0.880
[0.738]

-0.220
[2.194]

-0.805
[0.666]

-1.197*
[0.624]

-0.746
[0.683]

-3.622***
[0.937]

-2.137
[1.364]

0.244
[4.119]

-2.934***
[0.949]

-3.497***
[1.010]

-2.577**
[1.094]

2.784***
[0.746]

1.949**
[0.907]

1.846**
[0.778]

2.746***
[0.738]

1.751**
[0.775]

Inglehart
Index I
(survival vs.
selfexpression)
Inglehart
Index II
(traditional vs.
secular)
Log of GDP
per capita
GDP Growth
Log of
Population

0.265
[1.587]

13.11**
[6.483]

-2.674*
[1.564]

-2.281
[10.78]

-0.644
[0.871]
-30.57*
[15.62]

0.140
[4.031]
-21.97
[18.95]

0.525
[0.751]

-30.84*
[15.94]

Electoral Risk
Index

0.101***
[0.0357]

Polarisation
Index
Constant

34.53***
[1.736]

Observations
174
R-squared
Number of
countries
18
Standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.108***
[0.0372]

22.43
[13.70]

508.9*
[264.6]

30.55***
[2.221]

0.0176
[0.0651]
34.06***
[2.190]

0.0624
[0.0669]
28.86***
[2.870]

167

167
0.106

174

174

174

18

18

18

18

18

Table 4.2. Regression Results: Competitiveness and Polity Issue Salience II (Measuring
the Effect of Type of Government, Electoral System and State Design)
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Furthermore, in order to examine whether the effect of the type of electoral system
affects the levels of polity salience (via its effect on electoral risk or polarisation), I have
added these two variables to the model. As the results (presented in column (4), (5)
and (6) in the Table 4.2. above) indicate, the inclusion of electoral risk does not
substantially alter the estimates. On the contrary, when the regression analysis
includes the Polarisation Index, the negative association between proportional
electoral systems and higher levels of polity issue competition becomes much weaker.
This might suggest that majoritarian systems are more prone to polity issue
competition because they cause party systems to become more polarised. As presented
in the previous chapters, disproportional systems are more likely to enhance more
policy divergence.
The FGLS model without any controls (see column (1) in the Table 4.2.) suggests that
parliamentary (rather than presidential) and federal (rather than unitary) systems are
associated with higher salience of polity issues, which contradicts my earlier
hypothesis. However, the effect of presidential systems loses significance when
additional variables are included in the model (column (2)), whereas the effect of
federal states remains significant at 5% significance level. When the Salience Index is
calculated without the issue of European integration, the correlation between
institutional factors and polity salience is slightly weaker. The State Design Index loses
significance in the full FGLS regression, but otherwise the results are similar.

Polity/Policy Issue Convergence/Divergence
Turning to the analysis of the effects of competitiveness on issue divergence, the simple
comparison between countries does not reveal whether there is a clear positive
association between the electoral risk and polarisation and issue divergence (see the
Figures 4.3. and 4.4.), as predicted by hypothesis H2.
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Figure 4.3. Average Polity/Policy Divergence Indexes and Average Electoral Risk
Indexes
Polity/Policy Divergence and Polarisation
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Figure 4.4. Average Polity/Policy Divergence Indexes and Average Polarisation Indexes
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However, the hypothesis is supported by the evidence from the estimation of the simple
FGLS model (column (1) in the Table 4.3.) as both explanatory factors are associated
with bigger difference among parties in terms of their references to the polity issues.
Column (3) indicates that, when socio-economic and cultural factors are added to the
regression, the effect preserves its direction, but loses statistical significance. The effect
of polarisation remains significant. The drop in significance of electoral risk should not
be interpreted as an evidence for a lack of causal effect of electoral risk on the
Divergence Index. In the context of the theoretical arguments presented earlier, the
comparison of column (1) and (3) may simply suggest a two-step causality: divergence
between parties can be explained by higher electoral risk that, in turn, depends on
other socio-economic factors, such as GDP. High correlation between GDP and
competitiveness leads to decreasing significance of the latter in column (3) regression,
even if competitiveness does have a causal effect on divergence.
The results in columns (2) and (4) also show that presidential, majoritarian and unitary
states – the institutional settings that, as argued above, would increase the party
system competitiveness and hence also increase issue divergence within polity/policy
dimension – do not exhibit significantly higher levels of polity issue divergence in party
competition.
Excluding European integration from the Salience Index produces almost identical
results: electoral risk and polarisation are statistically significant without any control
variables added. However, the electoral risk loses significance when other controls are
introduced. Polarisation remains significant at 5% significance level in the full sample
with all variables included. All the institutional factors remain insignificant in all
regressions considered, as anticipated. These results suggest that there is no
substantial difference between the effect of competitiveness on European integration
issues and other polity issues.
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Competitiveness and Polity/ Policy Issue Divergence
FGLS
VARIABLES
Electoral Risk
Index
Polarisation
Index

(1)

(2)

0.0423*
[0.0249]

0.0249
[0.0369]

0.0929**
[0.0471]

0.116**
[0.0518]

Government
(presidential
vs.
parliamentary)
Electoral
System (PR vs.
FPTP)
State Design
(federal vs.
unitarian)

(6)

-0.0376
[0.0663]

0.233
[1.765]

0.202
[1.292]

0.162
[1.628]

-1.378
[3.313]

0.586
[0.547]

0.0932
[0.794]

-0.208
[1.186]

-0.454
[1.272]

12.21**
[5.175]

11.99**
[5.215]

-1.661
[1.136]

-0.957
[1.162]

-5.653
[8.636]

-5.710
[8.669]

-0.0370
[0.645]
-15.18
[10.51]

-0.172
[0.640]
-18.48*
[10.52]

-11.42***
[3.239]
-7.110
[15.31]

-11.31***
[3.243]
-5.777
[15.25]

7.463***
[2.568]

-0.350
[0.499]
12.61*
[7.327]

-0.200
[0.604]
11.51
[11.01]

31.25**
[12.66]
-539.0**
[211.0]

31.60**
[12.83]
-542.1**
[212.9]

174

167

167

167
0.120

167
0.120

18

18

18

18

18

Log of GDP
per capita
GDP Growth
Log of
Population

174
Observations
R-squared
Number of
18
countries
Standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(5)

0.238
[0.601]

Inglehart
Index II
(traditional vs.
secular)

5.653***
[0.959]

(4)

0.235
[0.518]

Inglehart
Index I
(survival vs.
selfexpression)

Constant

FE
(3)

Table 4.3. Regression Results: Competitiveness and Polity/Policy Issue Divergence
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Dominant Cultural Values and Polity/Policy Issue Salience
Regarding the link between cultural factors and polity issue competition, Figure 4.5.
indicates that countries that (on average, across years) are characterised by the
dominance of self-expression values are also identified by lower levels of polity issue
competition. Similarly, lower values of the Salience Index can be observed for countries
with more secular societies. No observation is in line with the hypothesis H6.
According to the graph, the clear exception is Ireland, which is characterised by a
medium-low level in the Polity Salience Index and relatively traditional values.
Polity Issue Salience and Self-Expression vs. Survival Values

Figure 4.5. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes and Average Inglehart Indexes I

The regression results, as presented in the Table 4.4., lead to the following findings.
When included separately in the regression, both Inglehart Indexes have a statistically
significant effect on the Salience Index. Confirming the previous findings, as indicated
by the plots in the Figure 4.5. and 4.6., higher self-expression values and higher secular
values are associated with lower levels of polity issue competition. When both factors
are included together (column (3)), only the self-expression values index remains
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statistically significant, suggesting that the strong correlation between the seculartraditional values index and the levels of polity salience could result solely from the
positive correlation between the two Inglehart indexes.
Polity Issue Salience and Secular vs. Traditional Values

Figure 4.6. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes and Average Inglehart Indexes II

When other explicans are added to the regression, the direction of the coefficients for
the secular values and self-expression indexes is reversed, although the standard errors
are so high, that the relations are not significant. Again, this may imply that the
previous finding of a statistically significant negative relation between polity, selfexpression and secular values was observed only because the two indexes are positively
correlated with other explicans (for example, with GDP). In other words, there is not
sufficient evidence to expect that two countries with the same GDP but different
cultural values would have different values in the Salience Index.
In the full FE regression (column (6)), the self-expression index has a positive and
statistically significant effect on the Salience Index, suggesting that within the
countries, a change towards self-expression values is associated with higher salience of
polity issues. In this regression, the coefficient for secular values has a negative sign,
although this is not statistically significant due to very high standard errors. Otherwise,
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only GDP growth, population and the polarisation index are significant determinants
of the Salience Index.
When European integration is excluded from the Salience Index, the results of the
FGLS are almost exactly the same as the results presented above. In the FE regressions,
the self-expression values are no longer a significant explanatory factor of the Salience
Index, either in regression (5) or (6). Thus, when one focuses on internal country
variations, self-expression values seem to have stronger effect on European integration
than on other issues.
Cultural Factors and Polity Issue Salience
FGLS
VARIABLES

(1)

Inglehart Index I
(survival vs.
selfexpression)

(2)

-4.303***
[1.152]

Inglehart Index II
(traditional vs.
secular)

-3.847***
[1.104]

FE
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-3.076**
[1.368]

0.358
[1.593]

11.26*
[6.611]

12.99**
[6.395]

-1.965
[1.303]

-10.69
[10.49]

-2.560
[10.67]

19.16**
[7.612]

0.111
[0.0820]
1.013
[4.003]
-18.51
[18.91]
-31.85**
[15.65]
526.8**
[260.7]

167
0.021
18

167
0.117
18

29.52***
[0.854]

31.78***
[1.384]

-2.276
[1.485]
0.0572
[0.0482]
0.108
[0.0700]
-0.874
[0.895]
-29.95*
[15.87]
0.967
[0.674]
6.996
[9.682]

167

167

167

18

18

18

Electoral Risk Index
Polarisation Index
Log of GDP
GDP Growth
Log of Population
Constant

32.13***
[1.423]

Observations
167
R-squared
Number of countries
18
Standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.4. Regression Results: Cultural Factors and Polity Issue Salience
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Socio-economic Factors and Polity/Policy Issue Salience
Finally, testing the last hypothesis H5 (according to which polity issue competition is
influenced by socio-economic factors) has produced the following results. Plotting the
average Salience Indexes against the average GDP shows a generally negative relation
between the two factors. However, it also indicated that there is a group of small,
mostly northern countries (Finland, Luxembourg and Ireland), which, on average
during the analysed period of time, had relatively low GDPs, but at the same time were
characterised by low polity competition. An interesting observation is that both Ireland
and Finland during the period of my analysis experienced one of the most spectacular
GDP growths, which was higher than in other countries. This might suggest that
instead of explaining polity competition with a simple measure of GDP, one needs to
use a broader concept of prosperity, which includes both the level and the growth of
income. Consequently, in the regressions below, I test whether polity issue salience is
significantly affected by the level as well as the growth rate of GDP.
According to the Figure 4.8., there is a clear positive correlation between inequality (as
measured by the GINI Index) and the level of polity issue competition. Once again, the
exception is Ireland. A closer look at the graph reveals an interesting pattern: for a
group of smaller, northern, and more equal countries – Finland, Sweden, Denmark,
Norway, Austria and Belgium – the relation between inequality and polity issue
competition is very steep, i.e. a small increase in GINI Index produces a sharp increase
in the level of the polity competition. On the other hand, for the second group of larger
and more unequal societies like Germany, France, the United Kingdom, Spain and
Italy, the relation between inequality and the level of polity issue salience is less
apparent.
The differences in the steepness of the relation in these two groups of countries could
be due to the differences in geographical factors, size of the countries or the level of
inequality. If one uses only the level of inequality to explain the difference by arguing
that the higher the inequality, the smaller is its effect on polity competition, one would
not be able to explain the sudden increase of the Salience Indexes in Belgium and
Germany. Alternatively, one may conclude that larger countries are, in general,
characterised by higher inequality and a lower effect of inequality on polity issue
competition. However, this argument cannot explain the very high Salience Index in
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the case of Greece. Finally, the fact that northern countries have lower levels of polity
issue competition than southern countries does not explain the difference between
France and Belgium. Hence, the 'safest' conclusion resulting from the analysis of the
graph is that, controlling for geographical latitude, inequality has positive effect on the
level of polity issue salience, although the effect is smaller for larger countries.
Polity/Policy Issue Salience and the Level of Economic Development

Figure 4.7. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes and Average GDP

The results from the simple regression models in column (1) in the Table 4.5. support
the findings of the graph in figure 6: the level of polity issue salience depends negatively
on the level of GDP. Column (2) indicates also a negative relation between GDP growth
and Salience Index, which was already suggested by the presence of Finland and
Ireland in the bottom part of the graph. The results are statistically significant even
when both GDP level and GDP growth are added to the regression at the same time.
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Polity Issue Salience and Socio-economic Inequality

Figure 4.8. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes and Average GINI Indexes

In line with the predictions of the graph in Figure 4.8., higher values of GINI Index are
associated with higher values of the Salience Index. If GINI Index is the sole explicant
in the regression, the effect is statistically significant at 1% significance level. However,
when additional explicans are introduced (column (5)), while the results of GDP
remain unchanged, the effect of inequality loses its statistical significance. The
coefficient for inequality in this regression is substantially smaller than the coefficient
for the regression in column (3). As before, this pattern suggests that the positive
correlation between inequality and polity salience, observed when plotting the data, is
largely driven by the correlation of inequality with other explicans of polity issue
salience.
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Socio-economic Factors and Polity Issue Salience

VARIABLES

(1)

(2)

Log of GDP

-2.516***
[0.536]

-2.489***
[0.522]
-34.22**
[15.49]

GDP Growtj
GINI Index

FGLS
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

FE
(7)

0.640***
[0.123]

-2.513***
[0.763]
-43.38**
[17.40]
0.259
[0.166]

-3.169***
[1.226]
-45.96**
[18.14]
0.342
[0.209]

-4.776**
[2.330]
-31.48
[21.95]
0.224
[0.270]

4.939
[5.097]
-38.45*
[22.27]
-0.0681
[0.325]

Electoral Risk
Index

0.0443
[0.0526]

Polarisation
Index
Inglehart
Index I
(survival vs.
selfexpression)
Inglehart
Index II
(traditional vs.
secular)
Log of
Population
Constant

19.49***
[1.895]

Observations
167
R-squared
Number of
countries
18
Standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.157**
[0.0735]

0.166*
[0.0892]

1.896
[1.970]

13.51**
[6.631]

0.863
[1.779]

-5.872
[10.86]

6.411
[12.24]

-42.02**
[20.37]
717.2**
[348.0]

20.04***
[1.854]

10.41***
[3.461]

12.93***
[3.432]

-0.0548
[1.081]
3.315
[18.75]

167

144

139

131

139
0.051

131
0.148

18

15

15

14

15

14

Table 4.5. Regression Results: Socio-economic Factors and Polity Issue Salience

In the full specification of the FE model, in which the time-invariant country
characteristics are kept constant, neither GDP nor inequality is statistically significant.
In fact, the effect of GDP changes the direction. This result might lead us to conclude
that inter-country variation is the most important source of the negative effect of GDP
and the positive effect of inequality on polity issue competition. The effect of GDP
growth remains negative and statistically significant. This implies that the source of
the strong relation between growth and polity is not only in the cross-country variation
(faster growing countries such as Finland and Ireland have lower levels of Salience
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Index), but also in the intra-country variation (when the country's economy develops
faster, it is more likely to be characterised by lower levels of polity salience).
If the alternative Salience Index (excluding European integration) is applied, one can
find an almost identical result for the FGLS model. However, in case of the FE model,
the effect of the levels of GDP and growth rise in significance. Notably, in the regression
(6), the coefficient for GDP growth raises from -31.5 to -37.6 and becomes significant
at a 10% significance level. This result suggests that when a country experiences an
increase in GDP growth rate, the drop in the reference to European issues is smaller
than the decrease affecting other polity issues. The significant negative effect of GDP
growth on polity salience can be observed in the intra-country variation only for those
polity issues that are not related to European integration.

A Party's Position in the Party System and Polity/Policy
Issue Salience
Lastly, I will use the data from the Comparative Manifestos Project to examine whether
the size and the position of the party, measured by the percentage of votes scored
during the elections and the position in the government (i.e. in opposition or power)
respectively, determine the share of its reference to polity issues.
Indeed, one may argue that a more sophisticated measure might be needed to
determine which party may be labelled as either ‘small’ or ‘big’. Moreover, there are
noteworthy differences across political systems in Europe implying that parties, which
have received similar percentage of votes, occupy different places in respective party
systems (e.g. a 10% score in the election might mean a place in the opposition, as well
as in the governing coalition). I acknowledge that this remains the limitation of the test
and, in the future, researchers should strive to apply more sophisticated measures.
Nevertheless, performing this exercise with different thresholds (see further), as well
as distinguishing between opposition and governing parties enables drawing some
conclusions about whether the size and the position of the party is associated with the
share of its reference to polity issues.
Hence, the comparison of big and small parties (no matter whether the threshold of
20%, 10% or 5% of votes is applied) across countries and across time does not reveal
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any substantial difference in parties’ preferences for polity vs. policy issues (see the
Table 4.6.). Although the data are in line with hypothesis H1, the differences are small.
Average Polity Issue Salience Index
20%
threshold

10%
threshold

small parties

30%

31%

5%
threshold
32%

large parties

28%

28%

29%

Table 4.6. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes for Small and Large Parties

However, a more detailed analysis reveals some cross-country variation. For example,
when the 20% threshold is applied (see the Table 4.7.), Greece represents quite a big
difference (14%), with the smaller parties’ share of reference to polity issues being 47%
and that of the larger parties being 33%. In Portugal, the difference is 9% and in
Denmark, 8%. In Sweden, Finland, France, Norway and the Netherlands, it is
negligible (below 3%), whereas in Iceland, Ireland and Switzerland, the larger parties
tend to compete in the polity dimension slightly more than the smaller parties.
Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes for Small and Large Parties (20% Threshold)

Greece

small parties

large parties

Difference

0.47

0.335

0.135

Portugal

0.424

0.333

0.091

Denmark

0.271

0.19

0.081

Austria

0.341

0.275

0.067

Belgium

0.307

0.241

0.067

Germany

0.349

0.288

0.061

Luxembourg

0.251

0.19

0.06

Great Britain

0.343

0.302

0.042

Italy

0.382

0.349

0.034

Spain

0.345

0.312

0.034

Sweden

0.226

0.196

0.03

Finland

0.267

0.252

0.016

France

0.353

0.343

0.009

Norway

0.227

0.222

0.005

Netherlands

0.276

0.285

-0.01

Iceland

0.289

0.346

-0.057

Ireland

0.194

0.267

-0.074

Switzerland

0.255

0.338

-0.083

Table 4.7. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes for Small and Large Parties (20%
threshold): Cross Country Comparison
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The results change slightly once the 10% and 5% thresholds are introduced (see the
Table 4.8. and 4.9.). The differences in polity references between the smaller and larger
parties in Greece and Denmark are shrinking, suggesting that it is not the marginal
parties that compete most often in the polity dimension, but rather some of the
mainstream political parties. The data about Sweden and Spain (10% and 7%
difference, accordingly), on the other hand, suggest that the highest competition in the
polity dimension is represented by the marginal political parties.
Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes for Small and Large Parties (10% Threshold)
Smallparties

largeparties

Difference

Ireland

0.183

0.253

-0.07

Switzerland

0.25

0.312

-0.062

Finland

0.26

0.265

-0.005

France

0.348

0.35

-0.002

Netherlands

0.278

0.279

0.000

Norway

0.234

0.217

0.017

Iceland

0.328

0.309

0.018

Italy

0.384

0.357

0.026

Portugal

0.411

0.38

0.031

Sweden
Great
Britain

0.236

0.205

0.031

0.342

0.31

0.032

Spain

0.347

0.315

0.032

Belgium

0.313

0.28

0.033

Denmark

0.272

0.229

0.043

Germany

0.353

0.297

0.056

Luxembourg

0.266

0.206

0.06

Austria

0.354

0.281

0.072

Greece

0.456

0.379

0.077

Table 4.8. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes for Small and Large Parties (10%
threshold): Cross Country Comparison

Countries such as Italy, Spain, Sweden, Finland, France, Norway and the Netherlands
firmly maintain the same or nearly the same results irrespective of the chosen
threshold, leading one to conclude that there is almost no difference in the levels of
polity issue competition between the smaller and bigger parties in these places.
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Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes for Small and Large Parties (5% Threshold)
smallparties largeparties

difference

Switzerland

0.239

0.307

-0.068

Ireland

0.175

0.243

-0.068

Netherlands

0.27

0.281

-0.012

Iceland

0.31

0.313

-0.003

France

0.356

0.348

0.008

Norway

0.246

0.222

0.024

Great Britain

0.339

0.314

0.025

Belgium

0.316

0.289

0.027

Denmark

0.275

0.243

0.033

Finland

0.291

0.254

0.036

Italy

0.394

0.357

0.037

Germany

0.354

0.316

0.038

Greece

0.445

0.402

0.042

Luxembourg

0.259

0.215

0.044

Austria

0.345

0.299

0.047

Spain

0.365

0.29

0.074

Portugal

0.455

0.361

0.094

Sweden

0.302

0.207

0.095

Table 4.9. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes for Small and Large Parties (5%
threshold): Cross Country Comparison

Ireland and Switzerland, on the other hand, maintain relatively noteworthy
differences, but in the opposite direction than that predicted by hypothesis H1: that is,
the mainstream political parties make more references to polity issues than the smaller
political parties.
When comparing the governing and opposition parties, the difference, although still
not large, becomes more noteworthy. Indeed, in line with hypothesis H1, opposition
parties tend to compete slightly more within the polity dimension than the parties in
power (see the Table 4.10.).
Average Polity Issue Salience Index
(including European
integration)

(excluding European
integration)

Governing parties

26%

23%

Opposition parties

31%

28%

Table 4.10. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes for Governing Parties and Opposition
Parties
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Turning once more to comparative analysis across countries, by far the biggest
difference is presented by Greece (18% difference), followed by Portugal (9%
difference), Austria (8% difference), Spain (7% difference) and Belgium (5%
difference) (see the Table 4.11.). Opposition parties in these countries compete more
within the polity dimension than the parties in power. On the other side, there is
Denmark and Netherlands, in which the governing parties compete slightly more
within the polity dimension than their counterparts in opposition.

Country

Opposition Governing
Difference
Parties
Parties

Denmark

0.231

0.256

-0.024

Netherlands

0.283

0.295

-0.012

Ireland

0.222

0.222

0.000

France

0.273

0.267

0.005

Germany

0.308

0.294

0.014

Norway

0.244

0.226

0.018

Sweden

0.219

0.193

0.026

Italy

0.404

0.37

0.034

Great Britain

0.333

0.291

0.042

Belgium

0.346

0.293

0.054

Finland

0.231

0.171

0.06

Spain

0.342

0.27

0.072

Austria

0.334

0.251

0.083

Portugal

0.393

0.307

0.086

Greece

0.417

0.241

0.176

Table 4.11. Average Polity Issue Salience Indexes for Governing Parties and Opposition
Parties: Cross Country Comparison

Summary of Findings
The following summary reviews the results of the quantitative analysis and organises
them according to the research hypotheses.
Hypothesis H1. According to the hypothesis H1, one would expect that opposition
parties and smaller parties compete within the polity dimension more than governing
parties and larger parties.
Although the difference is not spectacular, overall the findings of the simple
quantitative test agree with this hypothesis regarding opposition parties, but disagree
with respect to marginal parties. The opposition parties have, on average, 5% higher
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level of polity issue salience than the governing parties and the small parties (5%
threshold), 3%. However, there is large cross-country variation, suggesting that there
are strong country-specific factors shaping polity/policy issue competition.
Hypothesis H2. According to hypothesis H2, political parties that function in more
competitive institutional environments are more likely to opt for divergent electoral
strategies (i.e. strong issue ownership) within the polity/policy issue competition,
while those that function in less competitive institutional settings select trespassing
strategies.
Regarding this hypothesis, I have found a positive correlation between electoral risk
and issue divergence within the policy/polity dimension. Similarly, higher polarisation
is associated with higher levels of issue divergence. Although electoral risk loses its
significance in the regression analysis when economic and cultural factors are
controlled for, this could stem from the correlation between these explicans.
Hypothesis H3. According to the hypothesis H3, the more competitive and polarised
the party system – and competitiveness is reinforced by majoritarian electoral system,
presidential government and federal state design – the higher the competition in the
polity dimension, and vice versa.
Overall, one can conclude that a more competitive institutional environment –
especially if it is characterised by higher electoral risk and higher polarisation in the
left/right dimension across parties – is associated with higher salience of polity issues.
This effect is reinforced if Italy – a clear outlier from the pattern – is dropped from the
sample.
Hypothesis H4. As the hypothesis H4 predicts, a more competitive party system is
enhanced by the presidential mode of government, a unitary administrative system
and a majoritarian electoral system, while a less competitive party system is supported
by a proportional electoral system, a parliamentary type of government and federalism.
Here, only the type of electoral system (proportional vs. majoritarian) accords with the
theory and hypothesis H4: proportional electoral systems are, indeed, characterised by
lower levels of polity issue competition. Furthermore, its effect is reduced when
electoral risk and polarisation are included in the regression analysis, suggesting that
the type of electoral system affects polity issue competition via these two factors. In
contrast to the predictions of the causal narratives presented and hypothesis H3,
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presidential and unitary political systems are associated with lower levels of polity
issue salience. This finding requires more research in the future. Indeed, there is a
variety of complex and contradicting causal pathways on how the degree of
decentralisation and the type of government might (indirectly) affect party
competition. For example, as already touched upon in the discussion of federal vs.
unitary political systems, in federal systems, political parties might be more prone to
engage into conflicts of polity nature. In presidential systems, the presidential electoral
race rather than that for the legislative might be more dividing and conflicting (and,
thus, entail also more polity-type issues). One should also take into account that the
sample of this study includes only a limited number of semi-presidential systems.
Therefore, again, more studies are necessary to study the impact of these institutional
arrangements on party issue competition.
Hypothesis H5. According to the hypothesis H5, one should observe higher polity
issue salience when economic development and growth is higher, and vice versa.
According to the quantitative analysis, the key driving force for the salience of polity
issues are the socio-economic factors. Both the level and growth of GDP have a negative
and significant effect on polity issue competition in almost all the regression models
applied. The results of the impact of inequality are mixed, however – a higher GINI
Index is positively correlated with polity issue salience, but this relation does not keep
its significance in some regressions.
Hypothesis H6. In line with hypothesis H4, stronger self-actualising and/or the
secular/rational values should be associated with higher levels of polity issue
competition, and vice versa.
Regarding the impact of the dominant cultural values, the hypothesis is not supported.
When plotting the Inglehart Indexes against the Polity Indexes, one can observe that
the countries characterised by self-expression and secular values are also characterised
by more policy and less polity competition. The positive correlation, which later
appears in the simple OLS and panel data regressions, might be driven by a strong
correlation between the cultural values and other explicans of polity issue competition,
such as GDP. Once GDP and other explicans are included, the effect of the values is no
longer significant.
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In conclusion, it is worth mentioning that one must be aware of the limitations of the
results obtained from pure quantitative analysis. A simple comparison of statistical
data usually hides all contextual information. Similarly, if one focuses only on the
results of statistical significance, one may miss the true importance of the role played
by other factors. Hence, the lack of statistical significance of some explanatory factors
in the regression analysis may result from imperfection of the indexes, which might
not perfectly capture the concepts, or it could also be caused by imperfect specifications
of the regression models. Finally, pure regression analysis has limited power to explain
causal mechanisms. For this reason, I will now adopt a qualitative approach, which will
enable me to explore in detail the mechanisms determining the salience of polity issues
for five elections in two countries: Italy and the United Kingdom.
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5. Party Issue Competition in the United Kingdom
Introduction
In this chapter, I present the results of the UK case study, which covers the analysis of
the electoral issue competition in 1979, 1997 and 2010 among three key political
parties: the Conservative Party (Conservatives), the Labour Party (Labour), and the
Liberal Democrats (LibDems) (formerly the Liberal Party (Liberals) and Social
Democratic Party – Liberal Alliance (SDP-Libs)).
I aim to test hypothesis H1, as well as to assist with the examination of other
hypotheses, especially H2, H3 and H5 and H6. The central argument examined in the
qualitative study, as has been explained at more detail in the previous chapters, is that
marginal and opposition mainstream political parties compete within the polity
dimension more frequently than those political parties in power, and that more
competitive institutional environments cause political parties to compete and diverge
more widely about polity issues. Cultural and socio-economic factors are also expected
to influence the salience of polity issues within party competition.
To begin with, I present relevant background information about the UK’s electoral and
party system, along with some quantitative data. I then proceed with the analysis of
each electoral campaign, in which I discuss each party’s rationale for competing over
either polity or policy issues. Finally, I draw a brief comparison between the electoral
campaigns and present some preliminary conclusions.

General Characteristics of Parties and the Party System in
the UK
In the context of my research, it is important to reemphasise two key characteristics of
the UK electoral and party system: its high electoral and party system competitiveness,
and the competition between the two key parties, including the regular alternation of
power between the two. As I have argued in the previous chapters, competitiveness
affects political actors’ behaviour: the more competitive the electoral system is, the
more likely that political actors will compete in the polity dimension. Hence, we would
expect that overall, the levels of polity issue salience in the UK would be higher than in
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other countries, which is partly true – the Polity Salience Index in the UK is moderately
high (see the Table 1.1. and 1.2. in the Introduction).
Election Results in the United Kingdom between 1979 and 2010 (Electoral Turnout (%))

Year/ Party

Conservative
Party

Labour Party

Liberal
Party

SDP –
Liberal
Alliance

Liberal
Democrats

1979

44%

37%

14%

1983

42%

28%

25%

1987

42%

31%

23%

1992

42%

34%

18%

1997

31%

43%

17%

2001

32%

41%

18%

2005

32%

35%

22%

2010

36%

29%

23%

Table 5.1. General Election Results in the United Kingdom between 1979 and 2010
(Electoral Turnout (%))

The two-party system with regular alternation of power between the main actors
clearly indicates each party’s temporary position in a party system – either dominant
(the winner party), minor (the runner-up party) or peripheral (any other party but,
most notably, the LibDems). Following my argument that a party's competition in the
polity dimension depends on its position within the party system, we can expect that
the peripheral party (LibDems) and the minor or opposition party (of that time) would
compete in the polity dimension more than the major party (of that time).
Between the time period of 1979 and 2010, seven general elections were held in the UK.
Electoral competition before each election took place between the three key political
parties: the Conservatives, Labour, the Liberal Democrats (since 1992), the Liberal
Party (in 1979) and the Social Democratic Party–Liberal Alliance (between 1983 and
1987).
In each election except the last (in 2010), the leading political party received on average
slightly above 40% votes, for which the UK’s first-past-the-post (FPTP) electoral
system ensured an (overwhelming) majority of parliamentary seats for the leading
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political party (see the Table 5.1. above). Although the difference of the vote shares
between the first party and the second party was rarely large (on average, the second
party gained from 7% to 14% less votes), after applying the FPTP electoral formula, it
increased dramatically. As a result, the difference in parliamentary representation
between the first party and the second party (as well as the second and the third
parties) has always been noteworthy, with the exception of the 2010 general election.
Political Parties between 1979 and 2010
1. Major Party between 1979 and 1997 and since 2010/Minor Party between 1997 and 2010
The Conservative Party was ruling for most of the time between 1979 and 2010. Under the leadership
of Thatcher, it won the 1979 election and remained in power until 1997, then regaining it again in 2010
(although in a coalition with LibDems). Undergoing profound ideological changes towards the ‘New
Right’ ideology in the 1980s, the party became more moderate (centre-right) in the following decades.
2. Major Party between 1997 and 2010/Minor Party between 1979 and 1997 and since 2010
The Labour Party came to power in 1997 after a landslide victory over Conservatives and ruled until
2010. Although historically established as a left-wing, social-democratic party, under Blair’s leadership
(as a result of the ‘New Labour’ reforms between 1997 and 2005) it moved considerably closer to the
centre.
3.

Peripheral Party between 1979 and in Ruling Coalition since 2010

The Liberal Democrats is a successor party of the SDP–Libs Alliance* and was established in 1988.
After the 2010 elections, it became a ruling party (in a coalition with Conservatives). It is the first time
in the post-war history of the UK that no party won an overall majority and as a result, a coalitiongovernment had to be formed. The party claims to position itself ideologically ‘in the centre’, between
Labour and Conservative, many observers place it more towards the centre-left.
*The Social Democratic Party – Liberal Alliance. Founded in 1981 by a number of Labour
Party’s members, the Social Democratic Party soon established an alliance with the Liberal Party**
and gained popularity in the first half of 1980s. Due to the profound crisis in the Labour Party during
that time, the SPD–Libs tried to overtake the role of the leading centre-left wing party in the UK.
However, Labour managed to regain electoral support and to reform the party.
**The Liberal Party was the third largest party for the entire 20th century until it merged with
Social Democratic Party in 1988 and ceased to exist. Although ideologically it belonged more to the
centre-left, it always tried to position itself as ‘a non-socialist alternative to the Conservatives’. After
the Conservatives’ success in the 1979 election, it dramatically lost popularity and its existence was
once more threatened.

Regarding the role of non-dominant parties, it is important to note that the third
political party – either the Liberals (for the 1979 election) or the SDP-Libs (for the 1983
and the 1987 elections), or the LibDems (since the 1992 election) – was always
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peripheral: i.e. although electorally its share was often very close to that of the second
party (especially in 1983 and in 2010), it was always severely disadvantaged by the
existing

electoral

system

and,

consequently,

had

very

low

parliamentary

representation, and through the entire post-war period up to 2010, had never been in
power. Hence, the dominant position in the party system was altered between the
Conservatives and Labour and, consequently, the second party was always a ‘power
party-in-waiting’.

Party Issue Competition between 1979 and 2010
In order to have a more precise picture of the levels of polity issue salience in the United
Kingdom, I present the data of the Polity Salience Index between the period of 1979
and 2010. I do it at both the integrated (i.e. baseline Issue Index with all the polity
issues calculated together) and disintegrated (i.e. Polity ‘Sub-Indexes’ calculated per
issue groups) levels to show exactly which polity issues were highly salient in the
interparty issue competition.
As the baseline Salience Index calculated at individual (party) level (see the Table 5.2.)
reveals, the third or peripheral party (the Liberal Democrats) scored the highest level
of polity issue salience between 1979 and 1992 and in 2005. In 1997, the Conservative
Party, which had just lost its 12-year dominant position to Labour, overtook the Liberal
Democrats and had the highest salience of polity opposition for two consecutive
elections (in 1997 and 2001), whereas in 2005 the polity salience of the Liberal
Democrats increased and reached the same level as that of the second party (i.e. the
Conservative Party). In 2010, the highest level of polity issue salience was presented by
the Conservative Party, which had then regained power, followed by the Liberal
Democrats and the Labour Party.
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Polity Salience Index (%) in the United Kingdom between 1979 and 2010: Including and
Excluding (Indicated in Brackets) European Integration
First Party

Second Party

Third Party

Conservatives

Conservatives

Liberal

(C) or Labour (L)

(C) or Labour (L)

Party

1979

L 26% (19%)

C 20% (18%)

49% (45%)

1983

C 26% (24%)

L 24% (22%)

32% (27%)

1987

C 27% (26%)

L 20% (20%)

29% (26%)

1992

C 21% (17%)

L 19% (17%)

32% (23%)

1997

C 34% (27%)

L 32% (29%)

24% (19%)

2001

L 27% (25%)

C 39% (34%)

33% (28%)

2005

L 27% (24%)

C 37% (33%)

38% (36%)

2010

L 18% (17%)

C 41% (39%)

32% (30%)

MEAN

26% (22%)

29% (27%)

Year/
Party

SDP –
Liberal
Alliance

Liberal
Democrats

34% (29%)

Table 5.2. Polity Salience Indexes in the United Kingdom between 1979 and 2010:
Including and Excluding (in the Brackets) European Integration

Adding the dimension of European integration to the Salience Index does not change
the dynamics remarkably, since in nearly all cases the patterns – i.e. the positions of
the leading, runner-up and third-placed parties, as well as the overall trend – remain
the same (see the Table 5.2. and the Figure 5.1.).
Dynamics of Salience Index at Party Level
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Figure 5.1. Polity Salience Indexes at Party Level in the United Kingdom between
1979 and 2010: Including and Excluding European Integration

Interpretation of the difference between the two indexes depends on the chosen
reference point. If we calculate the ratio of the European issues per all the issues
together (both those of polity and those of policy), we can conclude that in most cases,
the European dimension is not a highly salient issue (the references to European issues
are 5% or less) except for the Liberal Democrats in 1992 and the Conservatives in 1997
(see the Table 5.3.). If, however, we take the ratio per only polity issues, one could argue
that European issues occupy a large part of the polity dimension (see the figures in the
brackets in the Table 5.3.).
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European Integration Index in the United Kingdom between 1979 and 2010 (Ratio (%) of Only
Polity Issues and (in the Brackets) of All Issues)

Year/
Party

Conservatives

Labour

Liberal
Party

SDP –
Liberal
Alliance

Liberal
Democrats

1979

10% (2%)

27% (7%)

8% (4%)

1983

8% (2%)

8% (2%)

16% (5%)

1987

4% (1%)

0% (0%)

10% (3%)

1992

19% (4%)

11% (2%)

28% (9%)

1997

21% (7%)

9% (3%)

21% (5%)

2001

13% (5%)

7% (2%)

15% (5%)

2005

11% (4%)

11% (3%)

5% (2%)

2010

5% (2%)

6% (1%)

6% (2%)

MEAN

7% (3%)

10% (3%)

14% (4%)

Table 5.3. Polity Issue Indexes in the United Kingdom between 1979 and 2010

In order to obtain a more nuanced picture of over which other polity issues the parties
were competing, I have broken down the Salience Index into seven issues or issue
groups as they are coded in the Manifesto Project Database (see the Table 5.4.): (i)
peace; (ii) European cooperation and integration; (iii) internationalism; (iv)
democracy and human rights; (v) constitutionalism; (vi) (de)centralisation; and (vii)
government efficiency.
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Polity Sub-Index per Issue Groups in the United Kingdom between 1979 and 2010:
(Ratio (%) of All Issues)

Internationalism
(%)

Democracy
&
Human Rights
(%)

Constitutionalism (%)

(De)Centralisation (%)

Government
Efficiency &
Political
Authority (%)

Labour

3

7

3

9

0

2

2

26

1979

Liberals

2

4

4

28

1

7

3

49

1979

Conservatives

0

2

1

3

5

1

8

20

1983

Labour

6

2

4

8

1

2

1

24

1983

SDP-Liberals

3

6

4

7

3

3

6

32

1983

Conservatives

1

2

1

8

1

2

11

26

1987

Labour

2

0

5

8

0

4

1

20

1987

SPD-Liberals

3

3

3

12

0

6

2

29

1987

Conservatives

1

1

1

10

0

5

9

27

1992

Labour

1

2

3

6

0

3

4

19

1992

LibDems

1

9

3

10

4

4

1

32

1992

Conservatives

0

4

2

4

0

1

10

21

1997

Labour

1

3

3

3

0

5

17

32

1997

LibDems

0

5

4

7

0

4

4

24

1997

Conservatives

0

7

1

2

3

4

17

34

2001

Labour

1

2

5

0

0

4

16

27

2001

LibDems

1

5

5

2

0

4

16

33

2001

Conservatives

1

5

2

3

0

5

21

39

2005

Labour

1

3

4

2

0

5

12

27

2005

LibDems

0

2

8

5

0

4

19

38

2005

Conservatives

0

4

3

0

0

8

22

37

2010

Labour

1

1

2

1

0

3

10

18

2010

LibDems

0

2

7

3

0

3

17

32

2010

Conservatives

0

3

3

0

0

10

25

41

MEAN

Labour

2

3

3

4

0

3

8

23

MEAN

LibDems

1

4

5

8

1

4

9

32

MEAN

Conservatives

0

4

2

2

1

5

17

23

MEAN

TOTAL

1

4

3

5

1

4

11

26

Party

Polity

European
Cooperation
(%)

1979

Year

Total

Peace (%)

Issue or Issue Groups

Table 5.4. Polity Salience Indexes per Issue Groups (% of All Issues)
in the United Kingdom between 1979 and 2010
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Four key findings are evident from the results of the itemised Polity Salience Index.
Firstly, while in the beginning of the analyzed period (i.e. the 1980s) each party had a
more than distinct pattern of competition over polity issues, towards the end of the
period (in 2000s) the patterns of polity competition
Issue Divergence on Polity Dimension among the Key Parties in the United
Kingdom between 1979 and 2010

Year

Party Pair

Concurrence (higher – more; lower - less)

1979

Conservatives-Labour

28

1979

Conservatives-Liberals

47

1979

Labour-Liberals

31

1983

Conservatives-Labour

18

1983

Conservatives-SDP/Liberals

18

1983

Labour-SDP/Liberals

16

1987

Conservatives-Labour

17

1987

Conservatives-SDP/Liberals

16

1987

Labour-SDP/Liberals

13

1992

Conservatives-Labour

14

1992

Conservatives-LibDems

29

1992

Labour-LibDems

19

1997

Conservatives-Labour

12

1997

Conservatives-LibDems

26

1997

Labour-LibDems

22

2001

Conservatives-Labour

15

2001

Conservatives-LibDems

10

2001

Labour-LibDems

5

2005

Conservatives-Labour

18

2005

Conservatives-LibDems

19

2005

Labour-LibDems

17

2010

Conservatives-Labour

27

2010

Conservatives-LibDems

25

2010

Labour-LibDems

16

MEAN

Conservatives-Labour

18

MEAN

Conservatives-LibDems

21

MEAN

Labour-LibDems

11

Table 5.5. Issue Divergence on Polity Dimension among the Key Parties in the United
Kingdom Between 1979 and 2010
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converged (see the Table 5.4. and 5.5.). For example, in the 1980s the parties’
preferences were scattered evenly across the entire spectrum of polity dimension,
whereas towards the end of the 1990s and the 2000s, the parties were increasingly
focused on single issues.
Secondly, the most salient issues across the entire period (see the MEAN TOTAL values
in the Table 5.4.) proved to be government efficiency and democracy and human rights,
followed by European integration, (de)centralisation and internationalism. However,
the salience levels have varied across time. While, on average, between the 1980s and
1990s the issues of democracy and human rights had a high salience, both decreased
sharply in the 2000s. The issue of government efficiency, on the other hand, increased
sharply over time and in the 2000s, became the most salient issue for all parties.
Issue Divergence on Polity Dimension

Figure 5.2. Issue Divergence on Polity Dimension in the United Kingdom between
1979 and 2010

Thirdly, although (as mentioned earlier) the parties have tended to converge in terms
of their preferred issue group(s), still there is much variation in the levels of salience:
e.g. although all three parties competed mainly on the issue of government efficiency
during last two elections, their individual levels of the salience were very different.
Therefore, when we analyze the data of party position concurrence (see the Table 5.5.
and Graph 5.2.), we cannot detect a clear trend towards convergence or divergence,
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because, although competing increasingly over the same issue group(s), the parties still
tend to differ regarding the level of salience of these issues.
Fourthly, and as I would have expected following my hypothesis, the Liberal Democrats
– the peripheral party across almost the entire period – had on average significantly
higher levels of polity salience than the other two ‘power’ parties.
Overall, the results of this analysis support my hypothesis that peripheral parties tend
to compete in the polity dimension more than the major parties. Of the latter, the
parties in opposition refer to polity issues more frequently than their counterparts in
power. On average, the level of polity salience is the highest for the Liberal Democrats
– a long-standing peripheral party in the UK party system – followed by the opposition
party and then the party in power. However, the itemised data reveals some variation
that is not always in line with the hypothesis. Although between 1979 and 1992 the
Liberal Democrats scored the highest salience of polity issues, later they were
‘challenged’ by the Conservatives, who presented very similar or even higher levels of
polity salience than the Liberal Democrats. The case of the UK also shows that the
Conservatives were clearly competing more over polity issues than Labour, especially
in the 1990s and 2000s. Hence, although between 1997 and 2010 the major party in
opposition had higher salience of the polity issues, we should take into consideration
that this is partly because the Conservative Party (the major party in opposition for the
elections in 2001, 2005 and 2010) tends to compete more in the polity dimension than
Labour irrespective of its temporary position in the party system. However, these
should be considered only as preliminary conclusions, which I have derived from
analysing correlations of the data. In order to arrive at more detailed conclusions, it is
necessary to engage in a causal analysis and discussion, which follows in the coming
subchapters.
From analysing the descriptive data about the patterns and dynamics of polity
competition, it suffices to mention three observations relevant to this study. Firstly, the
high salience of government efficiency among the Conservatives and that of human
rights and democracy among the Liberal Democrats may indicate ‘issue ownership’
positioning. Secondly, the increasing salience of government efficiency among all the
parties may indicate parties’ positioning around the median voter (on the condition
that this issue has increasing salience among voters). Hence, when further analysing
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the parties’ strategic positioning in the polity dimension, one should consider these
alternative explanations.

Issue Competition in 1979 General Elections
Labour Party
By competing with the slogan ‘The Labour Way is the Better Way’, the Labour Party
tried to position itself in the 1979 electoral competition as the party that strives for
social justice, fairness, equality and the reduction of poverty. As the analysis of the
party’s manifesto, Callaghan’s leader speech, as well as the opinions of the party
strategists and expert observers reveal, throughout the entire campaign the party
emphasised its strong connection to leftist ideology, attempting to sharpen the
left/right ideological competition with the Conservatives. The party’s choice to
compete strongly in the dimension of social welfare – despite the fact that the most
salient issues among the electorate before the 1979 general elections were the economic
ones (Ipsos MORI: The Most Important Issues Facing Britain Today) – indicates that
the party based its electoral strategy on issue positioning, following the ‘issue
ownership’ principle.
However, as the party strategist Delaney (1980) explains, although the Labour Party
wanted to create the ‘caring and sharing’ image, it could not compete solely on the
issues of social welfare. It needed to demonstrate that the only reason the party could
afford to ‘care and share’ was that it was capable of managing the economy successfully.
‘If anything, the issue of economic management became even more important after
the ‘winter of discontent’ than before. At the time when we were preparing the
document, however, we relied for research on the findings of a Gallop Poll about the
most salient issues, taken in 1978.’ (Delaney, 1980:28) Therefore, issues related to the
economic management became the core of their electoral strategy. This leads us to
consider one further factor determining the Labour Party's issue agenda during this
election: the electorate's issue salience.
The fact that the Labour Party tried to capture and strongly emphasise both social and
economic dimensions is well reflected in the party’s manifesto and Callaghan leader’s
speech (see the Table 5.6. and 5.7., accordingly). Decreasing inflation and increasing
employment were among the key highlighted tasks. Besides these, Callaghan also
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talked about reforming the tax system. However, as Butler and Kavanagh (1979) argue,
Labour knew that it could not compete with the Conservatives on tax reductions.
Therefore, Callaghan instead emphasised the consequences for prices and public
services that would follow tax cuts and public expenditure cuts (Butler and Kavanagh,
1979: 184). In his speech, the party leader regularly asked the Conservatives to explain
how they planned to maintain (at least) the same level of social welfare while cutting
sharply taxes, and how they planned to control inflation.
Election Pledges in Labour’s Manifesto (1979)

No.1

Controlling inflation

No.2

Continuing to improve industrial relations

No.3

Working for a return to full employment

No.4

Keeping the balance between individual freedom and state control by
giving power to the individual and the neighbourhood and taking it away
from the bureaucracy (including devolution of power in Scotland and
Wales)

No.5

Working on disarmament
Table 5.6. Labour’s Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto (1979)
Source: Labour Party’s Manifesto for 1979 General Elections

Another issue that had a high salience for Labour in these elections was related to
improving government relations with labour unions. That so much attention was paid
to this particular problem was not surprising given the events of the ‘Winter of
Discontent’, i.e. widespread strikes organised by labour unions and targeted against
the Labour government’s attempts to fight the long-standing problem of high inflation
by setting the ceiling for pay-rises in the public sector. Before 1978, Labour had enjoyed
good relations with labour unions and it was crucial to regain this positivity, as the
unions were one of the strongest grass-root supporters of the Labour Party (Delaney,
1980).
Within the polity dimension, Labour addressed the issue of European integration and,
in particular, the project of the European Monetary System. In July 1978, Germany
and France launched the initiative of creating a monetary system at the European level.
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Subsequently, the question of further European integration became highly salient
across all the member states of the European Economic Community. However, Labour
(and especially its leader Callaghan) was rather reluctant to emphasise the European
dimension and did so only because ‘Britain had to have a stance’ on this important
initiative from its European allies. Part of the unwillingness to compete in this
dimension was due to the fact that the party was strongly divided over the issue: i.e.
even if Callaghan was enthusiastic about moving towards further European
integration, he did not have support for this in the party, and (more importantly) he
was not interested in confronting the significant internal disagreement over this issue
within the party (Gowland, Turner and Wright, 2010). Moreover, it did not seem that
strongly emphasising either Labour's support or opposition to further European
integration would win it additional votes, as there were much more salient issues
among the electorate, such as the rise in unemployment, strikes and increasing
inflation, to name a few (Butler and Kavanagh, 1980). Hence, the fact that the Labour
Party did not talk about the European issue was, to a large extent, connected to the
preferences of the electorate.
References to Polity and Policy Issues in Callaghan’s Leader Speech (1979)
Polity
Issues

Scottish and Welsh devolution, opposing the UK’s participation in
European Exchange Rate Mechanism

Policy
Issues

Decreasing inflation, reforming tax system, increasing employment,
improving health care system and industrial relations

Table 5.7. Polity/Policy Issue References in Callaghan’s Leader Speech (1978)
Source: Callaghan’s Leader Speech on 3 October 1978 in Blackpool

A polity issue to which Labour gave more salience than European integration was
Scottish and Welsh devolution. By emphasising firmly that Labour remained
committed to Scottish and Welsh devolution – i.e. establishing directly elected
Assemblies with (limited) legislative powers in Scotland and Wales – Callaghan tried
to position the party as a strong supporter of the policy to which it had committed itself
in previous elections. However, even on this issue the party was divided, especially
until 1978 and especially by northern Labour MPs (Miller, 1980). Therefore,
Callaghan’s first attempts to pass common Scottish and Welsh Bill failed and he
succeeded only in 1978 by proposing separate legislative acts for Scotland and Wales.
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One of the key reasons why Labour (or at least majority of the party) supported Scottish
devolution was that the party was traditionally gaining significant support from
Scottish electorate. Some observers even argue that without Scotland, Labour would
have been permanently out of government since 1951 (Miller, 1980). More importantly,
however, Callaghan’s minority government depended on the support from Welsh and
Scottish nationalist parties – this forced the party to be proactive in proposing various
legislative solutions for devolution.
Reflecting on Labour's 1979 campaign as a whole, one can refer to the party strategist’s
observation that during the campaign, the government (i.e. Labour) merely responded
to the issues raised by the opposition (i.e. the Conservatives) (Daneley, 1979). Labour
had lost significant popular support after the ‘Winter of Disconsent’ – at the beginning
of 1979, the Conservatives were ahead by 10%. This gave additional credit to the
Conservatives’ confidence in their election campaign. In addition, neither Callaghan’s
public appearance during the election campaign nor the party's modest advertising
campaign could compete with the Conservatives' offerings. Hence, the Conservatives
were in a dominant position and were ‘setting’ the election agenda for Labour. This was
partly refelected in Labour’s attempt to address the economy, as well as its references
to regaining the balance between the state and individual, both of which are issues
‘owned’ by the Conservatives. Labour also tried to compete using it own issues, of
which Scottish and Welsh devolution was the only polity type issue that received
significant attention.

Conservative Party
The Conservatives’ main message for the 1979 election campaign was summarised by
its election slogan: ‘A New Beginning for Britain’. This optimism was reflected in the
party’s advertising campaign, its election manifesto and the public discourse of the
party leadership.
As Rathbone (1979) puts it, the people had decided before the election campaign that
they were concerned about the Labour government. Hence, it was only necessary to
confirm their worries and to lead them towards the action needed to bring about
change, i.e. by voting Conservative. To be successful in such a situation, the
Conservatives did not need to be factual in their electoral campaign – the major task
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was to reinforce Conservative ideology and to contrast it with leftist ideology. Hence,
the party’s advertising campaign was designed to emphasise the fear of a left-wing
government and the fear of national bankruptcy (Rathbone: 1979, 45). This choice of
electoral strategy is not surprising given the recent change of leadership in the
Conservative Party, i.e. the election of a member of the right-wing fraction as its leader.
Indeed, the confrontation between left and right ideology was especially apparent
during the 1979 election campaign, a good deal of which was carried out by Margaret
Thatcher. In one of her most famous speeches, she discussed the rivalry thus:
‘Whatever names they [Labour] choose to operate under these left-wingers have the
same aim. It is to destroy our present society […]. They want to build a state in which
the freedom of the individual is utterly destroyed. Every action, including his choice of
job, home and school is determined by bureaucracy.’ (Thatcher’s speech in Edinburgh
in April 25, 1979).
Hence, the two key issue dimensions in which the Conservative Party competed during
the 1979 election were related to expanding the individual’s rights and freedoms at the
expense of limiting state interference, and to improving the economy (by reducing
taxes, increasing employment and reducing inflation). Within the economic
dimension, cutting taxes was emphasised as the very core policy of the Conservatives.
However, it is interesting to note that while the advertising campaign and Thatcher’s
speeches referred extensively to tax cuts (e.g. in one of the election milestone speeches,
when she was presenting the main policy outline, she was very explicit that the
Conservatives would make only one main promise during the campaign: to cut the rate
of the income tax at all levels (Butler and Cavanagh, 1979: 169)), there was no mention
of these cuts among the key election pledges in the manifesto.
Both the above-mentioned issue dimensions – of polity and policy respectively – have
nearly always been at the core of the Conservative Party. In the lead-up to the 1979
election, in particular, the Conservatives were in a good position to emphasise both
dimensions, given that Labour had suffered a dramatic loss of popular support and the
national economy was in a poor state. As public surveys clearly indicated, the
Conservatives were seen as more credible economic managers than Labour, and the
party had a well-established reputation among the voters as 'the party of tax cuts’
(Ipsos MORI: Best Party on Key Issues). The Conservative Party was clearly competing
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over its ‘owned’ issues, thus trying to appeal to its supporters and maximise identity
voting in a favourable economic and political context.
Election Pledges in Conservatives’ Manifesto (1979)

No.1

Controlling inflation and striking a fair balance between the rights and
duties of the trade union movement

No.2

Creating new jobs

No.3

Upholding the parliament and the rule of law

No.4

Supporting family life by helping people to become home-owners, raising
the standards of education, and concentrating welfare services on the
effective support of the old, the sick, the disabled and those in need

No.5

Strengthening Britain's defences and work with the allies to protect its
interests

Table 5.8. Conservatives’ Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifest0 (1979)
Source: Conservative Party Manifesto for 1979 General Elections

This political context also provided high salience to the issue of government efficiency.
Since the government was blamed for all the malaise in the country (e.g. strikes,
worsening relations with the labour unions etc.) and an overwhelming majority of Brits
were unsatisfied with the government (peaking 75% dissatisfaction rate in January
1979, according to IPSOS Mori: Political Monitor – Satisfaction Ratings), the
Conservatives were in a good position to argue that everything what Labour did was
bad for the country. The main message conveyed via Thatcher’s speeches and the
manifesto was - Labour had allowed excessive state interference in every sphere of life
and created an overly large governmental bureaucracy.
Two further policy issues of relatively lower salience are worth mentioning: i.e. the rule
of law and industrial relations. The rule of law was a core Conservative theme – which
partly explains why the party chose to compete over this issue – but the recent trade
union upheavals, along with the electorate’s desire for the reinstatement of law and
order, gave additional impetus that gave this issue higher salience. The importance of
normalising relations with the trade unions had increased after the events of the
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‘Winter of Discontent’, but this was not the most important motivation for the
Conservatives' concern for the problem. In order to realise its economic goals, the party
needed to reach appropriate agreements with the trade unions (e.g. regarding pay rises,
employment laws, etc.) (Butler and Kavanagh, 1980: 80). Therefore, although it was
electorally advantageous to give higher salience to this issue before the 1979 elections
due to the contemporaneous developments, industrial relations were a long-term and
troublesome issue for the Conservatives.
References to Polity and Policy Issues in Thatcher’s Speeches (1978 and 1979)

Polity
Issues

Expanding individual rights and freedoms, reducing government efficiency
and bureaucracy, standing against Scottish and Welsh devolution

Policy
Issues

Decreasing taxes and inflation, increasing employment and improving
industrial relations

Table 5.9. Polity/Policy Issue References in Thatcher’s Leader Speech (1978) and
Other Speeches
Source: Thatcher’s Leader Speech on 13 October 1978 in Brighton and Other
Speeches between September 1978 and April 1979

The Conservatives did not devote much attention to the question of Scottish and Welsh
devolution. As this was considered to be solely Labour’s project, the party elite seemed
not to bother about it. By making several short remarks that there was no sound basis
for the great constitutional change proposed by Labour, the Conservatives heralded the
results of the referendums, but did not elaborate further on this issue. However, it was
slightly different at the regional level – in Scotland and Wales – where the party was
more engaged in this debate and was running ‘No’ campaigns.
As both the Conservatives’ and Labour’s strategists (Bell, 1980; Daneley, 1979) have
already pointed out, on the whole, the Conservatives’ election campaign strategy was
to focus on attacking Labour and its failures in government – i.e. increased inflation,
unemployment and taxes, and worsening relations with the trade unions – and, more
specifically, to focus on sharpening public dissatisfaction with the government rather
than building satisfaction with the opposition (Bell, 1979: 12). Even more clearly than
Labour, the Conservatives were competing on their 'own' issues. The state of the
economy (in need of recovery), public opinion (demanding solutions to the economic
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problems) and the low popularity of their opponents aided the Conservatives' to
enforce their electoral issue agenda.

Liberal Party
While the Conservatives and Labour were competing over a similar agenda (although
from different positions), the Liberal Party’s election program was different. Under the
election slogan ‘The Real Fight is For Britain’, the Liberal Democrats emphasised a
need for a comprehensive political reform in the UK and close cooperation between all
the parties in order to change ‘a failed political system’. More specifically, in the polity
dimension, among the most salient issues were a broad range of constitutional reforms,
such as changing of the electoral system (from majoritarian to proportional),
introducing a written constitution (with the Bill of Rights) and regional
decentralisation (e.g. devolution in Scotland and Wales). Policy-wise, the party was
mainly competing over taxation and environmental issues, by proposing to simplify the
over-burdened tax system and to improve environmental protection (see the summary
of the analysis of the manifesto in the Table 5.10. and that of Steel’s leader speech in
Table 5.11.).
Hence, by overwhelmingly emphasising the polity dimension, the Liberals were clearly
willing to differentiate themselves from the two power parties. One can highlight
several possible explanations for, firstly, why the Liberal Party wanted to compete
mainly in the polity dimension (and, particularly, from the above-mentioned
positions), and, secondly, why it wanted its electoral agenda to be in such sharp
contrast to the other two parties.
It has been common to argue that traditionally, electoral reforms were advanced by the
Liberals in their own interests – to provide a more representative parliament and to
strengthen the party itself (Butler and Kavanagh, 1980). However, this interest-based
strategy would not necessarily explain the high electoral salience of this issue: i.e. even
if the party wanted to introduce important changes in electoral system that would
favour it, the Liberals would have been aware of whether positioning this issue in the
frontline of the electoral arena would bring them closer to power or not.
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Election Pledges in Liberal’s Manifesto (1979)

No.1

Reforming the electoral system (towards PR STV system), the parliament
and the government (fixed terms of the parliament, democratically chosen
second chamber representing the regions of the UK)

No.2

Introducing written constitution and establishing a constitutional court

No.3

Devolution of Scotland and Wales

No.4

Reforming the local governments (by introducing one tier of multi-purpose
authorities)

No.5

Establishing Advisory Council of the Northern Ireland

No.6

Introducing the Bill of Rights

No.7

Reducing crime (by introducing more police forces)

No.8

Reforming tax system

No.9

Reforming education

No.10

Safeguarding environment

No.11

Improving social care

No.12

Supporting stronger and more democratic European Community
Table 5.10. Liberals’ Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto (1979)
Source: Liberal Party Manifesto for 1979 General Elections

It is more likely that the Liberal Party was trying to catch the support of the electorate,
which was dissatisfied with both the Conservatives and the Liberals, and indeed with
the existing political institutions. As some observers (Butler and Kavanagh, 1980) have
noted, by 1974 there was an increased number of voters who objected to the adversarial
politics of the two-party system and who favoured electoral reform in the interest of
better government. It was increasingly argued that moderate policies encouraged by
electoral reform and coalition governments would be better for the country (Finer,
1980). Although this view was not mainstream at the time of the 1979 election, the
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Liberal Party perceived this anti-government’ feeling among the electorate and tried to
turn it into dissatisfaction with existing political institutions. In this way, the party
found a stable niche in interparty competition and could own a distinct position
without going too deep into the policy domain (the dimension occupied and ‘owned’
already by the Conservatives and Labour). The saturation and high competitiveness
along the ideological left/right spectrum could have forced the Liberal Party to
compete predominantly in the polity dimension and, to a lesser extent, over the leading
parties’ less salient policy issues, such as protection of the environment.

References to Polity and Policy Issues in Steel’s Leader Speech (1979)

Polity
Issues

Standing for constitutional reforms (especially, introduction of
proportional electoral system, establishing a written constitution)

Policy
Issues

Reforming tax system and improve environmental protection

Table 5.11. Polity/Policy Issue References in Steel’s Leader Speech (1978)
Source: Steel’s Leader Speech in October 1978 in Southport

Issue Competition in the 1997 General Elections
Conservative Party
The Conservatives entered the 1997 pre-election period well behind Labour, with
decreasing popular support. As Bartle, Crewe and Grosschalk (1998) argue, the
campaign itself was largely irrelevant – i.e. the specifics of the campaign counted for
little as the Conservatives were beaten long before it started. To put it more starkly, ‘[i]f
there had been a nation-wide strike of journalists – a news blackout from the day the
election was announced – the result would have been virtually the same’ (Bartle, Crewe
and Grosschalk: 1998, viii-ix).
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Election Pledges in Conservatives’ Manifesto (1997)
No.1

Promoting business

No.2

Helping families by diversifying social care

No.3

Increasing school standards and their autonomy

No.4

Increasing the funding for the NHS

No.5

Increasing public safety (by funding installation of CCTV) and committing
juvenile crime

No.6

Continuing support to regenerate public housing estates, countryside and
heritage

No.7

Maintaining Britain’s international leadership role in protecting the
environment

No.8

Maintain the unity of the UK and preserve the stability through an
evolutionary – rather than revolutionary – approach to constitutional
change

No.9

Seeking a partnership of nation states in Europe and not allowing Britain
to be part of a federal European state

No.10

Guaranteeing that Britain will not join a single currency in the next
parliament unless the British people give their express approval in a
referendum

Table 5.12. Conservatives’ Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto (1997)
Source: Conservative Party Manifesto for 1997 General Elections

Nevertheless, part of the Conservatives’ focus during the 1997 electoral campaign was
on the economy. Their leader, John Major, spoke about the party’s plans to continue
fostering economic growth, decreasing inflation and unemployment, as well as
supporting business (see the Table 5.13.). The country had been in the grip of an
economic crisis between 1992 and mid-1996 (i.e. during the Conservatives’
government), but it began to recover from 1996 onwards. Therefore, connecting
economic recovery with the results of a successful government’s economic policies
seemed as a good electoral strategy for the Conservative Party (Butler and Kavanagh,
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1980). Despite the fact that the Conservatives for long have had a higher credibility
than Labour regarding the economy (as mentioned above in the analysis of the 1979
election), this did not hold true in the years before the 1997 General Election (Ipsos
Mori: Best Party on Key Issues – Managing Economy). The ‘launch’ of the New Labour
(i.e. its remarkable move towards the centre on the left/right ideological spectrum), as
well as declining popular support for the Conservatives, clearly indicated that
Conservatives could no longer rely on identity voting. The party leadership seemed
aware of this and tried to shape their electoral strategy accordingly – i.e. to focus on
the voters’ most salient issues, which prior the 1997 elections were mostly related to
welfare (see a survey by Ipsos MORI: The Most Important Issues Facing Britain
Today). This could explain the relatively high concentration of social issues among the
election pledges in the party’s manifesto (see the Table 5.11.) Although most were in
line with the Conservatives’ ideology – e.g. advocating for an increase of school
autonomy was a traditional Conservative stance – the fact that the party wanted to
emphasise the social dimension at least as strongly as the economic one proves that
the Conservatives’ were shaping their electoral message around the most salient issues
for the electorate.
Polity-wise, the Conservatives were competing over two important issues: European
integration and Scottish and Welsh devolution. While they did not hesitate to address
the question of devolution (by reconfirming the party's pro-unitary position), the high
salience of the European issue was forced on rather than chosen by the party. As
previously, the Conservatives were divided over the European issue and, therefore, the
party leadership would have preferred a low profile for this question, so as not to
highlight internal divisions (Crowson, 2007; Garnett and Lynch, 2003). However,
there was much pressure from the mass media for the government to take a stance on
the question of a European single currency (Butler and Kavanagh, 1997). Although
Major tried to keep the party's options open and was reluctant to adopt either a pro- or
anti- policy stance, in the end the Conservative Eurosceptics were stronger: the party
gave a very clear message to the electorate that it was against further European
integration, and promised that the UK would not join the European single currency
without a referendum vote (see the Table 5.12.).
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References to Polity and Policy Issues in Major’s Leader Speech (1997)

Polity
Issues

Standing against transferring any more powers to the European level,
further extension of qualified majority voting and granting new powers to
the European Parliament, as well as against Scottish and Welsh devolution
and introduction of proportional election system

Policy
Issues

Decreasing inflation, unemployment, interest rates, corporate and
individual income tax and increasing economic growth

Table 5.13. Polity/Policy Issue References in Major’s Leader Speech (1996)
Source: Major’s Leader Speech on 11 October 1996 in Bournemouth

Nevertheless, the fact that the Conservatives would have preferred to discuss (policy)
issues other than Europe is well captured in one of the Major’s milestone speeches:
‘[t]his election is about jobs, it's about education, it's about health. It's about people's
prosperity both at the moment and in the future. But there is one central defining issue
that is raised on door-step after door-step: […] should sterling enter a single currency
if our European partners decide to proceed with it?’ (Major’s Speech in April 18, 1997)
Major did not avoid discussing the constitutional reforms proposed by both Labour
and the Liberals (see the Table 5.13.). The explanation for the fact that the
Conservatives were keen to competing in this dimension – much more than, for
example, during the 1979 election campaign – could be rooted in the party’s 1997
electoral strategy. One of its key principles was to focus on ‘the dangers of the ‘New
Labour’’ and to draw a contrast between Labour and the Conservatives: stability versus
risk and change; keeping Britain on the right track versus turning back (Butler and
Kavanagh, 1997). The institutional reforms that the other two parties proposed were
unprecedented and fundamental in nature, and the Conservatives appealed to voters’
sense of stability, order and predictability.
Labour Party
For the Labour Party, the 1997 election campaign was about communicating a new
ideology and presenting the new image of the New Labour. They entered the 1997
election campaign with the slogan ‘New Labour, New Life for Britain’ that perfectly
captured the huge organisational and ideological reforms the party had been
undergoing. At Labour’s party conference on March 1, 1997, its leader Tony Blair gave
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a key speech on the core values and principles of the New Left. By aiming to reconcile
socialist ideas from the early 20th century with those of liberalism and
environmentalism, Blair addressed the key ideological change within the party – i.e.
the shift of power from the state to the individual – that had implications for nearly all
the party's policy stances.
Election Pledges in Labour’s Manifesto (1997)
No.1

Increasing funding for education

No.2

Not increasing the top and base rates of income tax;

No.3

Keeping inflation low and promoting dynamic business and industry;

No.4

Cutting youth unemployment by 250 000;

No.5

Reorganising NHS by reducing spending on administration and increasing
spending on patient care;

No.6

Reducing the the time it takes persistent juvenile offenders to come to
court;

No.7

Builing strong families and strong communities and laying the foundations
of a modern welfare state;

No.8

Safeguarding the environment and developing an integrated transport
policy to fight congestion and pollution;

No.9

Cleaning up politics, decentralasing political power in the UK (i.e. by
organising devolution referendums for Scotland, Wales and the regions of
England) and reorganising the funding of political parties; and

No.10

Building a new and constructive relationship with Europe and
strenghtening Britain’s role in Europe and the world
Table 5.14. Labour’s Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto (1997)
Source: Labour Party Manifesto for 1997 General Elections

One of Labour’s weaknesses in the past had been its inability to persuade voters of its
economic competence; the evidence from the 1992 general election indicated that while
Labour was leading the Conservatives in areas such as health and education, the
electorate doubted Labour’s economic competence (Powell, 1997: 29). To address this,
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the party decided to concentrate heavily on the issue of economics in the 1997 electoral
campaign. Election pledges such as a commitment not to raise income taxes, to cut
VAT, to keep the inflation and interest rates low and to cut youth unemployment were
widely emphasised both in the party manifesto and in the party leader’s speeches (see
the Tables 5.14. and 5.15.). In this context, one should draw particular attention to
Labour’s emphasis on promising not to increase (at least certain) taxes and promote
business (discussed in a separate manifesto Equipping Britain for the future). New
Labour leadership wanted to have a clear-cut, distinct separation from its previous
policies – i.e. to liberate the party from the image of the ‘tax and spend’ party,
unfriendly to business (McKibbin, 1997). As Powell (1997) points out, throughtout the
entire campaign, the party leader tried to communicate the message that New Labour
was committed to not increasing the taxes and public debt, as well as to promoting and
supporting entreprise.
Another policy dimension to which Labour referred extensively was welfare. Increasing
funding and reorganising the health and education sectors were among the most cited
Labour policy stances, in this respect. The explanation for the high salience of welfare
in Labour’s electoral progam is straightforward. As mentioned above, issues within the
social dimension were the most salient among voters before the 1997 election, and the
public opinion showed support for reforms in both the educational and health sectors.
Moreover, the social domain was traditionally ‘owned’ by Labour and, as I have
mentioned, public opinion considered Labour to be better managers of health and
education than the Conservatives (Powell, 1997: 29). Therefore, it is not suprising that
the Labour Party put considerable emphasis on these issues in the 1997 election.
Although on the whole the most salient issues addressed by Labour during the 1997
campaign concerned the policy dimension, they also referred extensively (both in their
manifesto and the party leader’s election speeches) to two key groups of polity issues:
constitutional reforms (including Scottish and Welsh devolution) and European
integration. On the matter of European integration, the most important question was
whether the UK should join the single currency. Like John Major, Tony Blair avoided
any commitment by keeping the options open for negotiations. Although Labour and,
in particular, Blair himself were much more pro-Europe than their counterparts in the
Conservative Party, they still tried to avoid referring to European debate. To a great
extent, this could be explained by the fact that Labour's leadership actually was
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considering joining the single currency but, since the British electorate was
predominantly Eurosceptic, they were reluctant to discuss the topic in the electoral
arena for fear of losing votes.
References to Polity and Policy Issues in Blair’s Leader Speeches (1996 and
1997)

Standing for Scottish and Welsh devolution, decentralisation,
Polity

democratically selected House of Lords, increasing transparency in

Issues

government and party funding, as well as protecting the rights of
individuals

Policy

Decreasing income tax and VAT; reducing inflation, interest rates and

Issues

youth unemployemnt; increasing funding for health and education

Table 5.15. Polity/Policy Issue References in Blair’s Leader Speeches (1996 and
1997)
Source: Blair’s Leader Speech on 11 October 1996 in Blackpool and on 1 March
1997 in Brighton

Regarding the constitutional framework, Labour proposed quite a number of
fundamental reforms. Not only was the party in favour of Scottish and Welsh
devolution – Labour’s longstanding commitment, as explained during the discussion
of the 1979 election – but it also campaigned for the reformation of party funding and
parliamentary procedures, as well as decentralisation and the assertion of the rights of
citizens against the state (see the Table 5.14. and 5.15.). These issues were of high
salience for Labour for at least two reasons. Firstly, as in the case of ‘no further tax
rises’, here Labour saw the opportunity of introducing and strengthening its New
Labour image. Previously the party was associated negatively with excessive
bureaucracy, centralisation, state intervention and limitations of individual rights and
freedom; it was essential to communicate and emphasise new principles so that the
previous associations would weaken. Secondly, as Labour had negotiated a possible
coalition with the Liberal Democrats (in case of a hung parliament), they also wanted
to emphasise the areas on which their position converged with that of the LibDems. In
this respect, some issues in the polity dimension (e.g. public funding for the parties)
served as a good platform because the issues on which the parties’ (at least official)
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stances differed (e.g. electoral reform, European single currency, as well as education
and health) were far more sensitive.

Liberal Democrats
Contrary to their previous electoral campaigns, the Liberal Democrats tried to shift
their focus from constitutional and electoral reforms towards more a policy-oriented
agenda with an emphasis on education, health and tax (Holme and Holmes, 1998;
Pack, 2014). As Butler and Kavanagh (1997) explain it, the general position of the
Liberal Democrats was transformed by the arrival of New Labour. Since New Labour
had shifted to the right, closer to the Conservatives, a space was created for a party that
wanted to differentiate itself from the two power parties. (Butler and Kavanagh, 1997:
70).
However, the leaders of the Liberal Democrats preferred to re-emphasise their position
in the traditional left/right spectrum (Holme and Holmes, 1998). Since in the past the
party had mostly competed within the polity dimension and thus had established a
strong identity as an electoral reformer and Europhile, policy issues had been
downplayed and voters did not have a clear idea of the party‘s socio-economic program
(Holme and Holmes, 1998). The Liberal Democrats were aware that this had been one
of the key reasons for their bad performances in previous elections.
Hence, both in the discourse of the party leadership (i.e. Ashdown’s and other key party
members’ speeches), as well as among the key election pledges in the manifesto, there
is equal attention given to policy and polity issues (with a predominance of the policy
dimension, especially in the party manifesto). In the policy domain, the key election
pledges referred to increasing funding and the scope of services in education and health
– the two key issues, which, as I have mentioned before, had high salience for voters.
Polity-wise, the party focused on the same issues as Labour and the Conservatives –
European integration and constitutional reforms. However, contrary to both rivals, the
Liberals supported the UK’s joining the European single currency. Their stance on
constitutional reforms – e.g. support for public funding for political parties and
devolution of the UK regions – was closest to that of Labour.
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Election Pledges in Liberal Democrats’ Manifesto (1997)
No.1

Changing the tax system

No.2

Increasing investments in education (for improving equipment at schools),
as well as reorganising education system (smaller classes and a high quality
nursery education)

No.3

Cutting the waiting lists in health sector by employing more doctors and
nurses in the NHS

No.4

Tackling crime by increasing the number of policemen

Table 5.16. Liberal Democrats’ Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto
(1997)
Source: Liberal Democratic Party Manifesto for 1997 General Elections

In general, the party’s electoral strategy was mixed. On the one hand, it still clearly
wanted to appeal to its traditional voters – those who were not satisfied with the
existing institutional framework and found both power parties unacceptable. On the
other hand, the Liberal Democrats also tried to occupy the socio-economic left wing,
to attract former Labour voters who could not identify with New Labour. Meanwhile,
the party was also trying to articulate the most important issues in the social dimension
and to appeal to a wider range of the electorate.
References to Polity and Policy Issues in Ashdown’s Leader Speech (1996)

Polity
Issues

Further European integration (particularly, the Single Currency project),
constitutional reforms such as introducing public funding for parties,
Scottish and Welsh devolution and decentralisation of power

Policy
Issues

Increasing funding for health, reforming education and tax system and
decreasing inflation

Table 5.17. Polity/Policy Issue References in Ashdown’s Leader Speech (1996)
Source: Ashdown’s Leader Speech on 24 September 1996 in Brighton
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Issue Competition in the 2010 General Elections
Conservative Party
The Conservatives’ key message for the 2010 election was embodied in their ‘Big
Society’ project, which heralded a fresh start for the country and promised to replace
the ‘Big State’ nourished by Labour over the last decade. Both in the Prime Ministerial
Debates and the advertising campaign, the Conservatives referred extensively to
principles of ‘Big Society’ such as decreasing the role of the state and expanding the
scope for the individual’s rights and responsibilities.
Although the party’s message in the polity dimension might not immediately appear as
straightforward as that of Labour or the Liberal Democrats, in principle, it competed
strongly in this dimension. Firstly, the core idea of the ‘Big Society’ project is polity by
nature: i.e. an attempt to make the government more accountable and efficient and to
transfer the powers from the state to people and/or to local government institutions
clearly relates to the ‘rules of the game’ (the political process according to which the
society is governed). Secondly, the party – especially via the leader’s election campaign
speeches – was also clearly emphasising its ideas about necessary constitutional
reforms (mainly related to reforming the parliament and central administration).
Thirdly, besides the ‘Big Society’ initiative and call for political reforms, the
Conservatives also focused on another polity issue: an anti-European stance both
regarding further European integration and the introduction of the Euro.
This polity program generates several observations. Firstly, the discourse of increased
transparency and accountability in both administration and politics was a reaction to
the MPs expenditure scandal that transfixed the country in the year before the election.
As this scandal angered voters enormously, the issue of increasing accountability and
transparency became among the most salient in the electorate, which, in turn, made
this issue more appealable to parties. Moreover, the Conservatives could benefit
considerably from these developments as they provided a good opportunity to
highlight one of the party’s core traditional policies. Hence, it is not surprising that the
Conservatives referred so extensively (especially in the leader’s speeches) to the Big
Society project – this project addressed the Conservatives’ ‘owned’ issue group, one
which enjoyed high salience among the voters and which was relevant to one of the two
biggest events (along with the economic crisis) surrounding the 2010 election.
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Election Pledges in Conservatives’ Manifesto (2010)
No.1

Increasing economic competitiveness and boosting enterprises

No.2

Shoring up families

No.3

Dealing with the deficit

No.4

Backing the National Health Service (NHS);

No.5

Raising standards in schools

No.6

Clearing up polities

Table 5.18. Conservatives’ Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto (2010)
Source: Conservative Party Manifesto for 2010 General Elections

Regarding the Conservatives’ stance on Europe, in this election they followed their
Euro-sceptic line but (compared to the 1997 election) this issue was not prioritised by
either the mass media or at the supranational level of the European Union.
Accordingly, it drew less attention in the interparty competition.
Policy-wise, the Conservatives competed over the economy and public finance by
promising to support business and cut public spending. Clearly, prioritising these
issues came as a response to the ongoing global economic crisis. However, it is worth
mentioning that, although the first election pledge in the party manifesto did refer to
this policy, in general the party leadership was reluctant to discuss the issues of the
economy and spending cuts because these cuts were worrying the electorate deeply
(Lawes and Hawkins, 2011). Instead, they tried to emphasise the planned decrease of
corporate tax.
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References to Polity and Policy Issues in Cameron’s Speeches (2009 and 2010)
and Prime Ministerial Debates (2010)
Polity
Issues

Decreasing the role of the state and increasing individual freedom and
against further integration of the European Union

Policy
Issues

Cutting public expenditure and decreasing corporate tax

Table 5.19. Polity/Policy Issue References in Cameron’s Speeches (2009 and
2010) and Prime Ministerial Debates (2010)
Source: Cameron’s Leader Speech on 8 October 2009 in Manchester, Other
Speeches between October 2009 and April 2010, and Prime Ministerial Debates at
ITV on 15 April, 22 April and 29 April 2010

Labour Party
Unveiling the election slogan ‘A Future Fair for All’, Labour entered into the electoral
competition with five main pledges, of which economic recovery and welfare were the
most salient issues (see the Table 5.20.). As expected following global developments,
economic recovery was the most salient issue over which Labour competed in the 2010
election – it was the key issue not only in the party’s manifesto but was also in the
Prime Ministerial debates and in leader Gordon Brown’s speeches. Contrary to the
Conservatives, Labour urged a demand-oriented economic recovery, which allowed for
the budget deficit. In this context, the Labour party increasingly emphasised its
commitment to protect (i.e. to keep the current level of funding) the front-line public
services: education and health. Its adherence to the social dimension shows how
intensively Labour tried to position itself along the core dimension of Labour-type
policies.
Unlike the Conservatives, Labour avoided discussing the problems of political and
ministrative accountability and transparency. Given that the MPs’ expenses scandal
had taken place under the Labour government and that public opinion tended to blame
the government (despite the fact that the Conservatives were also accused), Labour
raised this issue only when openly confronted. This is evident from my analysis of the
Prime Ministerial Debates.
Polity-wise, the Labour Party was clearly keen to communicate its stance on
constitutional reform, especially during campaign events like the Prime Ministerial
debates, in which Brown tried to bring this issue into discussion whenever possible
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(even in loosely related contexts). Throughout the election campaign, the party leader
referred to the issue of electoral reform even more frequently than the Liberal
Democrats, who are considered by the electorate to be the key proponents of electoral
system change. Moreover, Labour also came up with special occasion(s) to discuss this
topic (e.g. Brown’s speech solely dedicated to constitutional reform), thus clearly trying
to position itself strongly within this dimension. One possible explanation for Labour
giving such high salience to the issue of constitutional and electoral reform was its
willingness to find common ground with the Liberal Democrats and to enter into a
bargaining process about a possible coalition in the next government. Since the parties
already anticipated the hung parliament, the profile of the Liberal Democrats was
suddenly raised, of which Labour was well aware.
Election Pledges in Labour’s Manifesto (2010)
No.1

Securing the economic recovery (with the deficit)

No.2

Raising family living standards

No.3

Protection of the front-line services

No.4

Building a high-tech economy

No.5

Strengthening fairness in communities (including the introduction of a
points system for immigration)

Table 5.20. Labour’s Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto (2010)
Source: Labour Party Manifesto for 2010 General Elections

Like the other two parties, Labour also referred to European integration but did so to
a lesser degree than its Conservative and Liberal Democrats counterparts. While the
party certainly wanted to position itself as pro-European, it nevertheless missed out on
competing within this dimension (at least during the Prime Ministerial debates) and
was raised it only as a response to the Conservatives’ attack (whose stance on the issue
was entirely opposite). This can partly be explained by the Eurosceptic electorate,
which made this issue electorally less competitive, as well as the overwhelming
dominance of domestic issues.
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References to Polity and Policy Issues in Brown’s Leader Speech (2009) and
Prime Ministerial Debates (2010)
Polity
Issues

Standing for constitutional reforms (electoral reforms, a written
constitution, elected House of Lords, a fixed term for the parliament)

Policy
Issues

Increasing economic growth, reforming banking system, protecting
frontline public services (education, health), reforming immigration law

Table 5.21. Polity/Policy Issue References in Brown’s Leader Speech (2009) and
Prime Ministerial Debates (2010)
Source: Brown’s Leader Speech on 8 October 2009 in Brighton and Prime
Ministerial Debates at ITV on 15 April, 22 April and 29 April 2010

The Liberal Democrats
The Liberal Democrats launched their election campaign with the slogan ‘Four Steps
to Fairness’. By claiming to stand for fair taxes, fair chances (i.e. more fair education
system), a fair future (i.e. sustainable economy) and a fair deal (carrying out electoral
and constitutional reforms), the Liberal Democrats were again trying to address both
key policy issues and long-standing goals regarding the polity reforms.
Policy-wise, the most salient issues for the Liberal Democrats in 2010 were the
economy, tax reforms and welfare policies. In the Prime Ministerial Debates, the party
manifesto and the leader speeches, the Liberal Democrats expressed the desire to
reform these sectors structurally in order to promote a fairer distribution of wealth.
Election Pledges in Labour’s Manifesto (2010)

No.1

Fair taxes (i.e. making the tax system fairer to those on middle and lower
incomes)

No.2

Fair chances (i.e. introducing the pupil premium to boost education
spending on children from the most deprived backgrounds)

No.3

Fair future (i.e. moving towards a much more sustainable and greener
economy)

No.4

Fair deal (i.e. introducing political and constitutional reform)

Table 5.22. Liberal Democrats’ Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto (2010)
Source: Liberal Democratic Party Manifesto for 2010 General Elections
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In the polity dimension, the Liberal Democrats addressed the same issues as their
counterparts: constitutional reforms (i.e. electoral system change) and European
integration. Several of Nick Clegg’s election speeches discussed the decentralisation of
power (especially decentralisation of public finances), as well as political reforms such
as changing the electoral system, reducing the number of MPs and passing the freedom
bill to protect rights and liberties. However, unlike the Conservatives and Labour, who
wanted to bring their ‘Big Society’ project and constitutional reforms respectively to
the very front of the election debate, the Liberal Democrats were more inclined to
emphasise their ‘fundamentally different and alternative fairness’ stance within public
policy (e.g. more fair taxes and education) rather than the polity dimension (i.e. more
fair or representative politics). My analysis of the Prime Ministerial Debates and the
online billboard advertising campaign suggested that they did not emphasise
constitutional matters or European integration as aggressively as Labour.
References to Polity and Policy Issues in Clegg’s Leader Speech (2009) and
Prime Ministerial Debates (2010)

Polity
Issues

Standing for constitutional reforms (decentralisation of power, especially
of those of public finances, introduction of proportional representation,
reducing the number of MPs)

Policy
Issues

Reforming tax system and welfare policies, cutting budget deficit

Table 5.23. Polity/Policy Issue References in Clegg’s Leader Speech (2009) and
Prime Ministerial Debates (2010)
Source: Clegg’s Leader Speech on 23 September 2009 in Bournemouth and Prime
Ministerial Debates at ITV on 15 April, 22 April and 29 April 2010

The Liberal Democrats’ electoral strategy in 2010 was quite similar to that of 1997,
when for the first time the party positioned itself more firmly within the socioeconomic dimension. As was the case in 1997, in 2010 they favored the approach of
comprehensive and even coverage of polity and policy issues, thus both targeting their
traditional electorate and trying to get new voters.
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Comparison of Issue Competition in all Elections
Since the examined cases present a small variation between the levels of polity issue
salience (the Salience Index varies between 30 in 1979, 34 in 1997 and 34 in 2010, see
the Table 3.3.), whereas the variation of polity/policy issue divergence is larger (the
Issue Divergence Index varies between 14 in 1979, 7 in 1997 and 11 in 2010, see the
Table 3.4.), it is worth comparing these differences solely from the perspective of issue
divergence.
Indeed, the quantitative data confirm the findings of the qualitative analysis: the
largest distance between the parties was in 1979, when each party was strongly
competing on its own issue agenda. The smallest distance was in 1997 – the elections
during which all political parties (and, most notably, Labour and the Liberals) decided
to trespass and position themselves within their competitors' issue agenda. In 2010,
again, the parties moved away from each other.
Why, despite functioning in an equally competitive institutional environment, do
political parties adopt different electoral strategies regarding issue trespassing during
different elections?
The key factor accountable for the decreasing the levels of divergence between 1979
and 1997 is the changing patterns of voting. As already discussed in previous sections,
party competition was highly polarised in 1979. The key political parties were still
relying on the identity voting and on support from their traditional electorate, to whose
values they were clearly trying to respond. In 1997, the electorate was much less likely
to follow this pattern of voting and political parties were aware of this change. Hence,
they had more incentive to trespass into the realm of their competitors in an effort to
'poach' new voters. As discussed in the section about the 1997 elections, this was clearly
the motive for the strategies of Labour and the Liberals – that is, to strengthen their
images and to appeal to a wider range of voters.
Behind this loosening of identity voting per se there was a change in the electorate's
values. Back in 1970s and 1980s, the electorate was polarised, characterised by strong
leftist and conservative ideologies. This was no longer the case by the 1997 elections
and, therefore, the parties shifted towards the centre and began to trespass on each
other's issue agenda.
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However, in the 2010 elections, the trend reversed and political parties again diverged
(although to a lesser extent) regarding polity/policy issue competition. The
Conservatives, in particular, strove to contrast themselves with Labour by promoting
their concept of Big Society against (Labour’s) Big State. Here, it is important to point
out yet another factor that shapes the patterns of divergence in party issue competition.
According to Adams and Merrill (2006), the success of the third (minor) party
motivates the major parties to diverge. However, the changing pattern of the
Divergence Index across the three years approves it partly. While, indeed, the
Divergence Index is higher (11) in 2010, when the Liberal Democrats scored 23% in the
elections, compared to that in 1997 (7), when the party received only 17%, still in 1979
the Divergence Index is highest despite the fact that the popularity of the Liberal
Democrats is lowest.
Hence, one can conclude that the impact of high electoral and party system
competitiveness driving British political parties to compete on divergent strategies has
been mitigated (at times) by at least two other factors, which have the opposite effect:
the decline of identity voting and the low popularity of the third party (the Liberal
Democrats).

Summary of Findings
The patterns of party competition in the polity/policy dimension in the United
Kingdom lead us to the following conclusions. Firstly, all three political parties
acknowledge the views of the electorate when selecting their issue agendas for the
elections. The extent to which political parties absorb the views of the electorate varies
between elections and parties, but overall this appears to be an important
constraint/incentive for parties when deciding whether to articulate or downplay a
given issue. This has proved to be the case most especially with polity-type issues such
as European integration (e.g. Labour in 1997 downplaying the issue largely because of
low public salience and a negative attitude towards Europe).
Secondly, internal party disagreements are another factor that has influenced the
electoral issue agenda. Again, the issue of European integration has been affected most
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in this respect (e.g. Labour in 1979 downplaying the issue largely because of internal
conflicts).
Thirdly, the stance of international actors (in particular, the European allies) has
shaped the electoral issue agenda: there was clear pressure directed towards the United
Kingdom before the 1997 elections to articulate its position on further European
integration.
Fourthly, political and economic events such as the Great Recession and the large-scale
corruption scandal occurring before the 2010 elections can be treated as 'exogenous'
factors, to which the political parties must respond and which, consequently, have
shaped the parties' electoral issue agenda.
When reflecting on these conclusions and viewing them from the perspective of the
hypotheses examined in this study, one arrives at the following findings.
Hypothesis H1. According to hypothesis H1, one would expect the Liberal Democrats
to compete most frequently within the polity dimension, followed by the major party
in opposition (most of the time, this has been Labour) and the major party in power
(most of the time, this has been the Conservatives).
On average, the Liberal Democrats (as the minor party) competed most frequently over
polity issue salience, followed by the major opposition party and the governing party.
However, the dynamic across the time reveals that this pattern does not always hold.
At times, the major governing party (usually the Conservatives) competed in the polity
dimension more than the major opposition party (usually Labour), and at times the
Liberal Democrats competed less than the major opposition party (the Conservatives).
Although until the mid-1980s, the Liberals (competing strongly over the issue of
electoral reform) were the most salient about polity issues, this pattern changed in the
late 1980s. The Conservative party took over the leadership of salience issues by
focusing on the polity issues addressed by the other two parties (devolution by Labour
and constitutional reform by the Liberals and Labour), and since that time, has
competed in the polity dimension as much as or even more than the Liberals.
Hypothesis H2. Since the electoral and party system of the United Kingdom can be
characterised as highly competitive, one should expect that political parties would opt
for divergent electoral strategies in the polity/policy dimension.
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Political parties both trespass and compete over their own agendas. In the 1979
elections there was a clear incentive to compete within their 'own' agendas (the Liberals
largely in the polity dimension, and Labour and the Conservatives on welfare and the
economy, respectively). In the electoral competition in 1997, more trespassing is
evident: the Liberals position themselves more strongly on the left/right ideological
spectrum, the Labour Party positions itself strongly regarding the economy, and the
Conservatives address welfare. The shift towards issue trespassing can be explained by
a number of factors, one of which is the decline of identity voting within the electorate.
As I have mentioned in my analysis of the 1997 elections, the political parties were well
aware of this decline and in response, tried to position themselves regarding their
competitors' issues.
Yet another factor affecting the major parties’ choice between trespassing or ownership
issue strategies is the success of the third party. As discussed, the level of policy/polity
issue divergence accords with the popularity of the third party: the more popular the
Liberal Democrats, the more the major parties opt for divergent issue strategies.
Hence, the dynamics of divergent issue positions can be explained by at least two
factors: changes in identity voting, and the popularity of the third party.
Hypothesis H3. Since the UK’s party system – as shaped by the majoritarian
electoral system – can be characterised as highly competitive, one would expect that
political parties would opt for competing on the polity issue dimension.
Indeed, there are a number of polity issues over which the key political parties have
been competing in the United Kingdom, most notably, Scottish and Welsh devolution,
European integration, electoral reforms, government efficiency and transparency.
However, each of these were (or were not) raised according factors discussed in the
previous sections, rather than on their own merits. Namely, Labour was interested in
devolution because of potential regional vote gains, European integration remained at
low salience because of internal party conflicts and low public salience, electoral reform
was in the interest of the Liberals alone, and the high salience of government efficiency
and transparency came as a response to the corruption scandal and the economic
downturn.
Hypothesis H5. According to hypothesis H5, one would expect higher polity issue
competition during the years of recession.
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The 2010 elections followed many years of economic downturn and the period of the
1979 elections could be characterised by economic stagnation. Indeed, political parties
during both elections referred extensively to economics in their electoral campaigns,
but it is difficult to see a clear link between the economic conditions and other electoral
issue choices. One might, however, argue that the high salience of issues such as
administrative efficiency and transparency (as raised by the Conservatives in the 2010
elections) was partly a response to general public dissatisfaction with the state of
economy and its management. However, these issues were raised in part because of
the huge corruption scandal that took place shortly before the election. Therefore, it is
difficult to disentangle the effect of this scandal and to approve the hypothesis
conclusively.
Hypothesis H6. In line with hypothesis H4, one would expect that British society,
which (compared to other Western European countries) features highly self-expressive
values and is moderately secular, would be characterised by a higher salience of polity
issue competition.
The relatively high salience of electoral reforms cannot be explained solely by the
Liberals' interest in bringing it into the political agenda. One may argue that a
significant part of British society favours electoral reform because they perceive the
current electoral system to be unfair. This argument is supported by public opinion
polls that reflect (at times) moderate salience of this issue. Furthermore, one can argue
that the United Kingdom, as a society that places a high level of value on selfexpression, is concerned about the quality of democracy and, thus, gives higher
salience to such polity-type issues like constitutional reform.
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6. Party Issue Competition in Italy
Introduction
In this chapter, I present the results of my Italian case study, which includes analysis
of electoral issue competition in 1979 and 2008. For 1979, I have included the Christian
Democrats (DC), the Socialist Party (PS), the Communist Party (PC) and the Social
Movement (MS), whereas for 2008 I have included the People of Freedom (the People
of Freedom (PdL) and Lega Nord) and the Democratic Party (PD).
I aim to test hypothesis H1, as well as provide supporting evidence for examining other
hypotheses, especially H2, H3 and H5, H6. To recap, the central argument examined
in the qualitative study, as explained in more detail in the previous chapters, is as
follows: marginal and opposition mainstream political parties compete in the polity
dimension more frequently than those political parties that are in power. In addition,
a more competitive institutional environment makes political parties compete and
diverge more frequently over polity issues. Cultural and socio-economic factors are
also expected to influence the salience of polity issues in party competition, as argued
earlier.
To begin with, I present relevant background information about the Italian electoral
and party system, along with some quantitative data. I then proceed with the analysis
of each electoral campaign, in which I discuss each party’s rationale for competing over
either polity or policy issues. Finally, I conduct a brief comparison of the electoral
campaigns and present my preliminary conclusions.

General Characteristics of Parties and the Party System in
Italy
Recently, the Italian electoral system has become one of the most volatile and complex
of the established European democracies. Since the beginning of the 1990s, the
electoral law for national legislators (the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate) has
been substantially changed twice, moving Italy back and forth from (almost) pure
proportional representation towards a mixed system with both plurality and
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proportional representation elements. In the context of this study, it is important to
draw attention to the several key aspects of Italian electoral system.
Between 1946 and 1993 – the period of nearly pure proportional representation – the
Italian electoral system promoted high party fragmentation. Party competition –
although firmly centred around the Christian Democrats and the Communist Party –
was saturated by many small parties that could be elected due to insignificant
thresholds. Although their parliamentary representation was low, some of these parties
played an important role in a government coalition, as the leading party never received
an overall majority (except for the 1948 election) and thus government formation was
possible only with support from several minority parties.
In the years between 1993 and 2005 – after the first electoral system reform was
implemented, as a result of which Italy moved away from pure proportional
representation towards a mixed system – party fragmentation was reduced and the
newly emerged patterns of left/right bipolar party competition were consolidated.
According to new electoral rules, 75% of the MPs in both chambers were elected by
first-past-the-post system, whereas the remaining 25% were elected by proportional
representation. Electoral thresholds were increased up to 2% for party alliances and up
to 4% for single parties. The key difference, though, was introduced by a new law,
related to the norm, which allowed political parties to run for elections in electoral
alliances and which, in the context of the newly introduced mixed electoral system,
appeared to be highly advantageous to big parties and ‘forced’ small parties to form
electoral coalitions. Nevertheless, despite this swing towards the majoritarian system,
the key major parties still depended on support from their electorally weaker
counterparts, as was the case in the pre–1993 period.
The second electoral reform was introduced in 2005, and specified that (a) for the
House, a majority premium of 340 seats is given to the relative majority party or
coalition with no minimum threshold to obtain the premium; (b) for the Senate, the
majority premium is assigned on a regional basis, giving to the majority coalition or
party in a given region at least 55% of the seats of that region. These changes further
consolidated inter-block party competition and the formation of party electoral
coalitions.
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Hence, when we analyse the properties of the Italian electoral system and their impact
on party competition, we can argue that the high electoral uncertainty and party
fragmentation should have increased electoral competitiveness. Moreover, over the
last two decades the Italian party system has shown stable patterns of bipolar party
competition, which in turn is associated with higher competitiveness. Since electoral
competitiveness affects political actors’ behaviour – the more competitive the electoral
system, the more likely that political actors will compete within the polity dimension –
we can expect that, overall, Italian political parties would compete in the polity
dimension more often than their counterparts in other European countries. Indeed,
judging from the data presented in the Table 1.2 and 1.3. in the Introduction, Italy is
characterised by one of the highest levels of polity issue salience in Europe. The index
is only marginally higher in Greece and Spain, and is significantly larger than the
European average.
Regarding the patterns of dominant-minor-peripheral party positioning in Italy, one
should clearly distinguish between party competition in the so-called First Republic
and that in the Second Republic. As I have mentioned earlier, during the period of the
First Republic, i.e. until the beginning of 1990s, party competition at the electoral level
was centred around two key parties: the Christian Democratic Party and the
Communist Party. There was no alternation of power regarding the position of either
the dominant party or the minor party, as the Christian Democrats always won the
elections (although sometimes by negligible difference) and the Communist Party
(closely) followed it. While it is obvious that the Christian Democrats were occupying
the dominant position in interparty competition, it is trickier to categorise the
Communists. If we follow their electoral performance and position them as the minor
(i.e. the second) party in Italian party system, we should remember that they had
practically no chance of forming a (grand) coalition with the winning party or any other
party, while several electorally smaller parties had much higher coalition-building
leverage than the Communists. Therefore, if we still refer to the Communists as the
minor party (which for the sake of clarity I will do), it is more precise to position the
smaller parties that had higher potential of coalition building (and which, indeed, were
part of the government coalition) as the dominant peripheral parties (i.e. the Italian
Socialist Party, the Italian Social Democratic Part, the Italian Republican Party and the
Liberal Party). Those parties with no coalition building potential are termed the minor
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peripheral parties (the Social Movement and the Radical Party). Such categorisation
enables the placement of the Communists between the two groups of peripheral parties
– those that participated in coalition-making and thus could be considered as
important, and those that have played a more marginal role in the party system and
thus could be regarded as less important than the Communists.
Following my argument that party competition in the polity dimension depends on a
party's position within the party system, we can expect that in this period (i.e. between
1979 to 1994) the Communist Party should have competed in the polity dimension
more than the dominant party (i.e. the Christian Democrats) and the dominant
peripheral parties (PSI, PRI, PSD and PL), which were the allies of the leading party.
Following the same logic, the dominant peripheral parties should have competed in the
polity dimension more than the major party. The minor peripheral parties (PRI and
MS), in turn, should have been the most salient about polity issues, even more than the
Communists (see Picture 6.1.).
PR & MS

CP

PSI & PR & PSD & PL

MORE POLITY

DC
MORE POLICY

Picture 6.1. Party Positioning on Polity/Policy Axis in Italy between 1979 and 1992:
Theoretical Mapping

The biggest change relevant to my study that resulted from the dramatic
transformation of the Italian party system at the beginning of the 1990s was the end of
dominant party rule and the beginning of real alternation of power between the
coalitions on the left (the Alliance of the Progressives / The Olive Tree / The Union /
The Veltroni Coalition) and on the right (The Poles of Freedom / The House of
Freedoms / The People of Freedom), i.e. the positions of the dominant and minority
parties were no longer fixed but alternated between the key parties: Forza Italia (later
The People of Freedom) and the Democratic Party of the Left (later the Democrats of
the Left and the Democratic Party). Another important and peculiar aspect of party
competition in the period of the so-called Second Republic, which I have touched upon
above, is the widespread formation of electoral alliances. In the context of this study,
it is important to determine whether an electoral alliance should be treated as a single
or a multi-faced actor. Although the parties forming electoral coalitions were required
to create a common election manifesto and, to some extent, were treated as a unified
block by the electorate, they held their own identity higher than their membership of
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the alliance. Moreover, the election alliances were unstable and loose, as their
composition changed not only from election to election, but also during the electoral
period as a result of the withdrawal of smaller alliance members. Therefore, there is no
sufficient basis for treating the electoral alliances as single actors and one should
instead focus on single political parties.
Regarding party positioning along the polity/policy axis for this period, one can also
distinguish, as I did for the pre-1994 period, between four key party groups: dominant
parties, dominant peripheral parties, minor parties and minor peripheral parties.
Following the same hypothesis, I argue that the more dominant the party’s position in
interparty competition, the less likely it is to compete in the polity dimension, and vice
versa (see Pictures 6.2. – 6.6).
Before the 1994 election, Forza Italia was a minor party that had formed an electoral
alliance with two other rightwing parties: National Alliance (AN)and Lega Nord (minor
peripheral parties). On the other side, the leftwing parties as the members of the
governing coalition were occupying either dominant (PDS) or dominant peripheral
(PPI, PSI and PRC) positions (see Picture 6.2.).
AN & LN

FI

PPI & PSI & PRC

MORE POLITY

PDS
MORE POLICY

Picture 6.2. Party Positioning on Polity/Policy Axis in Italy before the 1994 General
Elections: Theoretical Mapping

Although Berlusconi’s coalition headed by Forza Italia won the 1994 elections and
formed the government, it fell in the coming year and was replaced again by the leftwing coalition, which governed until the 1996 general elections. During this period,
there were several alternations in the composition of alliances - the Communist
Refoundation Party (PRC) and Lega Nord (LN) left their respective electoral alliances
and a newly formed union of the left wing parties (Prodi List) joined the leftist block.
Hence, before the 1996 general elections, one can refer to the Prodi List and the
Democratic Party of the Left (PDS) as dominant parties, to Lega Nord (LN) as a
dominant peripheral party (since it had left the right wing block and switched its
support to the left wing government), whereas to Forza Italia (FI) as a minor party and
to the National Alliance (AN) and the Communist Refoundation Party (PRC) - as minor
peripheral parties (see Picture 6.3.).
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PRC & AN

FI

LN

MORE POLITY

Prodi List & PDS
MORE POLICY

Picture 6.3. Party Positioning on Polity/Policy Axis in Italy before the 1996 General
Elections: Theoretical Mapping

The 1996 election was won by the centrist/centre-left parties, who (under several
governments) were in power until 2001. Therefore, we can refer to them as dominant
parties, whereas to Forza Italia (FI), as well as National Alliance (AN) and Lega Nord
(LN) – to minor or minor peripheral parties, accordingly. As the Communist
Refoundation Party left the alliance before the election, we can position it as a minor
peripheral party, too. (see Picture 6.4.).
AN & LN&PRC

FI

DS & Daisy

MORE POLITY

MORE POLICY

Picture 6.4. Party Positioning on Polity/Policy Axis in Italy before the 2001 General
Elections: Theoretical Mapping

In 2001, the Berlusconi-led coalition regained power by running together with the
National Alliance (AN) and Lega Nord (LN), leaving the leftist block in the opposition
until the next election. Therefore, the Olive Tree and the Communist Refoundation
Party (PRC) are positioned as minor and minor peripheral parties, accordingly,
whereas Forza Italia, as well as National Alliance (NA), Lega Nord (LN) and The Union
of the Centre (UDC) - as either dominant or dominant peripheral parties (see Picture
6.5.).
PRC

Olive Tree

AN & LN & UDC

MORE POLITY

FI
MORE POLICY

Picture 6.5. Party Positioning on Polity/Policy Axis in Italy before the 2006 Election:
Theoretical Mapping

The 2006 and 2008 elections brought victory to the left- and rightwing alliances
respectively. After going through further transformation, the leftists had formed a wide
alliance for the 2006 election and, contrary to the 2001 election, ran with the
Communist Refoundation Party (PRC). The Prodi lead Olive Tree coalition stayed in
power until the 2008 election.
The 2008 election witnessed a remarkable consolidation of not only the left- but also
the rightwing parties. By merging nearly all significant leftwing parties, Veltroni
established the Democratic Party (PD), which, running neck-to-neck with Berlusconi’s
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coalition, lost the race in the end. Berlusconi merged the National Alliance (AN), exChristian Democrats (UDC) and his own party Forza Italia (FI) into a new party, the
People of Freedom (PdL), which obtained the most votes. As the power before the
election campaign was held by the members of the newly merging Democratic Party
(PD) and one of its biggest allies Italy of Values (IdV), they are labelled as dominant or
dominant peripheral parties, while the People of Freedom (PdL) and its ally Lega Nord
(LN) – as minor or minor peripheral parties (see Picture 6.6.).
LN

PdL

IdV

MORE POLITY

PD
MORE POLICY

Picture 6.6. Party Positioning on Polity/Policy Axis in Italy before the 2008 General
Election: Theoretical Mapping

Between 1979 and 2008, nine general elections were held in Italy. In most elections,
the dominant party scored above 30%, reaching a peak of 38% in 1979 and in 2008.
However, following the restructuring of the party system in the beginning of the 1990s,
the position of the dominant parties weakened and, in the 1994 and 1996 general
elections, Forza Italia (FI) and the Democratic Party of the Left (PDS) scored as low as
21% (see the Table 6.1.). The minority party was, on average, around 8% behind the
dominant party, although it fluctuated substantially. For example, in 1983, the
Communists scored only 3% less than the leading Christian Democrats and, in 1996,
FI and PDS gained practically the same electoral support. On the contrary, in the first
election after the fall of communism in Eastern Europe and the respective ideological
restructuring of Italian Communists, the newly formed socialist party (PDS) was 13%
behind the Christian Democrats (DC).
Electoral support for the peripheral parties – either dominant or minor – varied
significantly across parties and time. While in the 1990s the Socialist Party gained 10%
or above, with other parties scoring less than 5%, after the transformation of the party
system in the early 1990s the strongest electoral support was enjoyed by the newly
emerged National Alliance (between 12–16%) and Lega Nord (between 5–10%). On the
left, the reformed Communists scored the highest, on average receiving around 8%. All
these parties – and, most notably, the Socialist Party and National Alliance – were the
most trustworthy supporters of the Christian Democrats, Forza Italia and the centreleftwing unions.
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Election Results in Italy (1979 and 2010): Electoral Turnout (Average % Chamber of
Deputies and Senate) and Gained Seats (Chamber of Deputies and Senate)
Year

Dominant
Party

Dominant
Peripheral Party

Minor Party

Minor Peripheral
Party

1979

DC
38%(262&138)

PSI 10%(62&32)
PSDI 4%(20&9)
PRI 3%(16&6)
PLI 2% 3(9&2)

PCI
30%(201&109)

MS 6%(30&13) PR
3% (14&2)

1983

DC
33%(225&120)

PSI 11%(73&38)
PSDI 4%(23&8)
PRI 5%(29&10)
PLI 3% 3(16&6)

PCI
30%(198&107)

MS 7%(42&18) PR
2%(11&1)

1987

DC
35%(234&125)

PSI 12%(94&36)
PR 4%(21&8)
PSD 3%(17&5)
PL 2%(11&3)

PCI
27%(177&101)

MS 6%(35&16) PR
3%(13&3)

1992

DC
30%(206&107)

PSI 14%(92&49)
LN 8%(55&25)
PR 5%(27&10)
PL 3%(17&4)
PSD 3%(16&3)

PDS
17%(107&66)

MS 6%(36&16)
PRC 11%(35&20)

1994

PDS 20%

PSI 5% PRC 6%
PP 11%

FI 21%

AN 14%
LN 8%

1996

PDS 21%

Prodi List 7%

FI 21%

AN 16%
LN 10%
PRC 9%

2001

DS 16%
Daisy 14%

PRC 9%

FI 29%

AN 12%
LN 4%

2006

FI 24%

AN 12%
UDC 7%
LN 5%

Olive Tree 31%

PRC 6%

2008

PD 33%

IdV4%

PdL38%

LN 8%

Table 6.1. General Election Results in Italy between 1979 and 2008: Electoral Turnout
(%) and Gained Seats
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Political Parties between 1979 and 1994
1. Dominant Party between 1979 and 1994
Christian Democrats ruled for the entire post-war period between 1948 and 1994. As one of the key
two parties in Italy, it served as the main opposition of Communist Party (i.e. the second most popular
party). Being internally fragmented and trying to address a wide range of the electorate, it was a typical
catch-all party in its nature. Its popularity started to decline in the early 1980s and towards 1994 the
party dissolved, following the results of the Tangentopoli corruption scandals and the Mani Pulite
investigations.
2. Dominant Peripheral Parties between 1979 and 1994
Socialist Party, another leftwing party, rooted more in the ideology of European social democracy
than in orthodox Marxism-Leninism. Despite its relatively small electoral and parliamentary share, the
party played an important role in Italian politics, especially in the 1980ts, when the coalition lead by the
Christian Democrats depended on the support of small parties, most notably Socialist Party. During the
1980s and 1990s, the party was in alliance with the Christian Democrats (Pentapartito) and twice als0
hold the post of Prime Minister (from 1983 to 1987 and from 1991 to 1992). The party was disbanded in
1994 following the results of the judicial investigation Mani Pulite.
Republican Party was another permanent Pentapartito coalition member. As most of its counterparts
in Italy, ideologically the party was fragmented, although it presented itself mainly as a liberal party.
Similar to the Socialist Party, it also once held the position of the Prime Minister (between 1981 and
1982). The party lost its importance after 1993–1994, when most of its key members joined other parties.
Democratic Socialist Party is a social democratic party, which, similar to the above-mentioned
minor parties, played an important role in Italian politics until the beginning of the 1990s, when it
experienced a sharp decline in popular support. As a member of Pentapartito, it was in the ruling
coalition for most of the years between 1979 and 1994.
Liberal Party, yet another minor party forming the ruling Pentapartito coalition between the end of
the 1970s and the beginning of the 1990s, was predominantly liberal although during the 1970s it moved
significantly towards the centre. The party was disbanded in 1994 following the results of the judicial
investigation Mani Pulite.
3. Minor Party between 1979 and 1991
Communist Party was the second most popular party in the entire post-war period until 1991, when
it dissolved into Communist Refoundation Party and Democratic Party of the Left. Although initially the
party was closely connected to the Soviet Union and ideologically followed the line of orthodox MarxismLeninism, in the early 1980s the party cut its links with Moscow and ideologically moved towards
Eurocommunism and socialism. Despite the fact that the party enjoyed wide popular support and held
administrative offices in several regions of Italy, at national level it always remained in opposition.
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4. Minor Peripheral Parties between 1979 and 1994
Social Movement – National Right, a neo-fascist party, reached the peak of its popularity in the
beginning of the 1970s by obtaining fourth place (9%) in the 1972 national elections. Although it was
never included in government nor was it acknowledged as a legitimate political force by the ruling
parties, the Christian Democrats’ minority governments often depended on its support during the 1950s
and 1960s. Ideologically the party was fragmented, having at least two main factions: radical-antisystem and moderate-conservative. In the 1990s, however, the party moved away from its neo-fascist
discourse and towards 1995 it dissolved and was replaced by National Alliance.
Radical Party was a libertarian party, which was ‘most anti-system’ among all the Italian political
parties. Its ideological profile was even more heterogeneous than that of other parties since it tried to
strongly position itself as a leftist party although it held policies from a wide ideological spectrum.
Political Parties between 1994 and 2008
5. Forza Italia – Dominant Party for election campaign in 2006 and Minor Party in
election campaigns in 1994, 1996 and 2001. Forza Italia has been the most popular political party
(and the key party in the alliances The Pole of/for Freedoms and House of Freedoms) in Italy since the
breakdown of the First Republic’s party system in the beginning of the 1990s. Founded in 1993, the party
won three general elections – in 1994, 2001 and 2008 – and was in power for almost 10 years in total.
Its most peculiar features, though, derive from its foundation and management. Established instantly
by the media magnate and multimillionaire Silvio Berlusconi in the middle of the post-1994 political
vacuum, the party gained a victory just one year after its establishment. Ideologically, the party is
considered to be conservative-liberal. Organisationally, Forza Italia is often presented as a
predominantly one-man party, whose management bears strong resemblance with that of an enterprise.
Since 2009 it has transformed itself into the political party People of Freedom.

6. National Alliance – Dominant Peripheral Parties for election campaign in 2006 and
Minor Peripheral Parties for election campaign in 1994, 1996 and 2001. The party formed in
1994, consisting mainly of the previous members of Social Movement and some Christian Democrats.
As a permanent coalition member with Forza Italia, it was part of the coalition member in all
Berlusconi’s governments. National Alliance was a conservative rightwing party. However, contrary to
its precursor Social Movement, it was clearly trying to distance itself from its fascist roots, which caused
some hardliners to leave the party. In 2009, the party dissolved into the newly established People of
Freedom.
7. Lega Nord – Dominant Peripheral Parties for election campaign in 2006 and Minor
Peripheral Parties for election campaign in 1994, 1996 and 2001. A regionalist party in Italy,
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which primarily stands for increasing autonomy of Italian regions and moving Italy towards a
federation, it has been an important political actor in Italian politics, especially during the 1990s. In
the beginning of that decade, it formed an alliance with Forza Italia. However, the party soon left the
coalition and in the coming years tried to position itself as a stable third force between the blocks of the
right and left (during this time its popularity was also increasing by reaching the peak – third place in
1996 general elections). During the 1990s Lega Nord went into a decline and again joined the alliance
with Forza Italia. Although the main goal of Lega Nord is related to increasing autonomy (especially for
Northern regions) and federalism, it is by no means a single-issue party – Lega Nord has a clear,
although ideologically very heterogeneous, stance on most socio-economic policies.
8. Democratic Party of the Left (later – Democrats of the Left) – Minor Party for election
campaign in 2006 and Dominant Parties for election campaign in 1994, 1996 and 2001.
The Party, founded in 1991 as one of the successors of the Communist Party, was the key party in the left
wing alliance (Alliance of Progressives, Olive Tree, The Union) in 90ties and 2000s. In the beginning
the party had a somewhat socialist ideological profile, but towards the end of the 1990s it made a clear
transformation towards a social democratic doctrine (by changing also its name to Democrats of the
Left). In 2007, together with other leftwing parties, it formed Democratic Party. The party was a leading
leftwing coalition member between 1996 and 2001 and between 2006 and 2007.
9. Democratic Party – Dominant Party in election campaign in 2008. The party, founded in
2007 as a merger of several leftwing parties, is one of the key political parties in Italy, with
predominantly social democratic ideological profile. It was in power between 2007 and 2008.
10. Democracy is Freedom – Margherita – Daisy. Dominant Party in the election
campaign in 2001. A centrist party between 2002 and 2007, it was a member of The Union electoral
coalition for 2006 general election. Although founded by a wide range of former Christian Democrats,
Liberals, Republicans and Socialists, Daisy claimed to unite all the moderate-centric forces. However,
the party's ideological profile remained rather heterogenous including both liberal-conservative and
social-democratic policy stances. In 2007, it merged into Democratic Party.
11. Communist Refoundation Party – Dominant Peripheral Party in election campaign in
2001 and Minor Peripheral Party in 1996 and 2006. As one of the two key successors of
Communist Party, it was established in 1991. Contrary to the other Communist Party's successor,
Democratic Party of the Left, the Communist Refoundation Party kept the predecessor's ideological
profile. They also were least stable coalition partners compared to the other key leftwing parties – the
party was a part of the leftwing electoral alliance before 1994 and 2006 general elections but ran
separately for 1996 and 2001 elections.
12. Italian People's Party – Dominant Peripheral Party in election campaign in 1994. The
party was founded in 1994 as a successor of Christian Democrats. It was relatively marginal and,
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although before 1994 and 2001 it was a member of one of the key election coalitions (The Olive Tree and
The Union respectively), individually it never played an important role in Italian politics. Its highest
score was achieved in 1994 election, when together the electoral alliance Italy of Values (which they
formed together with Patto Segni) gained around 17% of votes. The party ceased to exist in 2002 by
merging into Democracy is Freedom – Daisy.

The patterns of dominant/minor/peripheral party positioning are complex and volatile
in Italy, particularly after the transformation of the party system in the beginning of
the 1990s and its move towards consolidation (especially on the centre-left). High party
fragmentation, often volatile electoral alliances and volatile parties are the key factors
that complicate the issue of party positioning.

Party

Issue

Competition

between

1979

and

2008:

Quantitative Data Presentation
As in the case of the United Kingdom, to obtain a more precise picture of the polity
levels I present the data of the Polity Salience Index between the period of 1979 and
2008 at both integrated (i.e. baseline Polity Salience Index with all the polity issues
calculated together) and itemised (i.e. Polity ‘Sub-Indexes’ calculated per issue groups)
levels to show exactly which polity issues were highly salient in interparty issue
competition and to show the patterns of polity issue competition across the parties and
time.
As the Polity Salience Indexes calculated at individual (party) level (see the Tables 6.2.
and 6.3.) reveal, the salience of polity issues varies across dominant and minor parties
(and their variants). On average, across all the elections considered, the dominant
parties have scored significantly lower levels of polity issue salience than the other
parties. The bottom row of the table also indicates that while the average values of the
index for dominant-peripheral parties is higher than for the dominant party, it is lower
than for minor parties and minor peripheral parties.
An analysis of the indexes computed for each group for each election reveals a more
nuanced picture. Except for the elections in 1994 and 2008, dominant parties were
competing least in the polity issue dimension. Dominant-peripheral parties competed
less over polity issues than minor-peripheral parties (with an exception of 1996
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elections), and minor parties (with an exception of 1987 and 1994 elections). Minorperipheral parties appeared to record the highest salience regarding polity issues in
nearly all elections (with the exception of 1992 and 2008).
Average Polity Salience Index (%) in Italy among Dominant and Minor Parties (and
Their Variants) between 1979 and 2008
Year

Dominant
Party

Dominant
Peripheral Party

Minor
Party

Minor
Peripheral Party

MEAN

1979

16

18

18

20

18

1983

18

23

29

31

25

1987

31

54

31

80

49

1992

30

41

56

49

44

1994

38

33

28

45

36

1996

22

48

56

35

40

2001

21

17

25

25

22

2006

31

31

33

33

32

2008

29

19

35

31

29

MEAN

26

32

35

39

Table 6.2. Average Polity Salience Index (%) in Italy between 1979 and 2008

As the Polity Salience Indexes calculated at individual (party) level (see the Table 6.4.)
reveals, there is a clear pattern of issue trespassing followed by most of the parties for
almost entire period between 1979 and 2008.
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Polity Salience Index (%) in Italy between 1979 and 2008: Including and Excluding
(Indicated in Brackets) European Integration
Year

Dominant Party

Dominant Peripher
Party

Minor Party

Minor
Peripher Party

1979

DC 16 (15)

PSI 20 (18)
PSD 11 (10)
PRI 22 (15)
PL 20 (17)

PC 18 (15)

MS 20 (20)

1983

DC 18 (16)

PSI 36 (34)
PRI 20 (18)
PSD 13 (12)
PL 25 (23)

PC 29 (27)

MS 31 (31)

1987

DC 31 (28)

PSI 41 (39)
PR 78 (71)
PSD 47 (40)
PL 49 (47)

PC 31 (28)

MS 80 (78)

1992

DC 30 (27)

PSI 30 (28)
LN 36 (34)
PR 49 (45)
PL 42 (40)
PSD 46 (37)

PDS 56 (56)

MS 63 (63)
PRC 35 (32)

1994

PDS 41 (38)

PRC 31 (29)
PP 50 (43)
PSI 30 (28)

FI 31 (28)

AN 54 (44)
LN 36 (34)

1996

PDS 22 (20)

Prodi List 48 (47)

FI 56 (56)

AN 36 (36)
LN 39 (33)
PRC 29 (25)

2001

DS 21 (16)
Daisy 21 (16)

PRC 17 (14)

FI 25 (25)

AN 25 (25)
LN 25 (25)

2006

FI 31(31)

AN 31 (31)
UDC 31 (31)
LN 31 (31)

Olive Tree 33 (28)

PRC 33(28)

2008

PD 29 (28)

IdV19 (19)

PdL35 (34)

LN 31 (31)

Table 6.3. Average Polity Salience Index (%) in Italy Among Dominant and Minor
Parties (and Their Variants) between 1979 and 2008
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Polity Salience Index per Issue Group (% of All Issue) in Italy between 1979 and 2013

1
0
1
0

3
3
1
0

3
0
1
0

4
6
6
0

0
1
1
10

2
2
3
0

4
4
3
5

17
16
16
15

1983
1983
1983
1983
1983

PCI
PSI
PRI
DC
MSIDN

4
4
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
1

4
7
1
1
5

7
5
6
2
3

2
0
3
3
4

2
1
2
0
10

4
16
4
7
4

25
35
18
15
26

1987
1987
1987
1987

PCI
PSI
DC
MSIDN

1
1
0
0

3
1
3
2

4
5
2
0

7
0
3
2

1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0

6
13
13
24

23
21
23
29

1992
1992
1992
1992
1992

2
0
0
0
0

3
0
2
4
0

3
0
5
3
2

9
4
2
3
4

0
1
1
1
0

3
2
1
3
0

4
22
12
12
33

23
30
23
25
39

1992

PRC
PDS
PSI
DC
MSIDN
LN

1

2

2

3

2

13

6

29

1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994

PRC
PDS
PPI
FI
AN
LN

3
1
0
0
0
1

1
3
7
3
10
2

4
9
5
3
11
2

6
6
11
6
8
3

0
3
3
2
7
2

1
3
4
2
3
13

4
5
11
10
8
6

19
30
40
26
47
29

1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996

PRC
PDS
PPI
AD
FI
AN
LN

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
2
5
0
0
0
6

4
0
0
0
0
4
1

3
6
5
16
15
4
7

2
0
0
3
2
0
0

1
1
13
12
4
5
14

4
6
3
3
15
10
7

21
14
26
35
35
23
35

2001
2001
2001
2001

PRC
DS
M-DL
FI

1
0
0
0

3
5
5
0

3
3
3
0

3
1
1
0

1
0
0
0

2
2
2
4

3
9
9
16

15
21
21
21

Total Polity
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Government
Efficiency

(De)Centrali
sation

PCI
PSI
DC
MSIDN

Democracy
and Human
Rights

Constitution
alism

Internationa
lism

1979
1979
1979
1979

European
Cooperation

Party
Peace

Year

2001

AN

0

0

0

0

0

4

16

21

2006
2006

1
1

5
5

4
4

0
0

2
2

3
3

17
17

33
33

2006
2006
2006

PRC
Olive
Tree
UDC
FI
AN

0
0
0

1
1
1

0
0
0

3
3
3

0
0
0

0
0
0

3
3
3

7
7
7

2008
2008
2008
2008

PdL
PD
UdC
LN

0
1
0
0

0
1
1
0

0
1
1
0

1
2
3
0

0
0
0
0

2
1
4
31

15
24
26
0

18
28
35
31

2013
2013
2013
2013

PdL
PD
SC
M5S

0
0
0
0

3
12
7
0

0
1
3
0

4
14
0
8

3
1
2
1

3
2
2
1

10
8
12
1

23
38
26
12

Table 6.4. Polity Salience Index per Issue Group (% of all issue) in Italy between 1979
and 2013
(The table does not report the salience of issues for parties which scored below 5% of
votes in the elections.)

Each election was associated with high salience for 2–3 polity issues, which were
covered by all parties. Until the late 1990s, these were usually the issues of democracy
and human rights, as well as government efficiency, although some elections witnessed
heated debate on other salient polity topics, such as decentralisation (in 1996) or
European integration (in 2013). Often, a salient issue had its leader – i.e. one party that
covered the issue disproportionately more than other parties and which clearly put the
issue in the centre of its agenda. This was the case for the issue of government efficiency
for the Socialist Party in 1983. Rarely would an issue be raised to high salience by one
party and completely ignored by other parties (although there were several exceptions
to this): e.g. the constitutional change raised by the MSI in 1979, which attracted little
attention of larger parties.

Issue Competition in the 1979 General Elections
Christian Democrats (DC)
After a three-year-long – and to a great extent forced – period of closer cooperation
with the Communists, the Christian Democrats before the 1979 elections needed to reestablish their identity and reassure their voters that they still stood in sharp difference
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with the Communists and were not planning to form a full-fledged coalition with them.
(Tarrow, 1981: 20-24) Therefore, anti-communism was the key issue in the DC’s 1979
electoral campaign. Moreover, as the election date approached, the party increasingly
emphasised its anticommunist position. This was also partly due to the growing
influence of anti-communist groups and the fact that the country’s brightened
economic situation decreased the need for continued PCI support (Tarrow, 1981: 21).
This position was widely discussed in its election manifesto and addressed by the party
leader's speeches, i.e. the party elite made it clear they would never enter into the
coalition with the Communists (Wertman, 1981: 94). In addition, it was also clearly
emphasised in the DC's electoral campaign that the party would refuse to form a
government with the PC, which was given as a solemn commitment (Wertman, 1981:
95). (In the quantitative data presentation (Table 6.4.), the party’s anticommunist
stances appear mostly under the category of democracy and human rights as the fear
of communists were mostly coupled with the reference to safeguarding the democracy).
Although anticommunism had been the dominant theme in previous electoral
campaigns (Wertman, 1981), its importance was probably greater in 1979 due to the
party’s need to re-establish its identity. The central question of the campaign was not
about policy or even about anticommunism as a polity issue (which was the case in the
previous elections), but rather about future alignments, i.e. which coalitions the
outcome of the elections would make possible or unviable (Sani, 1981: 38).
Election Pledges in Christian Democrats’ Manifesto (1979)
No 1

Anticommunism

No 2

Antiterrorism

No 3

Economy

Table 6.5. Christian Democrats’ Key Election Pledges in the Manifesto (1979)
Source: Christian Democrats’ Manifesto for 1979 General Election

However, if we do consider anticommunism as a polity issue in the context of the 1979
elections, it was the dominant dimension in which the DC was competing. As the
analysis of the party’s manifesto reveal, three other issues are worth mentioning:
political violence/terrorism, the economy (particularly inflation and unemployment)
and, to a much smaller extent, education.
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In the context of Aldo Moro’s murder by the Red Brigades and a number of other
subsequent attacks on the DC offices and personnel, the DC was particularly keen to
compete over the issue of antiterrorism in the electoral campaign, as it gave the party
chance to blame the Communists for the increasing political violence. This issue was
particularly addressed in the party leader's speeches and its advertising campaign (e.g.
posters of Aldo Moro and promises to protect the community against terrorists)
(Wertman, 1981: 95). The party wanted to represent itself as the only protector of
democratic institutions and freedoms, which, according to the Christian Democrats,
were increasingly undermined by terrorists.
The reason for the choice of the two main issues given above is straightforward. By
trying to reinforce its core identity, the party wanted to appeal to its key electorate's
most salience issue, which had dominated the entire post-war period: fear of the
Communists (Gilbert and Nilsson, 2007). A general discourse about anticommunism
and a more specific one about antiterrorism served as a perfect ground for this purpose.
Although the party also discussed other issues during its electoral campaign – most
notably, as mentioned before, the economy and education – they were of minor
importance. As already mentioned before, in the quantitative data presentation (Table
6.4.) the party’s anticommunist stances appear mostly under the category of
democracy and human rights as the fear of communists were mostly coupled with the
reference to safeguarding the democracy.
Key Issues in DC’s Leaders Speeches and/or Advertisement Campaigns During the
Electoral Campaign (1979)
Policy Issues

Economy, education

Polity Issues

Anticommunism, antiterrorism

Table 6.6. Christian Democrats’ Key Issues Addressed by Leaders and Advertisement
Campaign (1979)
Source: Wertman, 1981

Communist Party (PCI)
The 1979 elections were the first for the Communists after their major policy
transformation and their changed role in the government, both shifts that took place
in the late 1970s. However, facing an unsuccessful result from the ‘historical
compromise’ – that culminated with their withdrawal of support for the DC-lead
government coalition, a decision that provoked new elections – the Communists, as
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some observers had noted (e.g. Lapalombora, 1981), hesitated to enter the pre-electoral
competition. Confused about future tactics and ideological direction, they entered into
the campaign only in March 1979, shortly after their annual congress.
Key Pledges in the PC’s Election Manifesto (1979)
Policy Issues

Economy and redistribution, education

Polity Issues

Government efficiency, democracy and human
rights

Table 6.7 The Communist Party's Key Election Pledges in the Manifesto (1979)
Source: Communist Party’s Manifesto for 1979 General Election

The party's congress failed to resolve the vexed issue of ‘historical compromise’ (i.e.
whether or not to approach the DC for cooperation in the future), or to produce new
and/or clear policy stances. Hence, the PC started the electoral campaign with an
attack, denouncing its former allies for failing to meet their programmatic
commitments and for their political anticommunism, but failed to offer new policy
solutions (Gilbert and Nilsson, 2007).
As the analysis of the party manifesto reveals, in the policy dimension, the party
competed on the economy – support for austerity, as well as disciplined labour and
trade union behaviour. It also made a commitment to alleviate unemployment,
especially among youth, and to enhance development of agriculture, and emphasised
the need to distribute economic gains equally across all social groups.
The policy issue that provided an opportunity for the Communists to confront the DC
was the decision of the latter to enter into the newly designed European Monetary
Union. The decision implied setting a ceiling for real wages for at least three years
(Lapalambora, 1981). Consequently, the Communists could bring this issue to the
political agenda and argue that the decision threatened the well-being of the working
class.
The Communists also had to respond to the often-raised issue of the DC – terrorism.
In the midst of an escalation of terrorist attacks, public order soon became the second
most salient issue. The Communists took an aggressive position on this issue, claiming
that the rise of terrorism was at least partly the responsibility of the ruling DC, who
had failed to find an effective strategy for this issue. The party raised several demands
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for the reorganisation of the police, the use of the military to maintain public order and
for the revision of the penal laws (Lapalombara, 1981).
As for the Communists’ stance on Italy’s membership in NATO and EC, they refused to
discuss this issue in the 1979 elections as they were experiencing significant internal
disagreements about the matter. Although during the years before the elections, the
party had softened its stance (hoping for full ‘completion of the historical
compromise’), the situation changed following the breakdown of cooperation with the
DC in government. Some leaders wanted to regain the hard line while others were
willing to continue the transformation of the PC into a modern socialist party (Gilbert
and Nilsson, 2007).
Frequently, but particularly before the 1979 elections, the choice of the most salient
policies was influenced by internal battles among different factions within the party.
However, the key factors determining the issue agenda for these elections were,
probably, political events and the competitors' electoral strategies, i.e. Moro's
kidnapping and murder and the DCs anti-communist discourse, respectively.

Socialist Party (PSI)
In the 1970s, the Italian Socialist Party was an example of a classic intermediate party
caught between two large parties and dependent on their chosen strategies. Only if the
Communist Party remained in opposition to the Christian Democrats could the
socialists could expect their stance to be of pivotal importance for the DC. However,
the seemingly nearing historic compromise advocated, until his death, by the DC
president Moro, threatened the role of the socialists.
In this situation, the strategy chosen by the Socialists' leader Craxi was to align with
the Christian Democrats and focus their electoral campaign on criticism of the
Communist Party. Apparently, Craxi thought that this strategy of aligning with the DC
might help them to restore the alliance between the two parties, which had been the
dominant governmental formula during most of the 1960s (Pasquino, 1981: 156).
The Socialists still needed a theme to differentiate their electoral agenda from the those
of their rivals (Pasquino, 1981: 156). To achieve this goal, PSI advocated the idea of the
conflictual democracy as an alternative to consociational democracy, where the power
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is shared by the Christian Democrats, Communists and Socialists. During the
campaign, the PSI argued that the electoral and parliamentary strength of the
Communists and the Christian Democrats had produced a stalemate rather than
competition. This narrative allowed them to push for constitutional changes to
strengthen the powers of the executive and move the electoral system away from
proportional representation. (Pasquino, 1981: 156).
In the policy dimension, the Socialists competed over the issues of the economy and
the welfare state. They tried to move towards the centre (i.e. closer to the DC), but they
had to be careful not to alienate the left wing of the party and many of its radical voters
(Tarrow, 1981).
Key Election Pledges in the Socialist Party's Election Manifesto (1979)
Policy Issues

Economy and welfare state

Polity Issues

Democracy and electoral reforms

Table 6.8. The Socialist Party's Key Election Pledges in the Manifesto (1979)
Source: Socialist Party’s Manifesto for 1979 General Election

When addressing the issue of the economy, the PSI argued that the resources for a full
welfare state no longer existed and, therefore, one should instead change the political
order or participation it in by increasing the responsibilities of the working class.
(Pasquino, 1986).
Other issues raised by the party included the need for political decentralisation and
self-management. Taken together, these claims could be treated as a call to introduce
participatory democracy in Italy.
The Socialist Party's electoral issue agenda was therefore determined to a great extent
by its competitors' electoral agendas. Its attempt to draw attention to a number of
polity-type issues could be explained by the highly complex and competitive
circumstances in which the party found itself before the 1979 elections. It needed to
differentiate itself, to present a shared platform with the Christian Democrats, and yet
to appear loyal to its most radical electorate. The issues of constitutional and political
reform may have served as a good alternative.
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Italian Social Movement (MSI)
As it is evident from the party’s manifesto, the Social Movement's electoral campaign
was focused on changing the political system. As a marginalised political force, it stood
in sharp contrast to all other political parties. In its electoral rhetoric, it mainly
emphasised its anti-communist and pro-Catholic stance. This is a clear example of a
marginal party functioning in competitive electoral system and competing almost
solely in the polity issue dimension.
Key Election Pledges in the Social Movement's Election Manifesto (1979)
Policy Issues

Welfare state

Polity Issues

Constitutional change, anti-communism

Table 6.9. The Social Movement's Key Election Pledges in the Manifesto (1979)
Source: Social Movement Manifesto for 1979 General Election

Issue Competition in the 2008 General Elections
People of Freedom (PdL), National Alliance (NA) and
Lega Nord (LN)
Berlusconi’s newly launched rightwing party People of Freedom (PdL), the successor
of Forza Italia (FI), ran for the 2008 elections in an electoral alliance with its trusted
ally, National Alliance (AN), and Lega Nord (LN). Although the former two parties
officially merged only after the elections, the agreement to do so was reached shortly
before the election campaign started and therefore the two parties ran, to a great
extent, a joint election campaign (e.g. by sharing a common election manifesto).
However, both AN and LN wanted to preserve their own identities and to address their
own electorates during the election campaign, as evidenced by the advertising
campaign and leaders’ speeches from both parties. In addition, Lega Nord issued also
a separate election program.
In general, the PdL’s electoral strategy in 2008 was considerably shaped by that of their
main competitors. Having chosen a less personalised and less adversarial mode of
communication, the PD had ‘forced’ the PdL to tune down its usually aggressive and
populist manner in addressing its competitors (Campus, 2008). Moreover, since the
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PD emphasised its desire to focus on electoral platforms rather than personalities and
this was well-received by the electorate (about 60% vs. 25% according to some poles)
(Campus, 2009: 138), the PdL had a strong incentive to discuss its policy stances.
Although ultimately the electoral competition for the 2008 elections was portrayed as
one lacking ‘a real fight’ (Sartori, 2008) – either about personalities or policies – the
central issue that was brought up and discussed excessively by the PdL was the
economy. It was well reflected in the party’s manifesto, as well as the advertisement
campaign, in which the economy was the number one issue (see the Table 6.10. and
Table 6.11., accordingly).
Election Pledges in the People of Freedom’s Manifesto (2008)
No.1

Encouraging economic development

No.2

Supporting families

No.3

Law and order

No.4

Social services (health, education)

No.5

Sustaining Sothern Italy

No.6

Promoting federalism

No.7

Reforming the public finance system

Table 6.10. People of Freedom’s Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto (2008)
Source: People of Freedom’s Manifesto for 2008 General Election

Although, compared to 2005, the economy had slightly improved during the two years
leading up to the election (economic growth and employment had increased, the
budget deficit had fallen), the changes were negligible and, more importantly, the
perception of most Italians, for whom combating high unemployment and decreasing
taxes were the most salient issues, reflected a negative assessment of the economic
development. Moreover, the recent liberalisation and welfare reforms implemented by
Prodi’s government, as well as the government’s decision to concede an amnesty to
nearly 80% of the detainees angered wide sectors of the society (Guerra and Massetti,
2008) and contributed negatively to the popularity of the government. Hence, by
strongly competing within the economic dimension and by blaming the government
for the current economic malaise (high taxes, high unemployment), and dissatisfied
with other government policies, the PdL tried to respond to the electorate’s most
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salient issue and hoped to appeal, specifically, to the directly affected groups and, more
generally, to the society at large.
Key Issues in Berlusconi's Speeches During the Electoral Campaign (2008)

Policy Issues

Reforming taxation, decreasing unemployment,
improving security and justice, enhancing
‘support to families’ policies and controlling
immigration
Promoting fiscal federalism and referring to
European level of governance

Polity Issues

Table 6.11. Polity/Policy Issue References in Berlusconi’s Speeches (2008)
Source: Berlusconi Speeches in Various Occasions between January – April 2008

As a closer look at the party’s election manifesto reveals, the other issues of high
salience for the PdL were improving domestic security and justice, providing support
for families and controlling immigration. Blaming the leftwing government for the
increasing levels of crime and illegal immigration in Italy, Berlusconi called for stricter
controls on immigration and more funding for police forces. Traditionally Berlusconi’s
parties have always competed over immigration and security, and according to some
polls, increased criminality was the second most salient issue for the voters before the
2008 elections. It is not surprising that the PdL wanted to exploit this dimension in
these elections; it was both competing within conservative territory, in which it had an
advantage, and responding to voters’ preferences. Even the policy package for
supporting families was presented in a way that emphasised the conservative value of
‘the family as the core unit of the society’, rather than referring to the socio-economic
implications of such policies (Campus, 2008). However, the relatively high salience of
immigration might not stem solely from Berlusconi’s strategy of playing to his party’s
core issues. The discussion about immigration – an issue that was of much lower
salience for the voters – was to a large extent used to strengthen ties with its primary
ally and soon-to-be merger partner, the National Alliance, as well as its other ally, Lega
Nord. Moreover, the themes addressed in the party’s advertising campaign (see the
Table 6.13.) and other issues mentioned above, such as security and justice, were
among the most salient for the NA. Similarly to the PdL, the NA’s issue profile for the
2008 election was practically the same as it had been for the previous elections.
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Key Issues in the National Alliance’s Advertisement Campaign (2008)
Policy Issues

Improving safety and justice; support to
families; decreasing taxes

Polity Issues

None

Table 6.12. Key Issues in the NA Advertisement Campaign (2008)
Source: National Alliance’s Election Posters for 2008 General Election

While in the policy dimension, the PdL mainly competed over those issues that were
most salient for voters. The discussion about (fiscal) federalism – the only polity issue
of notable salience – could be considered as yet further deference to its second ally,
Lega Nord. Although not regularly addressed in Berlusconi’s speeches, the issue of
fiscal federalism was presented as one of seven missions in the PdL’s manifesto. In its
election program, the PdL advocated the empowerment of Italian autonomies and
regional authorities to redistribute locally collected taxes, but the party was very vague
when it came to more precise policy proposals. Hence, one can argue that Berlusconi
was interested in keeping the issue on the agenda only formally, to show solidarity with
the Lega Nord and its electorate, for which (fiscal) federalism (along with immigration)
was the most important issue.
Key Issues in the Lega Nord Advertisement Campaign (2008)
Policy Issues

Controlling immigration; tax reform; decreasing
unemployment; improving security and justice

Polity Issues

(Fiscal) federalism

Table 6.13. Key Issues in Lega Nord Advertisement Campaign (2008)
Source: Lega Nord’s Election Posters for 2008 General Election

Lastly, one should refer to the non-appearance of two otherwise important issues in
pre-election debates: electoral reform and European integration. Although Berlusconi
often referred to ‘Europe’ – especially to the European Treaties and, mainly, the
Stability and Growth Pact as one of the external conditions that could jeopardise the
achievement of the PdL’s economic policy goals (Guerra and Massetti, 2008) – he did
not actually compete within the European dimension (except for some remarks on the
need to change the Union’s immigration policy). Indeed, the European issue was of
very low salience among the voters and, moreover, Europe has never been a
particularly salient issue for any of Berlusconi’s parties. Similarly, the debate over
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electoral reform was nearly non-existent in the 2008 electoral campaign. This could be
explained by the tacit agreement, reached between Veltroni and Berlusconi shortly
before the election battle, not to raise the topic of the electoral reform in the election
agenda but rather return to this issue after the election (Campus, 2009: 138), thus, in
principle, not excluding, at least from Veltroni’s side, the possibility for cooperation.
In the context of the existing electoral system, which gives a majority premium to the
winner party, and the fact that both parties were running neck-to-neck in the preelection polls, it was not in their interests to compete over the issue of electoral reform.
Moreover, as the election coalition-making strategies of both parties have proved, they
were interested in decreasing the role and impact of the small parties (especially the
left), on which both parties often depended to gain the majority, but because of which
the coalition governments were often fragile and unstable. Berlusconi and Veltroni's
need for cooperation may have shaped their incentives in the pre-election campaign.

Democratic Party (PDI)
The Democratic Party, established shortly before the 2008 elections, competed on a
similar platform to that of Berlusconi’s alliance. As Campus (2009) puts it, both party
leaders emphasised the need to support enterprise through appropriate fiscal policies,
as well as to reform the system of public finance. Both parties focused on the family as
the core unit of the society. Both stressed the need to improve law and order by
combating crime. And, above all, both Berlusconi and Veltroni campaigned on the
issue of saving Italy from economic recession and reforming public administration
(Campus, 2009: 140). Hence, there was no attempt by the PD to establish specific issue
ownership for the 2008 elections.
There are several possible explanations for such an electoral strategy. Firstly, by
establishing the new Democratic Party – which aimed to unite moderates and exclude
radical players on the left – Veltroni wanted to make a clear break with the left and to
position the new party as a centre-left rather than a leftwing party, thus becoming more
attractive to the centre voters (Favretto, 2009: 88). In a way, the Democratic Party
wanted to present the same model as Blair’s Labour or Zapareto’s Spanish Socialist
Workers’ Party: the most credible party to promote the country’s modernisation
(Salvati, 2008).
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As some observers argue (Favretto, 2009), Veltroni was aware of the nature of electoral
volatility in Italy, which according to several studies, pointed to a high degree of
depoliticisation and a lack of information among the voters, who were ‘moving between
the two blocks across elections’ and rejecting the left/right divide by locating
themselves somewhere ‘in the centre’ of the political spectrum (Favretto, 2009: 89,
referring to Itanes, 2006: 63-65). Although for 2001 and 2005 the inter-block electoral
volatility was low (5.9% and 8.7%) compared to that of intra-block (22% and 20%), it
was decisive for each coalition given the small victory margins (Favretto, 2009: 89).
Therefore, Veltroni tried to emphasise policies that appealed to centrist voters: the
economy and government efficiency, above all.
Secondly, due to growing popular dissatisfaction with the ruling leftwing coalition's
willingness to distance the new party (lead by Prodi and Veltroni) from its unsuccessful
counterpart, Veltroni might have simply trespassed into the realm of the electoral
agenda of their competitors in order to show that the newly established leftwing party
was equally capable of tackling the most important problems: the declining economy,
inefficient government and increasing crime rates. In this way, the PD – and PdL, as I
have discussed it above - had also responded to the voters’ most salient issues.
Thirdly, for the first time, the leftwing party/coalition did not engage with a
decentralised manifesto drafting process. As Campus (2009) writes, ‘[t]here had been
a general simplification, and increasing centralisation, of the platform drafting process,
especially of the centre left’ for the 2008 elections (Campus, 2009: 139). Hence,
contrary to the Union’s previous practice of having a bottom-up drafting process (i.e.
Fabbrica del programma), the drafting of the 2008 election manifesto was highly
centralised (Campus, 2009: 139). This apparently has resulted in an electoral agenda
dominated by the ideas and preferences of Veltroni and his closest allies, who, as
discussed above, wanted to distance the party from the radical left and position it more
towards the centre.
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Election Pledges in Democratic Party's Manifesto (2008)
No.1

Fiscal policy to encourage economic development

No.2

Law and order for citizens and firms

No.3

The right to fair judicial decisions within reasonable time periods

No.4

Action-oriented policies for the environment

No.5

Welfare state: more equality and support for families, to achieve better growth

No.6

Culture, education, research: more autonomy in pursuit of fairness/excellence

No.7

Stronger and more competitive enterprises

No.8

Competition as the condition for growth

No.9

Governing democracy

No.10

Beyond duopoly, in the age of digital television

Table 6.14. Democratic Party's Election Pledges as Listed in the Manifesto (2008)
Source: Democratic Party’s Manifesto for 2008 General Election

During the 2008 electoral campaign, the centre-left and centre-right discarded antiBerlusconi and anti-Communist rhetoric respectively, as well as putting forward
electoral programmes characterised by close similarity. They also, as Favretto (2009)
has observed, avoided discussing ethics-related issues (Favretto, 2009: 93). This could
be explained by the sharp internal divisions between liberals and the PD, and, to some
extent, also the PdL. As Campus puts it, both the centre-left and centre-right have roots
in the Catholic tradition as both include parties that themselves include remnants of
the old Christian Democratic Party. Moreover, although in general Italian society is
becoming more secular, a large group of voters are not indifferent to the Church’s social
doctrine and ethical teaching (Campus, 2009: 145). This made the parties, especially
the PD, avoid issues related to morality and bioethics.
In addition to the issues addressed both by Veltroni and Berlsuconi, the PD also
occasionally referred to the environment by calling for sustainable development, as
well calling for reform of Italian broadcasting by introducing more freedom and
competition. These issues were present in the party manifesto and the party leader’s
speeches.
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Key Issues in the Democratic Party's Advertisement Campaign (2008)
Reforming taxation and public spending;
increasing growth by boosting competition;
improving security and justice, enhancing
‘support to families’ policies and sustainable
environment and reforming TV broadcasting

Policy Issues

Polity Issues

Reforming bureaucracy; improving government
efficiency and increasing autonomy and
decentralisation in some sectors (e.g. education)

Table 6.15. Key Issues in the Democratic Party's Advertisement Campaign (2008)
Source: Democratic Party’s Posters for 2008 General Election

The sole references to polity issues were Veltroni’s calls to establish a more effective
democracy and bureaucracy. In his speeches, Veltroni addressed the problem of
corruption among politicians and bureaucrats, and spoke often about the ‘clean slate
of candidates’ and the need for less adversarial politics (Roncarolo, 2009: 165).
Although not at the very top of the electorate’s concerns, inefficient government and
corrupt politicians were among the key problems that had long troubled Italians and
that, accordingly, appeared on the parties’ electoral agendas, especially those of the
centre and centre-left. Moreover, having favoured an electoral strategy that did not
criticise Berlusconi’s previous governments (since invoking memories of the past
would inevitably also remind voters of the failures of the Prodi’s government (Favretto,
2009: 92)), Veltroni had to remain vague about proposals of how to improve
government efficiency and combat corruption. He spoke about creating a modern Italy
– less corrupt, more efficient – but failed to present his ideas in any greater detail
(Roncarolo, 2009: 165).

Comparison of Issue Competition between both Elections
Since the examined cases present variation in the levels of both polity issue salience
(18 in 1979 and 27 in 2008, see the Table 3.3.) and polity/policy issue divergence (23
in 1979 and 7 in 2008, see the Table 3.4.), it is worth comparing them from both
perspectives.
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Contrary to the British case, in which there was almost no variation of polity issue
salience across the studied elections, in Italy, according to the quantitative data, the
polity issue salience in party competition was higher in 2008 than in 1979. However,
judging from the qualitative analysis, one cannot perceive a (marked) difference
between the salience levels of polity issues. Although the salience of all polity-type
issues was relatively low in every election, almost all parties referred to a few politytype issues in their pre-election discourse. It is possible that this difference has resulted
from an imperfection in the quantitative measurement of issue salience (which is based
solely on party election manifestos). Namely, it might be that some political parties
raised different themes in the mass media and public events than those emphasised in
the party’s official manifesto.
If we assume that the quantitative data has captured the polity issue competition
accurately and in 2008 it was, indeed, higher, we can draw the following conclusions.
Since the level of competitiveness in Italy was not stable over time (contrary to the
British case), one could argue that higher levels of polity issue salience might be
explained by higher levels of competitiveness. As discussed in the previous sections,
until the early 1990s, Italian party politics was characterised by a high degree of
stability and predictability (read: lower party system competitiveness). This changed
as a result of the political turmoil of the 1990s, which brought new parties and patterns
of interparty competition. Having become more volatile and bipolar, the new party
system was also more competitive and, therefore – following the theoretical argument
I have presented – the parties were more keen to compete in the polity issue dimension.
While this polity issue dynamic is in line with the research hypothesis H3, the dynamic
of polity/policy issue divergence goes in the opposite direction. Despite higher party
competitiveness in the Second Republic, the Issue Divergence Index is considerably
lower in 2008 (7) compared to that in 1979 (23). Indeed, the qualitative analysis also
clearly shows this distinction: the key political parties were willing to trespass on each
other’s electoral agendas in the 2008 electoral competition (see the discussion about
issue competition between the Democratic Party and the People of Freedom), but in
1979 they wanted to stand in sharp contrast with each other (see the discussion about
the Communist Party and Christian Democrats).
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Two factors can be identified which, despite higher competitiveness, could be
responsible for pushing down the level of divergence in party issue competition. The
first of these, also identified in the British case, is the decline of identity voting. In 1979,
the electorates of the two competing parties were well-defined and stable, and political
parties addressed these supporters by distinguishing themselves from their
competitors. Secondly, and probably even more so than in the UK, the Italian electorate
was extremely polarised: determined leftists supported the Communist Party and
Catholics voted for the Christian Democrats. This environment had completely
changed by 2008. As emphasised in my analysis of the 2008 elections, the
contemporary Italian electorate is centre-leaning (especially in economic issues) and
much less politically affiliated. Therefore, it is not surprising that party competition, at
least between the key parties, is aimed at reaching the median voter rather than
appealing to long-term supporters. Accordingly, the parties opt for issue convergence
rather than issue divergence.
One can conclude that despite the increasing level of competitiveness, which (as
predicted) should also increase the level of polity issue competition and divergence
within the polity/policy issue dimension, we can only observe higher levels of polity
salience. The two identified factors – the decline of identity voting and lower level of
polarisation of the electorate – have overrun the effect of higher competitiveness and
decreased levels of issue divergence among political parties in Italy.

Summary of Findings
The patterns of party competition in the polity/policy issue dimension in Italy lead us
to the following initial conclusions. Firstly, the majority of political parties trespass on
each other’s electoral agendas, either by focusing on the same issues and adopting the
same issue positions (as the two main parties did in the 2008 elections) or by sharing
the same issues but differing on the position taken (as main political parties did in the
1979 elections). The rationale for each type of trespassing was different. As in the case
of party competition in the First Republic, small political parties (such as the Socialist
Party) felt compelled to respond to the issues raised by the dominant parties (such as
the Christian Democrats). This can be explained by specific features of the
competitiveness of the Italian electoral system of that time: although having a low
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likelihood of entering the parliament, the smaller parties could compete to enter the
governing coalition. This, apparently, motivated the small parties to move ideologically
closer to the dominant party, thus presenting themselves as potential coalition
members. As in the case of the Second Republic, political parties competed over
similar issue agendas because they aimed to capture the preferences of the median
voter. The Italian electorate has become much less polarised in recent decades, and,
indeed, the majority of voters nowadays position themselves between the centre-left
and the centre-right. Political parties have adjusted their electoral issue strategies
accordingly. This brings us to the second conclusion: political parties shape their issue
agendas at least partly based on the electorate’s preferences.
Thirdly, as was the case in the UK, in Italy internal disagreements within a party appear
to be another factor that has influenced the electoral issue agenda, specifically the low
salience of European integration (e.g. the Communist Party downplaying the issue due
to its internal conflicts).
Fourthly, political and economic events such as Moro’s kidnapping in 1978 and the
Great Recession can be treated as 'exogenous' factors, regarding which the political
parties could not be salient. These issues, too, have shaped the parties' electoral issue
agendas.
Hypothesis H1. According to hypothesis H1, that minor peripheral and minor parties
tend to be the most competitive in the polity issue dimension, followed by the
dominant-peripheral and dominant parties.
Overall, the party’s position in the party system is a good indicator for predicting to

what extent the party will compete in the polity issue dimension. This pattern is clear
until near the end of the First Republic. However, after the years of the political turmoil
in the 1990s, the levels of polity issue salience across all the parties equalise and,
although it is still possible to observe a difference between the dominant party and the
minor party, the pattern has changed.
Hypothesis H2. Since the competitiveness of the electoral and party system of the
Italian First Republic can be characterised as moderate or moderately low and that of
the Second Republic as moderately high, one would expect that political parties would
opt for convergent electoral strategies during the First Republic and more divergent
strategies during the Second Republic.
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This hypothesis is not supported. The true picture is observed via comparison of the
Divergence Indexes for the elections of 1979 and 2008 and by detailed analysis of the
parties' strategies: in the 1979 elections, the political parties emphasised their
differences, whereas in the 2008 elections, the two key parties discussed largely the
same set of issues.
The difference between the prediction of hypothesis H2 and the observed pattern can
be explained, as discussed above, by the impact of two key factors: the decline of
identity voting and the lower level of polarisation of the electorate.
Hypothesis H3. As in the case of hypothesis H2, since the competitiveness of the
electoral and party system of the Italian First Republic can be characterised as
moderate or moderately low and that of the Second Republic as moderately high, one
would expect political parties to be more competitive in the polity issue dimension
during the Second Republic.
Judging from the values of the Polity Index, the 1979 elections were, indeed,
characterised by much lower polity salience than the 2008 elections. However, the
qualitative analysis of the parties' strategies does not provide an equally clear
conclusion. In 2008, the most salient issue was the state of the economy, whereas
among the polity issues, the political parties were competing only regarding the issue
of government efficiency. In 1979, on the other hand, the issue that dominated the
preselection debate was the composition of the future coalition, which cannot be
classified as either a polity- or policy-type issue.
Hypothesis H5. The lower the economic development and growth, the more parties
compete in the polity dimension, and vice versa – the higher the economic
development and growth, the less parties compete in the polity dimension.
The 2008 elections took part at the beginning of the year, after first signs of the global
recession but before its full destructive impact was felt in the Italian economy. Thus,
one cannot draw a causal link between the decline of Italian GDP and the high salience
of polity issues in 2008. The 1979 elections took place during an economic up-turn.
The qualitative analysis of these two cases does not, therefore, allow me to either reject
or support the hypothesis.
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Hypothesis H6. When compared with other Western European countries, Italy is
characterised by the higher prevalence of traditional and survival values. For this
reason, one would expect a relatively low salience of polity issues and a relatively high
salience of policy issues.
This hypothesis is not supported by the qualitative analysis of the 1979 elections:
despite the prevalence of traditional and survival values in Italian society, political
parties have frequently referred to polity-type issues, such as the value and the quality
of democracy and peace. This, however, should be contextualised within the particular
electoral rhetoric used by the Christian Democrats and their allies, who constantly
referred to themselves as the main safeguard of democracy (against the Communist
Party). The impact of dominant values is more visible in the 2008 elections, when the
debate was dominated by the themes of economy, family, security and justice and
immigration, which are more in line with survival and traditional values.
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7. Comparison of Electoral Issue Competition
between the United Kingdom and Italy
As discussed in the country comparisons, a number of factors – both hypothesised and
unexpected – can shape polity/policy issue competition. Therefore, it is not surprising
that at times, the levels and patterns of polity issue competition in the United Kingdom
and Italy (countries that stand at different, if not opposite, points on the
competitiveness axis, and which, as outlined in the Research Design, differ according
to several other characteristics of political systems) are similar. It is worth drawing a
concise comparative conclusion of the two pairs of elections in order to determine
whether the factors behind this low polity/policy divergence (with the Divergence
Index being 7 both in the UK in 1997 and in Italy in 2008) and moderately high polity
salience (with the Salience Index being 30 in the UK in 1979 and 27 in Italy in 2008)
are shared or different.
Regarding the low polity/policy divergence in the UK in 1997 and in Italy in 2008,
lower polarisation of the electorate and a decline in identity voting are shared factors
that have contributed to decreasing issue divergence in party competition. In the
United Kingdom the dynamics of the party competition (i.e. the changing popularity of
the third party) in 1997 gave yet further impetus to the major political parties to
converge on their issue agenda, as the Liberal Democrats were experiencing relatively
low popularity. Hence, in otherwise highly competitive (in the United Kingdom) or
moderately competitive (in Italy) political systems, which according to hypothesis H2,
would enhance divergence in polity/policy issue competition, the political parties
instead opted for trespassing strategies in the given election years.
The reasons for similar and relatively high polity issue salience in the United Kingdom
in 1979 and in Italy in 2008, however, are less straightforward. First of all, as already
touched upon in the Italian discussion, the relatively higher salience of polity issue
competition is not apparent from the qualitative analysis. However, if we still assume
some salience for polity issues (following the quantitative data), then the main politytype issue – improving government efficiency and bureaucracy – was most likely raised
due to its relatively high (ranking third after the economic crisis and immigration)
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salience for the electorate. More precisely, it was an issue of salience for the median
voter, making it a key issue for both major parties.
In the United Kingdom in 1979, the key high-salience polity issues differed among the
parties: the Liberals raised electoral reforms, Labour addressed Scottish and Welsh
devolution and the Conservatives focused on government efficiency. As already
discussed in the analytical sections about the UK elections, all the parties in 1979
focused on addressing the key issues of their electorate (and not those of the median
voter). Some of the polity-type issues were also of high salience to their supporters, and
so were addressed by the parties. However, it should be noted that compared to the
other election examined in this study, polity issue salience in 1979 was, actually,
slightly lower than in 1997 and 2010. One of the reasons for this was the absent issue
of European integration, which, though important, was downplayed both by the
Conservatives and Labour as a result of their own internal disagreements.
To conclude, it is worth mentioning that while it is possible to find common factors (a
decline in identity voting and the polarisation of the electorate) that explain the low
polity/policy divergence in both countries, other potentially explanatory factors point
to localised, country-specific conditions.
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8. Conclusion
Political parties tend to select their preferred issues for electoral competition based on
a number of factors and conditions that vary across time and countries. These factors
may be conflicting, i.e. they may provide opposing incentives to political parties about
emphasising or downplaying a certain issue and about whether to adopt a trespassing
or ownership strategy in the electoral contest. In the context of polity/policy issue
competition - which, as I explained at the outset, is particularly interesting due to its
growing relevance in European countries – this study has sought to understand the
conditions under which political parties in contemporary European countries compete
over polity issues and opt for either divergent or convergent strategies in the
polity/policy issue dimension. I have explored four key questions. Firstly, I examined
whether marginal or non-cartel political parties are more prone to compete in the
polity dimension as a way of protesting against the political status quo. Secondly, I
investigated whether in times of economic crisis, parties talk more about polity-type
issues, reflecting the way that the electorate’s dissatisfaction about the economy
transforms into dissatisfaction about the functioning of its political system. Thirdly, I
analysed whether in postmodern societies, political parties are more keen to address
polity issues in order to appeal to their electorate’s concerns about the quality of
democracy. Finally, and most importantly, I looked at whether high levels of party
system competitiveness and left/right polarisation are important factors in motivating
political parties to compete in the polity dimension and to adopt divergent issue
strategies, as competitiveness creates political confrontation over salient structural
issues (i.e. polity-type issues).
As discussed in the Introduction, a number of macro-level questions about party issue
competition have been addressed by theories such as spatial competition (Downs,
1957), the dominance-dispersion principle (Riker, 1993 and 1996), issue ownership
(Petrocik, 1996; Petrocik, Benoit and Hansen, 2003), issue salience (Budge and Farlie,
1983, Budge, 1993, Carmines, 1991), selective emphasis (Robertson, 1976) and issue
trespassing or overlap (Sides, 2006 and 2007; Sigelmann & Buell, 2004; Kaplan et al.,
2006; Damore, 2004; Green-Pedersen, 2007). I could have searched for answers to my
four questions solely among the existing theories. I have embraced this literature at
certain points by looking at alternative (non-hypothesised) factors during my case
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studies, which often lead me to explanations well-established in the literature of issue
competition (i.e. issue ownership theory, parties’ response to identity voting).
However, the current state of research in this field falls short of fully explaining why,
and under what conditions, political parties compete over polity issues. For example, a
theory may state that political parties largely respond to their electorate’s views, but
the fluctuating dynamics of polity/policy issue competition in different countries (see
the Table 1.1. in the Introduction) show that parties cannot be always in line with the
electorate’s views, which, at the most profound level, do not change rapidly. A key
argument of issue salience theorists is that parties compete only over issues for which
they believe they will receive a favourable response from the electorate. However, the
existence of some patterns (discussed in detail in the Introduction) suggest that there
are common inter-country factors that cause political parties to behave similarly
regarding polity/policy issue competition. Moreover, as I have emphasised, existing
theories of issue salience do not clarify the specific factors and conditions that might
force political parties to adopt either a trespassing or an ownership strategy in issue
competition.
To explore my twofold research question – under which conditions political parties in
contemporary European countries a) compete over polity issues and b) opt for either
divergent or convergent strategies in the polity/policy issue dimension – I tested six
hypotheses. These hypotheses were designed to examine the impact on polity
competition of a party’s position in the party system, party system competitiveness and
left/right polarisation more broadly, as well as socio-economic and cultural factors. I
conducted a large n-study comprising 18 Western European countries between 1979
and 2013 and five in-depth case studies of party electoral competitions in Italy (in 1979
and 2008) and in the United Kingdom (in 1979, 1997 and 2010). The results of this
study are summarised below.
Hypothesis H1. Marginal and non-governing mainstream political parties tend to
compete in the polity issue dimension more than the mainstream parties in power,
and vice versa.
Overall, the results of the study support the evidence that minor and non-governing
parties compete in the polity issue dimension more than their counterparts in power.
The results of the simple quantitative test have demonstrated that the parties in
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opposition tend to refer to polity issues more than those in government. This finding
is also supported by a detailed case study analysis in the United Kingdom and Italy. In
the United Kingdom, the polity issue salience was, on average, highest among the
Liberal Democrats (as the third party), followed by the opposition party of that time
and the party in power. Similarly, in Italy the highest level of polity issue competition
was among minor-peripheral parties, followed by minor parties, dominant-peripheral
and, finally, dominant parties. However, when the time dimension is added to the
analysis, this pattern does not always hold – at times the polity issue salience was
highest among the governing parties and lowest among the opposition.
Hypothesis H2. The more competitive and polarised the party system, the more
political parties will diverge in the polity issue dimension and vice versa – the less
competitive and polarised the party system, the more political parties will converge
in the polity/policy issue dimension.
In line with this hypothesis, the results of the quantitative analysis suggest that there
is a positive correlation between party system competitiveness and left/right
polarisation and issue divergence in the polity/policy dimension. A more detailed indepth analysis of party competition in the selected elections in Italy and the United
Kingdom has revealed that, as one might have expected, there are a number of other
factors that strongly shape parties’ decisions to trespass or diverge in issue competition
(i.e. the prevalence of identity voting, the polarisation of electorate and the strength of
the third party (in a two-party system)). Although, in general, convergence was higher
in the United Kingdom (as a more competitive political system) than Italy (as a less
competitive political system), the intra-country dynamics were volatile and in the case
of Italy, showed the opposite trend than that predicted. This suggests that, as noted,
there are a number of other factors affecting the levels of issue convergence/divergence
in the polity/policy dimension.
Hypothesis H3. The more competitive and polarised the party system, the higher
the levels of competition in the polity dimension and vice versa – the less competitive
and polarised the party system, the lower the levels of competition in the polity
dimension.
Higher party system competitiveness and polarisation on the left/right dimension is,
indeed, associated with higher salience for polity issues. This is confirmed both by the
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quantitative analysis and, to some extent, by the case studies. Polity salience in the
United Kingdom (a competitive political system) has always been relatively high – both
major parties and, particularly, the third party strongly addressed several polity issues
in each election. In Italy, the salience of polity issues was generally higher during the
Second Republic than in the First Republic, which accords with increasing
competitiveness after the breakdown of the First Republic. However, when the time
dimension is added, there is quite a big fluctuation of polity salience levels even when
competitiveness is mostly constant (e.g. United Kingdom). As for H2, this suggests that
there are a number of other factors affecting the level of polity competition, ranging
from the structural (e.g. the decline of identity voting) to the specific (e.g. an important
political event, pressure from international actors, intra-party dynamics).
Hypothesis H4. The more competitive party system is characterised by a
presidential type of government, a unitary administrative system and a majoritarian
electoral system. The less competitive party system is characterised by a proportional
electoral system, a parliamentary type of government and by federalism.
Regarding other institutional factors, only the type of electoral system (proportional
vs. majoritarian) accords with the theory and the hypothesis: proportional electoral
systems are, indeed, characterised by lower levels of polity issue competition.
Presidential and unitary political systems are, however, associated with lower levels of
polity issue salience. As mentioned already before, this finding requires more research
in the future. Causal pathways between different institutional arrangements and party
issue competition are, indeed, complex and contradicting. I have presented and tested
only a few in my study.
Hypothesis H5. The lower the levels of economic development and growth, the more
competitive parties become in the polity dimension and vice versa – the higher the
levels of economic development and growth, the less frequently parties compete in the
polity dimension.
According to the quantitative analysis, the key driving force for the salience of polity
issues are socio-economic factors. Both the level and the growth of GDP have a negative
and significant effect on polity issue competition in almost all regression models
applied: i.e., the higher the economic development and growth, the less frequently
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political parties compete in the polity dimension. Although the evidence from the case
studies is not sufficient to either prove or disprove the hypothesis and/or to
demonstrate causality, the results of the quantitative tests are convincing enough to
prove the hypothesis.
Hypothesis H6. In general, the stronger the self-actualising and/or the
secular/rational political (i.e. postmodern) culture in the society, the more frequently
the parties compete on the polity dimension, and vice versa – the higher the
traditional and/or survival political culture, the less frequently parties compete on
the polity dimension.
This hypothesis is not fully supported by either the quantitative or the qualitative
analyses.
Overall, my research makes three contributions to the existing volume of knowledge
about party issue competition. Firstly, I have demonstrated that party system
competitiveness and left/right polarisation plays an important role in shaping parties’
behaviour in polity/policy issue competition: the more competitive the institutional
setting, the more political parties are prone to invoke polity-type issues and the more
they diverge in the polity/policy issue dimension. As I explained in Chapter 2, this is
because political parties in more competitive environments focus on divisive and
confrontational issues in order to distinguish themselves from their competitors.
Polity-type issues are often, although not always, more divisive by nature. The causal
link between left/right polarisation and divergence in the polity/policy dimension
implies that marginal political parties (whether on the left or right) are also often
characterised by an ‘anti-system’ ideology. Therefore, the higher the left/right
ideological polarisation, the higher the polity issue salience. Secondly, I have shown
that opposition parties are more prone to compete over polity issues than the parties
in power. This implies that political parties that are not in power, are more keen to
invoke ‘the rules of the game’ and, thus (one could argue) are less responsible than
their competitors in power. Thirdly, I have proved that economic factors are
significant: during periods of economic crisis, political parties talk frequently about the
economy (as one would expect, especially as is the most salient issue at all times
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anyway), but they also give polity-type issues more importance, and in so doing,
challenge the ‘rules of the game’ more than in periods of economic stability.
This research has taken us a small step in further in our understanding of party issue
competition in general and polity/policy issue competition in particular, but it is
important to note that there is a lot more work to be done on these topics. I have
demonstrated only a few mechanisms that shape party competition, using a particular
conceptual framework. Although we have a solid theoretical information about the
macro-level, it is necessary to work more on meso-level theories that could explain why
and under what conditions political parties talk about specific single issues (the
environment, bioethics, immigration). Moreover, we need to know much more about
why political parties sometimes trespass on each other’s issue territory but at other
times, converge. In particular, we need to look beneath the surface of the salience
theorists’ general argument that political parties always select the most favourable (i.e.
the most voter-friendly) issues during election campaigns.
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Appendices
Appendix I Regression Results
FGLS

VARIABLES
electoral risk

(1)

polarisation

(4)

Italy
dropped
(5)

Luxembourg
dropped
(6)

20.23***
[1.516]

0.0131
[0.0492]
0.104
[0.0662]
-0.751
[1.624]
-2.202
[1.560]
-0.883
[0.882]
-32.32**
[14.31]
0.838
[0.645]
8.649
[9.326]

0.0649
[0.0524]
0.102
[0.0700]
-0.476
[1.561]
-1.355
[1.509]
-1.048
[0.852]
-33.46**
[15.05]
0.125
[0.698]
17.62*
[9.842]

0.120**
[0.0517]
0.110
[0.0672]
-1.211
[1.479]
1.196
[1.520]
-2.753***
[0.856]
-38.49**
[15.64]
-2.665***
[0.882]
56.37***
[12.46]

174

167

158

151

167
0.127

18

18

17

16

18

full sample
(2)
(3)

0.118***
[0.0350]
0.0669
[0.0635]

0.128***
[0.0357]
0.0893
[0.0645]

Surv
trad
ln(gdp)
Dln(gdp)
ln(pop)
Constant

21.74***
[1.076]

23.71***
[1.184]

Observations
174
174
R-squared
Number of
countries
18
18
Standard errors in
brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

FE
full sample
(7)

0.120
[0.0793]
6.165
[6.229]
6.520
[10.31]
-0.0151
[3.874]

-31.69**
[14.87]
521.8**
[247.7]

Table A1 Regression Results: Competitiveness and Issue Salience (without European
Integration)
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FGLS
VARIABLES
Pres
Prop
feduni

(1)

(2)

-1.026*
[0.601]
-2.727**
[1.060]
2.192***
[0.759]

-0.590
[0.629]
-0.958
[1.476]
1.168
[0.915]
-0.222
[1.617]
-2.377
[1.607]
-0.710
[0.872]
-34.05**
[14.15]
0.598
[0.725]

surv
trad
ln(gdp)
Dln(gdp)
ln(pop)

FE
(3)
0.232
[2.134]
0.522
[4.007]

(4)

FGLS
(5)

(6)

-0.744
[0.656]
-2.184**
[1.073]
1.442*
[0.791]

-1.018*
[0.608]
-2.576**
[1.124]
2.164***
[0.752]

-0.696
[0.675]
-1.817
[1.200]
1.342*
[0.792]

0.0955**
[0.0381]
0.0639
[0.0650]
24.91***
[3.044]

6.962
[6.307]
4.681
[10.48]
-0.0770
[3.922]
-29.14
[18.44]
-35.85**
[15.51]

electoral risk

0.0859**
[0.0365]

polarisation
Constant

29.95***
[1.997]

Observations
174
R-squared
Number of cou
18
Standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

16.42
[13.39]

589.5**
[257.4]

26.71***
[2.455]

0.0244
[0.0632]
29.33***
[2.390]

167

167
0.128
18

174

174

174

18

18

18

18

Table A2 Regression Results: Competitiveness and Issue Salience (without European
Integration) II
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FGLS
VARIABLES
electoral risk
Polarisation

(1)

(2)

0.0412*
[0.0222]
0.0906**
[0.0409]

Pres

(3)

feduni

6.795***
[2.180]

-0.859
[1.009]
-1.327
[1.061]
-0.109
[0.631]
-17.84*
[10.13]
-0.519
[0.500]
15.78**
[7.342]

174

167

18

18

trad
ln(gdp)
Dln(gdp)
ln(pop)

Observations
174
R-squared
Number of
countries
18
Standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1

(5)

(6)

-0.00923
[0.0612]
-0.0371
[0.571]
0.0788
[1.401]
0.355
[0.688]
-0.806
[1.093]
-0.858
[1.083]
-0.114
[0.608]
-20.42**
[10.12]
-0.428
[0.588]
15.79
[10.61]

surv

5.439***
[0.811]

(4)

0.0179
[0.0330]
0.111**
[0.0465]
0.206
[0.479]
0.382
[1.102]
0.472
[0.448]

Prop

Constant

FE

0.160
[1.625]
-1.643
[3.052]

6.983
[4.773]
-0.530
[7.965]
-12.01***
[2.987]
-7.160
[14.12]
30.36**
[11.68]
-523.7***
[194.6]

6.752
[4.803]
-0.506
[7.984]
-12.18***
[2.987]
-6.649
[14.04]
31.15***
[11.81]
-533.8***
[196.1]

167

167
0.133

167
0.134

18

18

18

Table A3 Regression Results: Competitiveness and Issue Divergence (without European
Integration)
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VARIABLES
surv_vs_self_expression

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-3.734***
[1.110]

-3.010**
[1.378]
-1.934
[1.332]

4.683
[6.571]
-4.877
[10.42]

6.797
[6.225]
4.423
[10.39]

21.50***
[7.566]

0.105
[0.0798]
0.706
[3.896]
-25.68
[18.41]
-36.59**
[15.23]
603.6**
[253.8]

167
0.004
18

167
0.138
18

-4.245***
[1.143]

trad_vs_secular

26.64***
[0.853]

28.95***
[1.383]

-0.751
[1.624]
-2.202
[1.560]
0.0131
[0.0492]
0.104
[0.0662]
-0.883
[0.882]
-32.32**
[14.31]
0.838
[0.645]
8.649
[9.326]

167

167

167

18

18

18

electoral risk
polarisation
ln(gdp)
Dln(gdp)
ln(pop)
Constant

29.32***
[1.412]

Observations
167
R-squared
Number of countries
18
Standard errors in brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table A4 Regression Results: Cultural Factors and Issue Salience
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VARIABLES
ln(gdp)

(1)

(2)

-2.237***
[0.525]

-2.283***
[0.517]
-37.25***
[14.03]

Dln(gdp)
GINI

FGLS
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

FE
(7)

0.596***
[0.129]

-2.258***
[0.768]
-47.92***
[15.86]
0.269
[0.168]

-6.384***
[2.256]
-37.58*
[21.26]
0.224
[0.262]

4.763
[4.920]
-44.25**
[21.50]
-0.200
[0.314]

-1.410
[11.85]

0.188**
[0.0861]
4.522
[6.400]
5.668
[10.48]
-48.84**
[19.66]
832.6**
[335.9]

8.712**
[3.617]

10.71***
[3.463]

-3.174***
[1.201]
-49.94***
[16.44]
0.266
[0.204]
0.0278
[0.0522]
0.141**
[0.0682]
-0.140
[1.934]
1.249
[1.806]
-1.098
[1.021]
22.59
[18.10]

144

139

131

139
0.086

131
0.183

15

15

14

15

14

electoral risk
polarisation
surv
trad
ln(pop)
Constant

17.61***
[1.836]

17.90***
[1.832]

Observations
167
167
R-squared
Number of
countries
18
18
Standard errors in
brackets
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table A5 Regression Results: Socio-economic Factors and Issue Salience
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